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TESTIMONY OF ROBERT F. WILLIAMS

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25, 1970

U.S. SENATE,
SnBcoMmrIr1EP To INVESTIGATE THE

ADMINISTRATIONSN OF THE INTERNAL SECURITY ACT
AND OTHER INTERNA t SECURrITY" LAWS

OF THE COMMIT'')EE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, D.O.

The subcommittee staff conference met, following a recess from the
previous day, at 2:15 p.m., in room S-146, U.S. Capitol.

Present: J. G. Sourwine, chief counsel; John R. Norpel, Jr., re-
search director; and Alfonso L. Tarabochia, chief investigator.

STATEMENT T OF ROBERT F. WILLIAMS, ACCOMPANIED BY ROGER
CRAIG, COUNSEL, IN STAFF CONFERENCE INTERVIEW

Mr. SouwiNE. In October 1967 you had some contacts with a
Brenly Benn. I do not know whether that is his true name or code
name. Can you tell us?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I do not know. I suppose it is his true name.
Mr. SOURWINF,. Who is Mr. Benn?
Mr. WILLIAMS. This time the man came from Ghana. He wanted

to see me. And he said he wanted to read my publications.
Mr. SouRwiNy. Personal business?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, political.
Mr. SouRwiNE. On February 2, 1968 you were visited by one Asa.

Who was he, do you know?
Mr. WILLIAMS. That was a woman, an African woman, I think.
Mr. SOuRWINE. A-s-a?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes. That was an African woman. It was just a

personal visit to my wife.
Mr. SOURWINE. Do you know Shirley Graham DuBois?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SouRwmiE. Is she the wife of the late Dr. DuBois after whom

tihe DuBois Clubs were founded?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, she is.
Mr. SOURwINE. Your diary entry for February 4 was that Shirley

Graham DuBois had come by talking about the need of white allies.
And you have given your code sign which you agreed at the last
session meant baloney: BS; can you recall any of this discussion?
Was it just general, philosophical, or was there something specifi*
about particular assistance, or somebody offering particular
assistance?
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Mr. WILLrAmS. No, it was only in general, and discussing the
problems of black people. Because she is actually an African, she
,has got African citizenship.

Mr. SouRwINwE. You expressed yourself that the international
-movement is not going to help your people. By international move-
:ment did you have any particular international movement in mind,
.or just the whole world.

Mr. WILLIAMS. The whole international movement as far as po-
.Flitical groups in the world. -

Mr. SOuIWINE. You meant realy, theji, +hat fhe black people in
this country are going to have to fight their own battles, they are
niot going to get any help from Outside the United States?

Mr. WILLIANfS. That is right.
'Mr. SoUmiWiNE. Oft the'record.'
(Discussion off the record.)
14r Q'iuwImF. Opunsel is quite willing to stipulate that the quote

attributed1 to Mr. Williams, "convinced that international movement
is not going to help our people," is from his diary under the date
o' February 4,1968.

Mr. C11AIG. Thank yov, counsel.
Mr. SouRwINE. We have almost concluded discussing the diary.

1 am sorry it was necessary to take those matters up.
Your diary entry of September 5, 1968 contained an item "Writes

statement on New Africa as requested by William Worthy for
Esquire Magazine." Who is William Worthy, sir?
. Mr. WILLIAius. He is a journalist working for the Baltimore

Afro-American.
Mr. SOuRWImNE. He does not work for Esquire?
Mr. WILLIAmS. He is also a free lance writer, so I suppose he also

works for Esquire too.
Mr. SounwiNE. This says you wrote a statement. He wasn't writ-

ing it, you wrote it, is that right?
Mr. WILLIAMS. They wanted it for the magazine. It wasn't actually

for him, it was for the magazine, as to what my position was on
the Republic of New Africa.

Mr;, SoUtwIN.. It was your statement, it wasn't Worthy's?
Mr. WILLIAMS. It was my statement, but it was never used.
Mr. SOuRWxNE. It was not.
Ca i you tell us how William Worthy's request for that statement

reached youI
Mr. WILLIAMS. It reached me by rail.

.SoxmwiNE. The pame day you made an entry "Reached my
qal itnm6 d~leted] visit for long talk and member of A. Liberation

on PAC."
Can you tell us what all that meant?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Those are Africans Pan-African Congress.
Mr. SouRwi-E. [Name deleted] is South African?
Mr. WmLus. 'Yes.
But also I wouldn't like to go into the names of those people,

because that means death to them in South Africa.
Mr. SoURWINE. Is that so?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SotuwiNE. Counsel will ask the reporter to place a note at

the beginning of this question, that the committee should consider
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deleting the mention of the man, because of the Witness' statement
that he is a sought-after man and that disclosure of his name in this
conhectkn Would cause him to be' ift personal danger. (Subsequently
the name was ordered deleted from the printed decord.)

Mr. CnI0. Thank you, counsel.
Mr. SOUawiNE. Off the record.
(DiscuSsion 6ff the record.)
Mr. SouwiNE. Can you tell us what is meant by A. Liberation?
Mr. WILLIAMs. A. Liberation?
'Mr. SOURWINE. Yes.
Mr. WILLIAMS. It is just A. Liberation?
Mr. SouRwiNE. Yes.
Mr. WILLIAMS. That means African Liberation.
Mr. SouRwiN.. That African Liberation is the African Liberation

committee of the Pan-Asian Congress, then?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes. They all deal with African liberation, and

they all have different organizations.
Mr. SourtwiN. Had this man come to Tanzania to see you?
Mr. WILLIAMS. He was already there, and he came by.
Mr. SoumwiNig. Your diary entry of September 15, 1968 contains

this item: "Writes to Pogo: Monroe Sharp's house. Small gathering
there. Sharp family, students, Gabriel, McKinley, Africans and
Howard. Returns about 9 p.m. and visits Bill Sutherland. Discuss
my situation here."

Was all this a personal matter?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, personal in Africa.
Mr. SOuvRWINE. You arrived in Canton, China, from Tanzania

after your voyage on October 6, 1968. According to your diary you
had dinner that evening with the vice commander and leader of
C.R, Can you tell us what the C.R. means?

Mr. WILIAMS. Well, that means the Revolutionary Committee of
the groups.

Mr. SotnwINE. This vice commander, then, was a local official?
Mr. WILLIAMs. Yes.
Mr. SoiuwiNE. The diary entry for the next day, which is Octo-

ber 7, 1968, referred to your approaching departure from Canton
for Peking, and contained items: "P/C PPLA leaders see us off."
Can you translate that for us? Does P/C mean Peace Committee?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. And P/C PPLA would mean what?
Mr. WILLIAMS. The People's Liberation Army.
Mr. SoutnwIxE. I am sorry. I should have realized that.
Your diary entry of December 16, 1968 had this item: "Letter

from Kunstler promising to look into my case and to give report."
Who was Kunstler?
" Mr. WILLIAMS. He was a lawyer who wrote to me who handled the
Monroe case.

Mr. SOURWINE. I have no more questions about him if he was
your lawyer. You say he was your lawyer?

Mr. WILLIAMS. No, he was one of the people who were indicted
along with me in Monroe. And he was their lawyer. So I was asking
him to look into the indictment against me in North Carolina.

Mr. SouRwi.E. Did he become your lawyer?
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Mr. WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. SouwiNE. Did he do any legal work for you?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No. He had offered to help me, but I came in to

Detroit instead of New York.
Mr. SoTIRwiNE. Your entry of December 20, 1968: "North Viet-

namese Embassy asks for 'Listen, Brothers.'"
Mr. WILLIAMS. They asked me for copies of the pamphlet that I

had written. That was the title, "Listen, Brothers."
Mr. SOURWINE. On October 21 you had a note "Bobby takes 'Listen,

Brothers' to North Vietnamese embassy." I presume that means the
pamphlet had been finished?

Mr. WILLIAMS. No, it was already published.
Mr. SouR wINE. That was the one they asked for?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes. It was published in the States.
Mr. SOURvINE. And they had nothing to do with the publication

or the preparation of if?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, they just learned that I had it, somebody had

mentioned it to them, and they wanted to see it.
Mr. SOURWINE. You have a diary entry January 9, 1969, this item:

"A. Strong sends tape to make and for re-test music. Vietnamese
send tape for music.1 'I presume A. Strong is Anna Louise Strong?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, I suppose so.
Mr. SoirwiNE. Can you recall what this was about? Were you

dealing with the Vietnamese through Anna Louise Strong?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No. But we lived in the same compound.
Mr. SotmwINE. I understand.
Mr. WILLIAMS. And I had some tape that actually had been sent

to me that I had played for Americans that dealt with the freedom
struggle in the United States.

Mr. SoURwINE. There are two questions here. It does not appear
to be the same tape. It says first, "Strong sends tape to make and
for re-test music," and it says "Vietnamese send tape for music."

Mr. WILLIAMS. You see, she wanted a copy herself. This was
American music about the freedom struggle. And she said if I would
give her a copy of it, she would give me the tape for her copy.

Mr. SoURiwiNE. I see. And the Vietnamese sent the tape over to
you. I suppose she arranged for that?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I suppose so.
Mr. SouR wINE. You had an entry January 15: "Letter from John.

He has been to Monroe and in to Halsberg." The Monroe refers to
Monroe, North Carolina?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SouRwiqE. What is Halsberg? Is that a town in North

Carolina?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I don't know. It may be an individual.
Mr. SoumwiNE. Let us start another way. "Letter from John." Do

you know who the John was?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SouRwINE. Who was that?
Mr. WILLIAMS. That was my brother, I suppose.
Mr. SouRwiNE. No, he had been to Monroe. This is a little over a

year ago, his is January 1968, and in to Halsberg. Is there a Hals-
berg in North Carolina?
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Mr. WiaLIAws. I don't know of any.
Mr. SouItwIxE. If you don't know what it means we will not hold

it against you.
Diary entry January 16, 1969: "Sample Radio Free Dixie broad-

cast and get magazine, to get to leave. for NFL man to pick up."
Can you tell Us what that meansI
Mr, WILLIAMS. Radio Free Dixie broadcasts through a tape that

I haoe from a broadcaster.
Mr. SorgwiNE. I see. One of the broadcasts that, you had made ?
Mr. WiLLrAms. An old broadcast, in Cuba.
Mr. SotnwINEt. You just picked one as a sample?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SouRwiNE,. And then you were going to get a magazine to

leave for the NFL man to pick up. Who was the NFL man?
Mr. WIiLIAms. Well, the NFL man was a Vietnamese who had

asked for a copy of tle tape, any tape that I had.
Mr. SotmwinE. I see. Do you know why he wanted the Radio

Free Dixie sample?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No. Actually they had just found out about the

fact that I had broadcast, and everybody was interested to see what
the broadcast was.

Mr. SouRwINE. That NFL, is that the same thing as the National
Liberation Front?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOURIwINE. In other words, is it the Vietcong?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. Not North Vietnamese, Vietcong?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. We had a report that the Vietcong had used the

tape of, I suppose, tape purported to have been cut by you to play
for propaganda purposes. You had no knowledge of anything of
that sort, did you?

Mr. WILLIAI8. No. What they have got it confused with, they
are confusing that with my radio broadcast. When I went to Hanoi
I was interviewed by the Vietnamese press. And that was played a
number of times, I understand, I never heard it. But even after I
left there I heard-other people said that they had heard it, and
they were playing these interviews, interview of the press.

Mr. SourwinE. I understand. And I do not mean to cut you off
if you want to say more.

Mr. WILLIAMS. It was just a matter of some people having con-
fused that with the radio broadcast from Cuba. The fact is that in
Vietnam there were no broadcasts, there were only two interviews
that I gave to the press at a press conference. And this interview
was taped. And I guess they played the whole interview, and maybe
at other times they probably cut it and played portions of it.

Mr. SouiwiNE,. The report we had, sir, was that a tape which you
had cut somewhere-and we do not have the tape, so I cannot tell
you-it could have been an old Radio Free Dixie tape, for all I know.

Mr. WILLtA31S. It may have been.
Mr. SOURWINE. It had been used by the Vietcong in the indoctri-

nation of prisoners, they would play it to them?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
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SMr. SoWWINE. And my question simply was to determine whether
this was done with your knowledge or consent?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I do not know anything about it.
Mr. SouRwi E. Thank you.
Your diary entry February 18, 1969 contains this item: "Coe and

Adler scheduled to move: al foreign technicians to move." I take it
that referred to V. Frank Coe and Sol Adler Solomon Adler?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I would rather not answer that. I would prefer to
take the Fifth on that on the ground of incrimination.

And I would like to speak off the record for a minute.
Mr. SouRwINE. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SouJwINE. On the record.
The diary entry of March 18, 1969 contains this item: "Mail letter

from Bradley Polk PLP." Who is Bradley Polk?
Mr. WILLIAMS. It is somebody I did not know, but they wrote a

letter about Progressive Labor.
Mr. SouRwINE. From the U.S.?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOuRWINE. And you had no contact with him except the letterT
Mr. WILLIAMS. Except the letter.
Mr. SouRwi. You have no connection with the Progressive

Labor Party, have you?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. SoUiwIN. Diary entry for April 27: "Old friend Salin from

Cuba is new ambassador from Tanzania." What does this mean.
Who is Salin?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I will tell you off the record, but I would rather
for it not to be in the record.

Mr. SOURWINE. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SotmwiN. On the record.
Do you want to answer the question?
Mr. WILLIAMS. He is the ambassador from Tanzania to China.
Mr. SounRwINE. On May 1, 1969 you had a diary entry: "Chairman

Mao and Lin Piao autograph my book of quotations." That referred
to the quotations "The Sayings of Mao Tse-tung?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SouwwINE. And actually there was was a photograph taken

of you with Mao Tse-tung at that time, wasn't there?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SouRwiNn. But Lin Piao was present at the same time?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. May 5, 1969 diary, entry: "Discussed departure

schedule this a.m. We settle on the 16th or 23rd, mostly waiting for
film they are putting together for me." Did that refer to the film
"Robert Williams in China"?

Mr. WILLIAMS. No, this was a film called "The Ninth Party Con-
gress.," and it had to do with fighting between the Chinese and
Russians on their border.

Mr. SouRwIN.E. Who was the "they" that were putting that film
together for you?
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Mr. WILLIAmS. Well, ,the documentary people-what they had,
th y were dubbing in the English, because it had been made inChinese: . ..- : .. , , ,

Mr. SotRwiNE, These were the Chines ifim people?
• r WILlIAMS. Yes. And they were dubbing the" English into it.-
Mr. So'uRwiNE. Your diary entry May 29, 1969, item: "Sees Prof.

from Berkeley again. He has been motivated by my talk." Who was
the professor from Berkeley who was motivated by your tAlk?Mr. WILLIAMS. I don't know, because I don't knw what context
it was in.

Mr. SouRwiN&E. Was there a professor from Berkeley in the Amer-
ican compound there?

Mr. WILLIAMS, No, I don't know of any.
Mr. SounwlNr. You were not in contact with any professor from

Berkeley in Tanzania?
Mr. WILLIA1S. Yes.
Mr. SoURwiNE. Were you?
Mr. WILLTAM1S. There were many people from Berkeley that I

corresponded with. It might have been one of them.
Mr. SotmwiNE. Do you recall any professor from Berkeley that

you talked to? It says he was motivated by your talk.
Mr. WILLIAmS. This was in Africa?
Mr. SotmwINF,. This was May 29. I think you were in Tanzania

at the time.
Mr. WILLIAMS. When I was there, there was a group of people

who had come there, teachers, professors. They had two groups.
And I think there were many of them. I think inall about a hindred
or so. I did not know them, but I talked to many of them on black
studies.

Mr. SoutwRINE. You just don't remember who it was?
Mr. WILlAMS. Yes.
Mr. SounwiNE. On July 4: "See Danny Finley; says that Al left

without leaving gun that I requested."
What is this all about? Who is Dan Finley and who is Al? And

what about the gun?
Mr. WILLIAM. Well, Finley was a fellow who was living there,

I think he may have been from Jamaica. And there was a fellow
there who was supposed to leave a gun with me. A fellow had two
guns and was leaving, and I wanted a rifle, a hunting rifle, and he
told me he was going to leave it.

Mr. SouRwiv,. That was the Al?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SoTRwiNE. He was a Tanzanian?
Mr. WILLIAMS No, I think he was from Algeria or some place.
Mr. SoURwINE. And you did not get the gun?
Mr. WILLIAMs. No.
Mr. SouRWINE. Your diary entry July 25, 1969 indicates you went

to the Kilimanjaro Hotel to meet MIT professor." Do you remem-
ber who that was?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I know that he was the head of political affairs
at MIT.

Mr. SouRwINE. What was it about, again a personal matter?
Mr. WILLTAMS. He wanted to interview me about China and

Africa, because he was the head of the department at MIT.
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Mr. SouRwiNE. Diry entry Auust 9, 1 969 item: "Bal and I at-
tended two parties for Afro-Amerieans tonight. One by a graduate'
student working for N.D.C., and one for A.I.D. man. Meet Afros
from Winston and a teacher from West Virginia State." Does.A.I.D.
meaA the-

Mr. WILLIA S. That is the U.S. agency.
Mr. SotiwiNE. The U.S. agency. And what was N.D *.03
Mr. WrLLTiS. That was the lgational Development CorporatiOn,

Tanzania Government.
Mr. SomWINE. Do you recall the name of the teacher from WestVirginia State!?
Mr. WILLA M S. No.
Mr. SOURWINE.- Diary entry August 10, 1969: "Go to Palm Beach

to meet Phil Reid." Who is Phil Reid?
Mr. WILmAMs. Phil Reid was an American professor who -was

on a tour of Africa.
Mr. SouawxE. Do you know where he teaches?
Mr. WILLIAN'S. No.
Mr. SotRwIxn. Diary entry of August 21, 1969, item: "Roosevelt

Brown from Black Power Bermuda Conference. Convinced 'that
many brothers are funded by U.S.S.R. and Cuba. Very suspicious."
Who was convinced, you or Roosevelt Brown?

'Mr. WILLTAMS. I would rather answer that off the record 'too,
because that would take in a lot of other details in the movement.

Mr. CPniG. Let us go off the record, and we will see what we can
put on.

Mr. SouRwINE. Yes.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SotRwINE. Back on the record.
Mr. WILLIA-S. No, I do not remember.
Mr. SotmwiNE. Did you have any prior contact with Roosevelt

Brown?
Mr. WILLIAMfs. No, never.
Mr. SoumwINE. Do you know what the present connections are?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I think he was a representative of Parliament.
Mr. CRAIG. What country?
Mr. WILLIss. Bermuda-I think, I am not sure.
Mr. SouRwiNE. Are you familiar with a publication known as

The Crusader?
Mr. W¥ILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SounwiNE. Are you its publisher?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, I publish it. It is not being published now.

But also there were a number of occasions when Iknow that some
copies had been forged, in fact I have protested this. I do not know
how many editions have been forged.

Mr. SoURwiN. You say issues of your paper were forged?
Mr. WmLmIMs. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. Who forged them, do you know?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I don't know, because on one occasion there was a

Crusader sent in to China attacking the Chinese. And on another
occasion there was an edition that attacked the Cubans. And I re-
ceived copies of it from other sources. And it had been published
in French, Spanish, and English.
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Mr. SouRwiNE. You don't have a copy of any of those forged
editions of the Crusader, do you ?

Mr. WmLiAMS. Yes, I have got copies in Detroit.
Mr.- SotmviNE. Will you supply the committee with copies of the

forged editions? We will return them. We would like to get photo-

3[r.WILLIAM1. If we get them back.
Mr. SouwiNE. And we might be of help in determining where

they wer forged. We will make an effort to determine that. We
will get the best assistance we can.

Mr. CRAIo. I will make a note to that effect.
Mr. SouRWiNE. All right. I ask that the copies of the forged issues

of the Crusader, when received, be put in the record by reference, sub-
ject to having portions quoted in the record if the committee sees
fit, provided that the source can be ascertained.

(The material referred to had not been received when this hearing
went t0 press.)

Is that satisfactory?
Mr. CRAIG. Fine. No objection.
Mr. SotmviNE. How long did you publish the Crusader, over a

period of about how long?
Mr. WILLIAMrS. I think about 10 or 11 years. I started in North

Carolina when I was there, I think, in 1959.
Mr. SoURwiNE. I do not want to go into too much about what you

wrote, and yet I cannot ignore it altogether for this record. There
are some things which you may very well want to comment on or
give an explanation about. But for these special questions it will be
satisfactory to counsel, if it is the fact that you do not wish to
answer the question, and that you have no comment to make, if you
simply say so. Unless the committee insists on you answering, in such
a case, counsel won't. And that still preserves to you the right to claim
the Fifth Amendment, if you should want to do so.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Right.
Mr. SOURWINE. Did you write, in an article published in The

Crusader of February 1964, that the new concept of revolution "is
lightning campaigns .conducted in highly sensitive urban communi-
ties with the paralysis reaching the small communities and spread-ingto the farm reas."?

r. WILLIAMS. Yes. But that was written in the context of a
whole composition. That was just an excerpt. That was giving a
description of what was developed and what could happen.

Mr. SotRwINE. In that same article you commented: "The old
method of guerrilla warfare, as carried out from the hills and
countryside, would be ineffective in a powerful country like the U.S."

Mr. WILLAMS. Yes, because actually that was a debate 2 because
some of the so-called Progressive Forces of the Communists were
talking about that people should have bases in the hills. But actually
this was saying that I did not agree that that type of warfare would
be successful.

Mr. SouRwINE. The article went on and stated: "The new concept
is to huddle as close to the enemy as possible so as to neutralize his
modern and fierce weapons."?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
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Mr. SouRwix . Arid then a little later it said: "During the hours
of day sporadic rioting takes place and massive sniping."-speak-
ing of the new -concept of revolution. "Night brings all-out war-
fare, organized and unlimited terror against the oppressor and
his forces."?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SoUwIE. Do you feel in justice to you that the whole text

Of that article should be printed in this record?
Mr. WILLIAMS. If any, I think the whole text should be, because

it had a dual purpose. It was also meant to explain to the people-
at that time there were some that were saying they were going to
the hills in the United States, and this was the way that resistance
should be carried out.

Mr. SotmwINE. You were writing as "an expert, were you not?
Mr. WLLIAmS. I was writing to let them know that I was not

convinced that that was the method, no matter who had said
otherwise.

Mr. SouRwIvNE. All right, sir.
I will ask the Chairman to rule that the full text of the article in

question be printed in the record, either in the body of the record, or
if it is deemed too long for that, in an appendix with a reference at
this point in the record to where it can be found.*

Is that satisfactory?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SoutwizE. Thank you.
You wrote an article in The Crusader newsletter of September-

October 1967 in which you stated that "American production, com-
munications, and the normal functioning of the affluent society are
exposed to the Afro-American's natural revolutionary reaction to
tyranny and oppression." What did you mean by that?

Mr. WILLIAmS. I meant that under the situation, unless there were
changes in America, and if America continued to practice oppres-
sion, and if the confrontation developed that I saw developing, and
still see, that if it did develop that America would be more exposed
than most people realize to destruction, and that I also felt that
many whites had taken refuge in the fact that there are more whites
than blacks, and they have always told us that our cause was ac-
tually hopeless. So this was also meant to let whites understand, or
try to bring some of them to understand, that it was to our best
advantage to have this type of confrontation, but the fact that here
is what we can expect if it continues to develop to this point.

Mr. SOuRWINE. Would it be an unfair transliteration to say that
in substance what you.were saying here is that if the black people
of the United States rise up in revolution there is going to be hell
to pay?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SouRwINE. But you were not telling anybody to rise up?
Mr. WILLIA2S. No. That is one reason why I would want the whole

text printed. Because in there I also explained how-the only way
it can be avoided is through justice and through the enforcement of
the Constitution.

*The article from the Crusader of February 1964 will be found in the appendix at p. 294.
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Mr. SounwINE. That article went on to say: "!Any Afro-American
revolt would consequently constitute a unique form of urban guer-
rilla warfare," and "that the match and gasoline would be his most
effective weapon." I ask you if this is correct, that the "his" does-
not refer to any particular person, you are referring there to a..
representative black man in a revolutionary situation?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, because there was always an argument that.
the black people do not have weapons, and there is nothing they can.
do. And this was also a repudiation of that, and also the fact that
it was not a matter of blacks coming from the countryside or coming
from the hills, but they are already in the city, so it would be az
unique type of fighting.

Mr. SO1RWINE. I will ask the Chairman to order that the full text of
that article from The Crusader newsletter of September-October
1967 from which I have quoted be printed in the record.*

'Have you written and circulated instructions on how to make a
Molotov cocktail ?

Mr. WILLAS. No, with the exception of in the publication that
explained how they were made, and how they could be made, and
the fact that they. were so simple.

Mr. SouRwINE. You printed it, then, but you did not write it
yourself?

Mr. WILL1AMS. I wrote it, because I was taught that in the U.S.
Army.

Mr. Somwu-TE. You wrote it and printed it in The Crusader,
you mean ?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, I suppose so, because I do not know in ex-
actly what context that is in.

Mr. SourRwiN. Did you circulate those instructions on how to
make a Molotov cocktail any other way than in The Crusader?

Mr. WmLIAmS. I wouldn't call it instructions but the idea was
that I wanted to explain, specially to those people who always said
that we didn't have weapons, and we didn't have any chance in the
U.S to explain to them that weapons are simple, and that they
coulA be constructed simply. So that was not the question. The
question was to solve the problem, to do justice, and to avoid con-
flict, and not take refuge in the fact that black people did not
have weapons.

Mr. SOURWINE. Have you written and circulated instructions on
how to make a Black Powder bomb?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Well, that Black Powder bomb is the same as tt
Molotov cocktail.

Mr. SourwiNE. You don't mean it is the same, you mean it is
just as simpleO

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, it is simple.
Mr. Sotmwin You don't really mean that it is the same?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Not the same, but it is just as simple.
Mr. SoutwiNE. That answer is, then, that you did write such in-

structions in the same vein, I take it, that you say you wrote about
the Molotov cocktail? And one place where you did that was the
Crusader Newsletter of September-October 1967?

*The article from the Crusader, September-October 1967, will be found In the appendix
on p. 302.
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Mr. WILiA Ms. I suppose So. _ I
SMr. Som iW xE. I am not taking the time to read the whole thing,

because the nub of'it is all we need to get out of the question.
Y .ou have described that the Black Powder bomb is to be used

"against tanks and armored troop carriers where streets are narrow
-and buildings are three or four stories high."?

Mr. WILLIAm. Yes.
Mr. SoUitwINF. A. Black Powder bomb could be a weapon of great

destruction under such conditions, couldn't it?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. In the summer 1969 edition of The Crusader you

wrote: "The ruling hypocrites of the U.S.S.R. have been ardently
vocal in singing the peace parody tune that 'war is unthinkable.'
They sang love songs to savage America and made vows never to
betray her imperialist cause. In regard to their socialist neighbor,
People's China, they changed their tune of 'war is unthinkable' to
a land-grabber ballad of armor. These double-talking hypocrites even
dare suggest that nuclear war is all right as long as it is unleashed
against a socialist country. Again, they are singing off-key. The de-
fensive bullets of socialist China kill just as deadly as those of
imperialist America."

that a real Crusader, or is that the phony Crusader?
Mr.' WiLLiAos. Yes, that is a real Crusader.
Mr. SouRwINE. In that same article you wrote: "China prepares

for possible war and convenes her ninth Party Congress in the ut-
most confidence." That appears at least to be a pretty strongly
anti-U.S.S.R. statement?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOuRwINE. I gather it was intended to be.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. Did you also write in that article, "Aggression

against one quarter of il world population is the iniquity of mad
men indulging in the folly of fools."?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. You can use the English language sir. Would you

lik e to have the whole text of that article included in the record?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOURwINE. I will ask that that may be done.
I think it might be well if we offered for the hearing record, not

to be printed, but to be included in the record by reference, the
committee's entire file of Radio Free Dixie broadcasts and of The
Crusader. I have these somewhere.

Would you like to have that done?
Mr. CRAiG. We have no objection to that, Mr. Sourwine, we con-

cur in that.
Mr. SoURwiNH. You are satisfied that we are having them put in

by reference that way without having them all printed?
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Mr. CRAIG. Sure.
Mr. SOULRWIE. I will ask the Chairman if that may be the ofder.
f ask that, in view 6f the desire of the witness, this eiitire file marked

Counsel's Exhibit 54 be retain-d in the files of the subcommittee with
a cross reference to this testimony.

(The material referred to was identified as "Exhibit 54" and re-
tained in the subcommittee files.)

Mr. SouRwIxNE. Now, there was a letter received from a Mr. Keith
. Kern. I will show yoU a photocopy of it. Can you tell me whether

The Crusader was sent as a result of that letter, and whether there
was any further contact with Kern?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, I sent copies to them. I do not know what
they did with them.

Mr. SouIwi". I ask that this letter may go in the record.
It is Counsel's Exhibit Number,24.
(The letter marked "Exhibit 24" follows:)

EXHIBIT No. 24
THE LONG MACH,

E, Baltimore, Md.CRUSADER,
c/o Mns. ANNE. OLSON,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

DEAR MRS. OLSON: For some time we have been exchanging the Long March
for the Crusader. We have now formed a Committee for Peace and Freedom
In Baltimore, the purpose of which is to link the struggle for freedom here

in the US. to the struggle internationally, especially in Vietnam.
We would like to distribute the Crusader here in Baltimore in large num-

bers, -. ihd would like to arrange for a bundle to be shipped to Baltimore.
With CORE having there national project here, starting this summer,
there is a considerable amount of activity here in the ghettos. At the recent
CORE conference-we gave about S00 leaflets away. Could you arrange for us

to get 100 copies of each number. Please tell us how much we should send you;

although we have no funds to speak of, we would like to make some kind

of contribution, and o1 curse pay the postage.
Fraternally,

KEITH C. KERN,
Coeditor, The Long March.

P.S.-The address of the Committee for Peace and Freedom is: 242 S.
Broadway, Balto., Md. Or they can be sent to the Long March (address in

heading).

Mr. SOuRwINE. Mr. Williams, after you went back to China in
September of 1968 did the China Peace Committee subsidize The
Crusader?

Mr. WILLIAMS. No, because the Foreign Languages Press printed
The Crusader. You might be able to call it subsidcize, because they
printed it free.

Mr. SoIRwI.E. I don't care about the use of words. They gave
you printing services?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. S ovtwiNE. Did they give you envelopes?
Nir. WILLAMS. Yes.
Mr. SoURvI E. Mailing service?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SotRwINE. Did it require stamps?
Mr. WILLIAMS. It was sent through a meter in the post office.
Mr. SoutwiNmE. They put it through an official meter?
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Mr. WILIAMS. Yes. -

Mr. SOURWINE. In effect they provided postage too, didn't they?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOtwiNiE. So you did not have any publication costs?
Mr. WILLIAS. No.
Mr. SOUIWINE. "Was the number of copies increased, or did it

remain about the same?
AfMr, WiI 4Ms. Well, it increased from time to 'time.' One time
was hav-ing trouble with the U.S. postal authorities, and they

didn 't wxit me'to selid bundles into the country, so it wag decrease.
Mr. SOUmwINE. Was that a substantial decrease?
Mr. WILiiAMS. I think I decreased it to about 19,000, 15,000 or

18,000.
Mr. SouwINE. From what?
Mr. WILLIAMS. From 30,000; sometimes I did as many as 40,000.
Mr. Sou-viN&. Did it Stay at that new low level, or did it go

back up again?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, it stayed because I was planning to come home.
Mr. SovnwiNE. You stopped publication when you came home?
Mr. WILLAMs. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. How long was it down to 18,000 before you stopped

publication, just the one issue?
Mr. WILLIMs. Just the one issue, the last one.
Mr. SoultwiNE. I show you Counsel's Exhibit 57, which is your

pamphlet "Listen, Brothers." I take it you are familiar with it?
,Mr, WILLIAMS. Yes.

Mr. SoumvWE. That appears to have been printed in China, is
that correct?

Mr. WILLIAMS. No, it was printed in New York.
Mr. SouRwINE. It was?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes. I sent the manuscript to New York and they

printed it in New York.
Mr. SouRiw E. The inside title page said "World View Pub-

lishers."
Mr. WI LIAMS. Yes. That is in New York.
Mr. SouRwIN. That is in New York?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SouRwIE. Is that the distributor?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SourtwiNm How many copies of that were distributed in the

United States, do you know?
Mr. WLAsS. I do not know, because I sent the manuscript to

them in New York, and they published it. This is the same pamphlet
that they were asking me for. They were asking for it because they
had not seen it, it was published over here.

Mr. SounwIm. I see. I think the first day you testified we had a
little discussion about the preparation of the material for this,
didn't we?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, I think so.
Mr. SouRwiNE. Didn't you get a royalty on this?
Mr. WILIA S. No, I have not gotten one yet.
Mr. Soumv I Did you sell it outright?
Mr. WILT'L AS. No.
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Mr, Sdotwlxt. Yoii are still entitled to a royalty on it ?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, I am, if they make any .noney,
Mr. SouRwINE. Do Vot own the copyight .
Mr. WILItAxs. No. Ijust sent them the manuscript.

'Sogr. Who owns the 'copyright, World View Publishers t
M.WirAU_1.I 'SitpipoS6 go.

Mr. S:oUwINE.,Who is World View Ptibli~hrs?
'Mt. Wr~i~r&s. I do- n6 to'i exatly.
M,. S*kWn x*IE. Tht i" just a name. Yciiumust have dealt with

people'.
M1r. WILLIAXS. You see, the idea is, I was over there and a lot

lofthese pojl I ever saw,'I doii't kiow. A lot Of those letters, like
those people who were distributing them, they would just write
to me. And a lot of people always wrote, and sent money and en-vicp~s, atd sri tt9lld6iBiit I do not know them really;

uMr. SoRwxiN. But you sent this pamphlet to the World View
Publishers without knowing who the people involved in it were?

MjMi: wtLL~k : " NTO. I assumd that they were leftist, and I thought
4t 1the timd thdy ,ier iepresentatives of the Peace Movement,.

= Mr. II . you aiddi me, sir, what "was the 'basis for

Mr. WiLLIAmS. Well, because of the fact that they had put out
a magazine, and they were sending me pamphlets. And the pamphlet
had to do with the Peace Movement and I think some t ype, ofsol-
diers' union, and something of soldiers-and' they had about' the
Fort Hood.

Mr. SonwlrWNE. What was the magazine they published?
Mr. WILIAMS. They published a magazine called-I can't re-

member. One was for the soldiers,, they put out a newspaper, and
always a newspaper called Workers' World. And there was a Peace
magazinel-a magazine called The Partisan. And then there was
a newspaper called-it was supposed to be for the soldiers and by
th0e soldiers, or something.

Mr.:SoiiwrmE. You never got any report from these people as to
how many' they sold?

'Mr. WILLItAS. NO.
Mr. SoUw E. And they never sent you any money?
Mr. WILLIAmS. No.
Mr. SoVRwIN-. Did you ask for it ?
Mr. WILLTAuS. No, I did not ask them for any money, because

actually what had happened in the beginning, I thought maybe I
would have to pay for it to be printed. And they offered to do it free.

Mr. SoXRwINi.. Did they order this book, or did they find you
had, written it and ask for a chance to print it, or what?

Mr. WIrLxs- No. At the time, after I wrote it, I was trying to
decide-in fact I had planned to print it myself as my own publica-
tion, and I was trying to find a place in the United States where it
could be printed. And then when I sent them the manuscript they
offered to do it free.

Mr. SouRwiztr. How did you come to send them the manuscript?
How did you know anything about them? Did somebody tell you
about them?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I had been receiving their literature.

45-159-71-pt. 8-- 2
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Mr. SouwiN,. Because you' had, beeu receiving their literature?
Mr. WnIAMs. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. So you picked them, re'ily I
Mr. WILLIAMs. ai,
Mr. SotmWu iE. When you sent tljem the manuscriptS what did

do, offer to pay them, or offer it to them for sale, or ak them if they
would print it for free or what? , ' t o t a
thMr. a ILtIAMS. I asked them to lookIat it."I'did''06r to paythem at first but I thought I was going to have to. And thywo

back and said they thought it 'would make a good pamph et, and
they, wanted to do it right away,

A r. SouRwmiN. Did they seid you a contract or offer to pay youright away? :
Mr., -WILLiAmS. No.

Mr. SOuJwiE. Did they ,sk permissoA toprint,it' free without
~any obligation to you?-

Mr. WILLIAXS. N 0.
'Mr. SoYwIp. They just told you that they were going to-print it?
Mr. WLLCAMS. Yes. I- have that proble, since I have been in

exile, that anybody who wanted t print anything or reprint it,they felt free to do it, because they felt I would not be able to ' me
home anyway.

Mr. SouRwINE. It is easy to take, advantage of a man at 6,000
miles away.

Mr. WLLIAXS. Yes.
-Mr. SOwinwIE. I guess that is right, I guess it is.
Where did you write this?
Mr. Wu.mAmS. When I was in China.
Mr. SouwxNE. The first time?,
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, the first time, beforeI left.
Mr. SouRwiNE. Now, turning to a new point, Mr. Williams, are

you connected in any way with the Black Panthers?,,
Mr WILLIAMS. No. I have spoken for sone of their benefits since

I have been back, not exactly their benefits, but a group called TheCoalition. And I suppose that they are either related or similar to
the Black Panthers. But I do not have any connection, with them.

Mr. SouR wINE. The Coalitioui you are talking about, was that
meeting that the Panthers held last fall out in California?

Mr. VILLIAS. No, this was only for the celebration of Huey-New-
ton's birthday.

Mr. SouRiwF. This year?
Mr. WILLIAS:." Yes. But I don't' have any connection with tjerm

in any way.
Mr. SouR wiNE. Have you had anything to do with raising bail, for

any Panthers after they were indicted or arrested?
Mr, WILLuAMs. No.
MAr. SouRwINE. For instance, the 21 Panthers indicted in New York

City, 13 of whom were released on bail of $100,000 apiece?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. SouRiwNE. Your diary entry of January 19, 1969 had an item:

"Two Panthers short visit." Can you remember back and tell us
who the two Panthers were?

Mr. Wmrums. Where was that?
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Mr. SouRwINE. This was January 19, 1969. Where were ou then?
Mr. WLLAmS. In January 1969 I think I was in China. But I do

not remember any Panthers visiting me in China, That was probably
a code for somebody else.,

Mr. SomwIE. You don't remember?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. SouRwiNE. Or what the, visit was about?
Mr. WitLAms. No.Mr. SoUwNE. March 24, item: "Letter from Gibson. Says

?anther is front of white leftists." Can you explain that?
Mr WLiriAs. That was a letter I received. People were always

Writing letters and expressing opinions.
Mr. SouwtxF. What Gibson was that?

'Mr. WrLLYAMS. That was the Gibson in Britain.
Mr. SouRWmNE. The same Gibson you had been involved With in

'the Fair Play for Cuba Committee?
Mr. WILLIAmS. Yes.
Mr. SvmwXxE. And does Panthers mean the Black Panthers here?
Mir. WILLIAMS. Well, usually abroad when they say Panthers

they are talking about all black militants. He might have been talk-
in g abdut the Panthers specificall

Mr. SowRwiNi. But this says "Letter from Gibson: says Panthers
-is front for white leftists."

Mr. WILuAms. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. He was saying that some group for which you

-used the word Panthers was a front for white leftists. Was he talk-
ing about the so-called Black Panthers organization?

Mr. WmLms. He could have been referring to the Panthers in
'England too, because they have got these black militant groups.

fMr. SouRwiNE. Is it the same organization?
Mr. WLimAs. No. But it is a group of black people, militants.
Mir. SoumiE. You mean his letter-which I take it you don't

S remeinber, is that, right?
Mr. WiLLiAms. No. I don't.
Mr. SounwiNE. You are simply saying that it could have concerned

the black militant groups in Great B3ritain?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, or it could have been here.
Mr. SoutwxE. Do you have any reason to believe that the Black

iTanthers organization in the United States is a front for white
leftists?

Mr. WILLAuS. No. But I think they cooperate with some of the
'%white leftists.' I don't think it is a front.

Mr. SouRwim. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SOuRWINE. Did you know Robert H. Muller, the associate

director of the University of Michigan Library?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SouRwNE. He sent you a contents-summary of The Crusader

letter in June of 1969. Did you approve that?
Mr. WILLIA-M. Yes, because he was compiling-lie was doing some

literary work, or a book on the different radical writings of this age.
Mr. SouRwiNm. I will ask that this letter and the compilation which

the Witness has stated lie approved go in the record at this point. It is
'Counsl's Exhibit 4.
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(The document marked "Exhibit 4") follows:)
EXHIBIT No. 4

THE UNIVERSITY, o-; MfQHIAN,
U V IvxsITy LImBRY,

Ann Arbor.
To: The Crusader Newsletter, Robert F. Williams, Peking, China.From: Robert H. Muller, AdSociate Director, University of Michigan Library,

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Attached is the draft of a content-summary of your periodical,, preparedfor inclusion in a forthcoming new edition of my directory of minority-view anddissent-type periodicals (left,- right, and in-between), designed 'primarily for

use by libr'arians ahd people in education.i should appreciate your looking it over and returning it tome beforeJuly 15, if possible. Your comments or corrections will help eliminate anyInadvertent errors, inaccuracies, or misinterpretations Keep in mind, please,that the summary Is based oi' only a few. issues of your publication. A limithad to be placed on the'hrmoUnt of time we could devote to any one periodical,
considering that we attempted to cover nearly 300.Your cooperation will be appreciated. If, for some reason, you cannot re-spond, please so indicate on the bottom of this sheet and return it, so that youwill not be bothered with a follow-up notice. I do hope, however, that you willnfid time to check it since it is my intention to present a fair and unbiased
portrayal.

Inclusion in my directory, which sold over 3000 copies in its 1st edition(1967), may be of. benefit to you in making the existence of your publication
more widely known.

JuNE 23, 1069.
RonERT H. MULLER.

From :Radical Left to Extreme Right, 2nd ed.
Title: The Crusader Newsletter., Address: RObert F. Williams, 1 Tat Chi Chang, Peking, China.
Frequency: Occasional.
Price: Contributions.
Publication Started: June 1958
Circulation: 80,000.
Format: 10- to 16-page Newsletter (4% 1" x 8).Issues Examined: September/October and December 1961; March and May

1967 (v. 9, Nos. 2-5).
The Crusader Is published by Robert F. Williams, who considers himself to,be in exile from the United States, having fled the country to escape arrest ona trumped-up charge of kidnapping (December 1967 Issue)."The only crime I am guilty of is being in opposition to tyranny. If pro-gressive, honest and sincere dissent is a crime in the warped concept of the.bigots of Union County (North Carolina), then I proudly accept the label ofcriminal, and if it means that I violently oppose the fascist, racist and im-perialist American government's barbaric and indiscriminate slaughter of the.freedom loving patriots of Vietnam." (Dec. 1967.)"Since its Inception," nine years ago (so., in 1958), as an organ of the.Union County, North Carolina, Branch of the National Association for the-Advancement of Colored People, The Crusader has pursued an uncompromis-Ing policy of advocating armed self-defense for brutally oppressed and ter--rorized black Americans. It has never wavered in its stand against Imperialism,fascism, racism and the enemies of freedom, peace and justice. The Crusader-has always been a staunch advocate of the enforcement of the U.S. Consti-tution and equality for all Americans... and from the very beginning main-tained that the Afro-American struggle is part and parcel of the liberationstruggles of the peoples of Africa, Asia and Latin America." (September/

October 1967, p. 16)."The Crusader has survived racist attempts at economic strangulation, Ku-Klux Klan harassment and a license conspiracy in the racist USA. It has sur-vived exile in Cuba and attacks by international liquidationists. Now it isstruggling to survive a facist ban invoked by U.S. Postal authorities." (Decem--
ber 1967.)
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The March 1968 i'sue commehts,,on American .foreign policy: "More and
more U.S. cannon fodder is being sent to Vietna n. More and more under-
privileged and oppressed Black boys are being press-gange to fight the racist
white man's lost imperiallot cause. It is uncivilized and tragic for any human
being to be pawned off and etpended as canyon fodder in a war fought, for a
doomed status quo, :but ' the most despicable crime that can be committed
-against the human race is to force or coerce the slave into defending the
tott .r i. system, of slavery. Racist and imperialist. America has 'no sane ex-
,cuseto e In Vieth . She has no more cauie to butche- the innocent and
.defenseless wamen and' children of Vietnam than Hitler had to exterminate
those whbi he o deceptively: portrayed as a. threat to German Survival.I The Johnson acministration and the fascist vultures, who prefer to be called
hawks, pously claim that racist, Imperialist and savage America is defending
•democracy, fr eom, self-determifidtion and American Survival in Vietnam.
In' order to Justify their villainous handiwork these flesh-picking scavengers
are invoking dvery old cliche and jingoistic gimmick they can wring from the
bag of chauvinistic demagoguery ...

Not long ago the world had cause to wonder how a civilized generation of
Germans allowOl theplves to be piped over the precipitous cliffs of chaos,
tragedy and, desaion'by a jingoistic maniac like Hitler. Now, the civilized
world again has cause to be astounded by a generation of sheep transformed
and led by a pack of bloodthirsty'and howling wolves...

A look at the desperate situation of the Black American, the Indian, the
Puerto Rican and Mexican American belies the hypocritical' claim of America's
unfaltering devotion to freedom and democracy."

In the May 1968 issue, Mr. Williams argues for a separate state for Afro-
Americans: "AS the honorable Elijah Mohammad has been teaching us for
more than a generation, it is time for the Black man to go for self. It is
tide for a homeland that we can-call our own."

The March1968 issue declares that: "If there is ever going to be justice in
America, if the Black man is ever to be liberated, if human dignity is ever to
prevail; there must be a violent confrontation between Black man and white
man, between oppressor and oppressed, between the master class and the slave
class-"

The September/October 1967 issue explains that passive resistance must be
discarded in favor of violent revolution by the oppressed minority in America.
Mr. Williams offers advice about methods of waging guerrilla warfare: "The
most aggressive and irrepressible arm of the overall organization would be
the fire teams..

The mission of these thousands of active fire teams would be setting stra-
tegic fires. They could render America's cities and countryside impotent ...
The psychological impact would be tremendous. By day the billowing smoke
would be seen for miles. By night the entire sky would reflect the holocaust and
emit a feeling of impending doom.

What types of weapons should be in the arsenals of the Black Revolution?
Guerilla forces should rely heavily on simple and even homemade weapons....

There is a great need for the black revolutionary to become proficient in
ambushing and seizing arms and equipment from the enemy oppressor.
Special effort should be made to locate and seize Minutemen and rightist
facist groups' arms caches. When U.S. Government surplus military and
sporting goods stores are peoplized (looted), first aid packets, gas masks and
helmets should not be overlooked. When stocked, the heavier type of model
airplane equipped for remote control can play a big role in urban guerilla
warfare. These model planes can be used to deliver hand-zrenades to
targets...

Molc-tov cocktails are very effective weapons in urban guerilla warfare, how-
ever, a jumbo size is even more effective. . . . The jumbo size of the gasoline
bomb can be made by using an empty syrup bottle of one gallon capacity."

In the same issue, Mr. Williams expresses his opinion of Israel: "Two
million Jews unleash aggression against one hundred million Arabs and the
whole reactionary world cheers the success of their imperialist inspired
aggression." (September/October 1967, p. 13.)

Mr. SoURwiNE. I show you a telegram-actually I show you a
photocopy of the text of a telegram-purporting to have been ad-
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dressed by you to Dr. Martin Luther King on June 24i 1966. Did,
you send the telegram?

Mr. WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. SounwiNE, You did not. What is this?
Mr. WLLIAMS. I don't kAow what it is. Where was it supposed to,

have originated?
Mr. Soun-inNE. I am asking you. This is a photocopy of an original

page which belongs to you. It is among the material that we ob-
tained under subpoena from the Customs people. And it appears to,
be the text of a telegram sent, or the text of a withdrawn copy of
telegram, because it has at the bottom an address, R.F. Williams,.
Avenue WRA,' Number 4003, Entrance 4040A Miramar and a tele-
phone- Pmber, I'take it, 292242. Is that what that was

Mr. WItLTAMs. Yes.
Mr. SouiwIxE. That is where you were living?
Mr. WILLiAms. That is where I was living. And that was the tele-

phone number. But I have never seen that before.
Mr. SotmwINE. That was in Havana?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, in Havana.
Mr. SouwINxE. And you never saw this telegram?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. SotnwxN&* Do you recognize the handwriting at the top where.

it says "Night Letter" that has been written on there, or the date.
Can you tell from that? Is that the handwriting of anybody you
ever saw?

Mr. WILLTAmS. No. In fact, that would have been just a month
before I left Cuba. And I was not sending out any telegrams then.
In fact, I ceased all activity.

Mr. SOUmvINE. What would the phrase "May Day Martin" mean,
do you have any idea?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I don't know.
Mr. SOURWINE. It is used in here, but you say you did not use it?*
Mr. VILLIAMS. No.
Mr. SouwwINE. That is nothing you prepared, and you do not

know how it got into your possession?
Mr. WLLIAmS. No.
Mr. SoutwiwN. Do you have any objection if we put this in the,

record?
Mr. CRAIG. No.*
Mr. SOuTwRIN. As something that you did not send, as not yours

and not prepared by you.
I will ask you, since that does not belong to you, but it was among

your belongings, do you want it, or may the committee keep it?
Mr. WILLIAMS. You may keep it. It is all right with me.
Mr. SouRwiNE. Because it may just be that even if that very small

sample of penmanship we can find out-and if it was something
planted in your luggage, if we find out who did it we will tell you.

Mr. WILLIAMS. A right.
Mr. SOURWINE. Thank you.
Mr. WLLIAM8s. Do you know whether that was sent or noti
Mr. CRAIG. I submitted to my client that that may have been pre-

pared for him and lie never accepted it or never sent it.
Mr. SouRvwNE. Do you have any memory of it?
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-Mr. WmLlAkis. No, I don't have any memory of it.
Mr. Sou-hwiNEi. You do not knoW who could have prepared it?
SMr. WILL~iXIs. No.

fMr. SomWwNE. That is a very logical explanation. It could have
-be -- "i*pared by somebody who ,wanted Mr. Williams to send it.

Mr. WILdTA 'I9. That ia possible, because a number of times people
have writti things aid asked me if I would sign them. And a lot
of'times I 4duldI tell them that I didn't want to write anything, or
did't feel' like it, or didn't have time. And they would say, well,
they would write the draft and they wouldn't do anything "with it
Unti I approVed of what had been written.

Mr. SotRwxiNE. Under those circumstances maybe we had better
retifrn th& O iinlto you along with the rest of your stuff ?

Mr. WILLIAM s. That is possible.
Mft. S0tRWIN: Thank you, sir.
Did Max Stanford come to visit you in Cuba?
Mr. WLLIANIS. No. A group of students came from the United

States. But I think he may have been among the students who came
there.

Mr. SovwINE. You 'do not remember meeting him?
Mr. WILLiAxs. Yts.
Mr; SoURWINE. What can you tell us about the meeting?
Mr. WMLIAMs. I just met him along with other students. I met

about all the students who came to Cuba from the United States.
And we all discussed the problems in the United States, the race
problem, the problems in Cuba, and whether or not Cuba was an
ideal example for America.

Mr. SOURWIANE. Did you have anything to do with arranging his
visit to Cuba?

Mr. WILLIAWis. No.
Mr. SotRwiNA. Did you ever arrange for anybody's visit to Cuba?
Mr. WILILIAms. No. The Cuban Government, would not allow me to

arrange for anybody. In fact, the Cuban Government started to in-
vite and let black people come in there after I left. But while I was
there they did not allow blacks to Come to Cuba.

Mr. SOURWINE. I want to show you this, which is also a page from
among your belongings. It has Max Stanford's name in the upper
left-hand corner, and his address.

I will offer this page for the record, as Counsel's Exhibit 59.
(The page marked "Exhibit 59" follows:)

EXHIBIT No. 50
MAX STANFORD,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Aft active worker in the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee anf
other movements throughout the country. He should be brought to Cuba for
a conference immediately. Max travels throughout the United States and
works with Youth groups. He has first band knowledge of the freedom
struggle and is presently active in unifying the many factions.

Arrangements for his travel here should be made immediately. Arrange-
ments should be made for him to travel clandestinely through Europe. It
should be arranged that this transportation can be secured through the Cuban
Consulate in Montreal, Canada. When all the arrangements are made and
his tickets are available in Canada, I can notify him to contact the Consulato
for his Instructions.
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Mr. SotRwiNE. It describes him as an active worker in the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. It says he should be brought
to Cuba for a conversation immediately, arrangements for his travelshould be made, And this can be done through the Cuban Consflate
in Montreal, and so forth. I will ask you to look, at this and See if'
it' refreshes' your memory. Obviously somebody gave: it 7o you. Do
you know from where it came to you, and who was it that was try-
ing to- get you to intervene? Or is it perhaps something that you
prepared to send to somebody else to get them to intervene on behalf
,of Max? ,

Mr. WILLIAMS. It could have been either way. The fact was that
I had' requested the Cuban Government that black people be allowed
-to come there. But the Cubans would not allow ar"' blacks there
while I was there.

Mr. SotmmI,. Is this a request that you made to the Cuban Gov-
-ernment, to try to help get Max Stanford down there?

Mr. WILLIAMS It may have been, I am not sure;
Mr CRAIO. Was he black?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, he was black.
Mr. SoutwINE. Did he come with students?
Mr. WILLrAms. He came with the students who came. But the

Cubans did not allow anybody to come to Cuba that I had requested.
Mr. SoUmwiNE. I am trying to find out if you did make this request

,on behalf of Max Stanford?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I do not know. But it has got the address up on

the top of it.
Mr. So twI WE. It has got his address. But that would be there

just for the purpose of identification, I take it. It obviously is not
addressed to him. It is about him.

Mr. WILLTAmS. No. But I thought that might have been there,
because somebody was giving their address to me. That may have
been sent to me.

Mr. SotmwiNE. It could have been somebody giving the address
to you?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Because I get a lot of requests from people all over
the country asking me to help them to get to Cuba.

Mr. SotmwiNE. Was this man Max Stanford somebody you hardly
knew, or somebody you knew quite well?

Mr. WILLIAMS. No, I did not know him, because before I left the
United States I never heard of Max Stanford. And I only knew all
of these people through people who wrote letters to me. When I was
in the United States I had never seen Max Stanford.

Mr. SoumRwiNE. You do not know who he is?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I knew who he was later. He was supposed to have

been one of the officials of RAM before it was deactivated.
Mr. SouRwiNE. He was the RAM leader in the United States?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes. But also RAMI was formed after I was out

of the United States.
Mr. SOURWINE. I understand. But I am just talking about the man

Stanford. I do not mean to quarrel with you, I am just trying to
get the record to speak clearly. I will tell you, frankly, the committee
had information that you and Stanford were pretty close.

Mr. WILLIAMS. A lot of people thought that.
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Mr., SotrAwINE. I understand. But i want the record to speak the
fact, and- if I do not ask any questions to get you to state it the
record is incomplete.

Mr. WMLIAMS. Well, you see, what was wrong, the thing that gave
the, erfroteous concept was the fact that all "of the black nationalists,
or at least. most of them in the country, have been sympathetic
-toward me, avid have read my publications, they have written letters,
4nd eV'6n while I was away, without even knowing me, they would
'set me up as the symbolic leader of all of their groups, and wotild
always say that they were following the teachings of Robert
Williams. And they gave the impression that I was known by a lotof people who knew each other. But a lot of these people if they
saw me tow, would not know me, but they say they followed the
-teachings of Robert Williams, and he is the leader of the black
people in America.
Mr, Sounwix. I wish you could recall whether you made a re-

quest in behalf of Max or whether you did not. But if you cannot
really it you cannot recall it.

Mr. WILLIAMs. No. And on top of that, the Cubans would not--
when I asked that black people should be allowed to come to Cuba,
they would not allow black people to come there while I was there
because they were opposed to- black nationalism, they only wanted
people to come who supported their position.

Mr. SouRwINE. When you say you asked for black people to come,
you mean in the mass, you did not ask for particular individuals to
come, did you?

Mr. WILTTAMs. I asked them to allow black nationalists to come
and people who were sympathetic toward me, and people in the
United States who were supporting me.

Mr. Souwm.. You were defining, them that way rather than by
name.

Mr. WILLsTAs. Yes, rather than by name, because I did not know
most of them personally.

Mr. SOURwiNE. Are you saying that you did not request the CubanGovernment to bring any individuals into the country either, Max
or anybody else

Mr. WILLAMS. NO, not by name.
Mr. SouRwIE. That clears it up,
Now, we have here the text of a speech by V. Frank Coe, August

12, 1963. This is another item which we secured under our subpoena
to the Customs. It is three-and-a-half pages single-space. And I ask
that it go in the record as Counsel's Exhibit 47.

(The speech marked "Exhibit 47" follows:)
EXHIIT No. 47

Text of Speech by Frank Coe (Aug. 12, 1063)

Comrades, friends!
All the American people will be happy over this great meeting of 10,000

people in Peking to support the struggle of the American Negroes.
All our people will likewise be grateful for Chairman Mao Tse-tung's

historic statement on this struggle. This is the first time a world leader, and a
very great one, has called upon the people of all countries to unite against
the racial discrimination practiced by U.S. imperialism and to support the
American Negroes in their struggle against it. So far as I know, it is also
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the first time that Chairman Xao Tse-tung has personally issued such a state-
ment. Rest assured, this inspiring statement will reach its target.
I The struggle of the heroic American -Negroes has been a, very long and
bloody one. For two and a half centuries they were chattel slaves on southern
plantations, barbarously treated. Their struggle for freedom took every
form and was marked by countless insurrections. Their emancipation occurred
during the revolutionary Civil War, exactly 100 years ago; The legal abolition
of slavery was buttressed by every law the people of that time could think of.
Despite aill' these laws, the reactionary capitalists of the Noi-th soon restored
,control of the South to the plantation owners, and the Negroes were again
forcibly reduced to servitude-this time as sharecroppers, tenants, day
labourers or the like.

Since then, there has been another century of struggle, in many' forms.
There have also been great upheavals in the life of the Negro. Millions have
migrated to the b'g cities of the North ' and West, especially In the last 20
years. In the same period Southern agriculture has been transformed, and
millions expelled from the land, so that now only 1 out of 9 Negroes is in
agriculture. But none of these changes has significantly reduced the discrimi-
nation against the Negro. In the North segregation is supposed to be illegal,
but in fact is universal. There, too, the Negro holds the worst-paid jobs if
he has one at all, lives in the worst houses at the highest rents, sends his
children to the worst schools, etc. Unemployment Is chronic; once a reserve
labour force for agriculture, the Negroes have now become the most important
part of the industrial reserve army.

In view of the long oppression of the Negroes and their long history of
resistance, it was to be expected that after World War II they would Intensify
the struggle. But the actual force of the present struggle has far exceeded
anything expected. In its scope and its depth, the present struggle of the
American Negroes is greater than at any time in the past 100 years.

It is no accident that this upsurge of the American Negroes has coincided
with the tremendous national liberation revolutions which have been sweeping
across Asia, Africa and Latin America. The American Negroes were naturally
stirred when 650 million Chinese people won their freedom. And they have
been still more deeply stirred by the successive victories of the African people
In their national liberation struggles.

The postwar movement of the U.S. Negroes against racial discrimination
began in the courts, but it has moved -o the streets. In 1954, a lengthy court
fight for desegregated schooling was o 1 sibly won. But the actual desegrega-
tion of the Southern schools was very slight, and painfully slow. In some
cases the enrollment of one or a few Negroes In previously white schools led
almost to civil war, for Instance, in 1956 in Alabama, In 1957 in Arkansas,
last year In Mississippi. In hundreds of cr.mmunities the Negroes found
that enrollment in white schools was still impossible without prolonged liti-
gation in the courts.

The Negro masses were not long in perceiving the true state of affairs, they
called the integration which took place in isolated schools "token integration,"
and they demanded more than "tokenism." The masses decided on real action.
Hence the sit-ins, freedom rides, bus boycotts, strikes, parades and other
demonstrations. The vigor of the Negro masses has created scores and hun-
dreds of new organizations and forced the older ones to join the mass move-
ment, which has spread to every part of the country.

Time after time, the unarmed Negro demonstrators in the U.S. have had
to brave armed police, troops and mobs. They have had to cope with constant
provocations. Even children have had to confront police dogs, tear gas and
armored cars. To be jailed Is a matter of course. At one pAint, the jails of
Birmingham were filled with young girls, whose crime had been to march
and sing.

For the Negro demonstrator, beatings, arson and even murder must alt
be taken for granted. Whites who participate run the same risks. Negro
children who enter white schools endanger not only themselves but also the
jobs and even the lives of their parents.

Despite n1l this, the Negro demonstrations have moved from peak to peak.
This growing mass movement has now begun to frighten the rulers of the

United States. Why? The Negroes do not advocate the overthrow of capitalism
but ask for equal rights. Why then should the U.S. monopolists be afraid?
All the Negro children do Is sing such songs as "I wanta be free . . ."; why
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should this. worry tlhe .Kennedy Administration, the self-styled leader of the
free world? The Negroes are not advocating violence. Why should the U.S.
rulers be afraid of peaceable people?

The answer is clear. Such a mass movement does threaten- the established
order of oppression in the United. States; it does threaten U.S. monopoly
capitalism and U.S. imperialism, and from within. These peaceable masses may
get Out of control. This is a conflict between rulers and ruled. Although the
American Negroes do not talk about monopoly capitalism, they do speak of
the "white power structure," meaning the leading U.S. capitalists, their
politicians,-their lawyers, etc.

The current objective of big capital in the U.S. is to control, curb and
break up this mass movement. This is Kennedy's No. 1 domestic task. As
he and his brother the Attorney General have frankly admitted, they want to
get the Negroes off the streets and back into the courts. Kennedy's new legis-
lation on "civil rights" is designed to induce the Negro leaders and masses
to pin all their hopes on the new law, to lull and divert the mass movement
and meanwhile to divide and disintegrate it from within.

For a century now the-'U.S. Negroes have bad more than enough laws sup.
posodly guaranteeing their freedom and rights.

The new law is not needed, it is a hoax. If the Negroes fall for this cheap
way of winning their votes, they will find themselves "back in the courts,"
as Kenhedy Wants.

As the American Negroes know from bitter experience, it is the U.S. Gov-
ernment which sanctions, stands behind and tolerates or enforces all the
oppression and all the discrimination to which they are subjected. And who
is the head of the U.S. government? President John F. Kennedy. He is the
executive agent of the biggest U.S. capitalists. He is the executive in charge
of all the force which is used against the Negroes, the highest agent of their
persecution.

Therefore, Kennedy personifies and represents the two tactics which U.S.
monopoly capital is using to keep the American Negroes in their position of
especial servitude. On the one hand, he - uses armed force against them. On
the other; he promises to negotiate with them a life that will eventually be
free of racial discrimination.

* There is an exact parallel between these two tactics which Kennedy is
using to repress the Negroes and the two tactics which he has openly de-
clared in U.S. foreign policy-on the one hand, increased armed strength for
U.S. imperialism; on the other, a constant pretence of love for peace and

C disarmament. Thus the test-ban treaty recently negotiated with the Soviet
Union is represented at one and the same time as a) an important step
towards disarmament and peace and b) a measure to insure the continued
nuclear superiority of the United States.

The modern revisionists In the United States are not only lagging behind
the masses, Negro and white, in this great struggle, they are also tailing
]Kennedy. Believe it or not, they paint him as a true friend and brave chain-
pion of the Negroes. They hail Kennedy's new law as a revolutionary event
which will ensure the freedom the Negroes have so long fought for. To these
revisionists Kennedy is pro-Negro, but certain militant mass organizations
are "too extreme" and therefore "reactionary" and anti-Negro. The American
masses ignore this rubbish.

The Negroes have forged a remarkable degree of unity among their own
people, a unity in which the masses are ahead of their leaders. Also, many
white people have Joined in the struggle and the overwhelming majority
sympathize with it. But the united front of the American people needs to be
Immensely broadened. The white people of the United States must take to
heart what Marx said a century ago "Labour cannot emancipate itself in the
white skin where in the black it Is branded." What Marx said of chattel
slavery is no less true of wage-slavery.

The discrimination against the U.S. Negro people, the exploitation of nearly
all the U.S. people, and the aggression and oppression U.S. imperialism practices
all over the world are three aspects of one and the same thing--class exploita-
tion and oppression by U.S. monopoly capital. They are not something acciden-
tal, they are the very core of U.S. monopoly capitalism. We cannot get rid of
these deadly evils without destroying U.S. monopoly capitalism itself. And
it must be destroyed at home as well as abroad.

The movement of the U.S. Negroes against racial discrimination cannot
help being a part of the world-wide united front against U.S. imperialism
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which is taking shape in many countries and on all continental The present
vigor and power of this movement in the United States is yet another ptoof
that this international united front is inevitable. This united front i6 boufid
to abhteve victory.

Long live the heroic American Negro people!
Long live the great friendship between the Chinese people, the'Negro peo-

ple and all the people of the United States!
All the people of the world! Unite to support the American Negro people-

in their struggle against .racial discrimination I
All the people of the world! Unite to overthrow the common eneity, U.S.

imperialism!

Mr. SouRwINE. And I will show it to you, sir, and ask you first,.
have you seen a copy of this speech, and second, did you hear the-
speech, and third, did you know about it, assuming that the answer to.
the first two is no.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I think I saw this in the Peking Review. I then
got this published officially, I think it was, in China in the Peking-
leJ; , ,w.
I1M. SoutwRiNE. How did you happen to have what appears to be

a carbon copy of the reading copy of the speech?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I do not know, because a lot of that stuff that I

have, I have not even been through it. Because people give me.
things, and a lot of times they just bring it, and they want me to
read it, and they want to make sure that I have seen everything.

Mr. SotuwI-N,. The reasonable assumption would be that you got.
this from Mr. Coe.

Mr. WILLIAM. No, I did not get it from him.
Mr. SouRwINE. We would think if he wrote the speech he would'

have the carbon copy. If somebody else wrote the speech for him
they might have the carbon copy. I don't know where you got it,
do you?

Mr. WILLIAMS. No, I do not know where it came from.
Mr. SouRmwNE. You did not have it delivered, did yo?
Mr. WILLIA3iS. No, I do not think so. I do not think I was there

in 1963.
Mr. SouRwImE. I don't know whether they will assist in refresh-

ing your memory, but I want to show you a letter to you from Anna
Louise Strong, and an attached copy of a speech prepared for de-
livery by Anna Louise Strong. Does that explain how you get the
copy of the Coe speech?_

Mr. WILLIAMS. I suppose that is the same speech that she is talk-
ing about. But a lot of the stuff I-I have got letters now that have
never been opened.

Mr. SouwixE. I ask that this letter from Miss Strong and the text of
her speech go in the record as Counsel's Exhibit 51.

(The letter and speech marked ."Exhibit 51" follows:)

EXHIBIT No. 51
ANNA LOUISE STRONG,

Peking, China, October 4, 1963.
DEAR MR. WILLIAMS: I enclose the speeches made by Frank Coe and myself

at the big Rally last August 12th. As you will recall, after Mao replied to
your request for a statement and Issued his call to the world's people, a big
Rally was held in the Great Hall of the People to support the American
Negroes cause.... (It was also held in many Chinese cities.) At the original
rally some 7 or 8 speeches were made. Frank Coe spoke on behalf of the
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American people'.. and I had been asked to speak but was in Peitaiho, so I
made a tape recording in conjunction with five Americans who were there

Holland Roberts of San Francisco, asked for copies, saying he could prob-
ably ,get them, published by Negro publications in the USA. I have prepared
such copies but am holding them until I hear from you, since you may have
a better idea for their handling. Please let me know tomorrow morning when
I understand you are giving us a talk.

,Youis,
ANNA LOUIsE STRONG.

P.!$.-I suggested originally that our American group give you a dinner or
in some way meet with you to discuss what WE here can do to support the
American Negroes. . . . The Peace Committee says it would be possible to
arrange such a date. However, since the Epsteins, and Dr. Ma and Tang
Mingchao are all out of the city, and these are at least half of the strongest
part of our group, it would be better to make it on your return to Peking, as
.a farewell dinner. The idea would be dinner in my house for about 12 people
plus evening discussion. Let me know also your thought on this.

-Greetings to-the Peking Rally for Support of the American Negro Students
on August 12, 1963

(A recorded speech given by Anna Louise Strong on Aug. 11)

This is Anna Louise Strong, on behalf of four Americans and one Canadian
living and working in China-at present in Peitaiho: Anna Louise Strong,

-writer; Talitha Gerlach, 'of the China Welfare Institute, Shanghai; Dr.
,'George Hatem (Ma Hai-teh) for 30 years in China's public health service;
Bertha Hinton, the Peking Institute of Foreign Languages. Dorise Nielsen,

-wartime Progressive member of the Canadian Parliament.
Ss five North Americans living and working for a considerable time in
China, we send our greeting to your Rally from Petaiho. We heard by radio
-the call of Chairman Mao Tse-tung to the "people of the world" to support

-the American Negroes' struggle for freedom. We are glad to declare that we are
-a hundred percent behind this struggle. We want to bear witness that we,
Americans living, working and travelling extensively in China, have seen for
ourselves how widely and deeply the Chinese people of all walks of life and of

:all ages, are interested in the American Negroes' struggle for freedom, and
give it their full support. Everywhere the Chinese people follow through their
press the details of this struggle, and discuss it in conversation. Even the

-children's magazines publish the story of the heroic Negro children in Bir-
-mingham, who are much admired by Chinese youth.
• w aWe think it important to say this, because we are constantly told by the

--foreign press, and even by letters, that the Chinese "hate America" and even
-have "hate America campaigns" This is an utter lie, and we are glad of the
chance to contradict it. Chinese indeed do hate American Imperialism which
is the enemy of all the world's peoples and of the American people themselves,
and which threatens the entire world with nuclear war. But Chinese show
great respect and love for the American people, and show great interest in
anything that affects their welfare; they bellev¢e that one day they will find

-the American people their ally in making a better and a peaceful world. So
-they greet the great Negro struggles for Freedom with sincere hopes.

Second, we wish to inform the American Negroes that China herself is an
-example that shows that racial discrimination and inequality can be abolished,
since its peoples of many different nationalities, even the most undeveloped

-which for hundreds of years have lived as illiterate slaves. wild tribes in the
'hills, ., without even a written language, not even knowing the methods of
--farming, but living on wild roots, have actually In recent years gained freedom,
eqUality and access to all the culture known to man. These peoples have
'awakened and come into the light. Not only do they live without discrimina-
tiond, they get fraternal help in gaining education and in learning the tech-

-niques of moderning farming and industry.
What we have seen In China proves that racial equality can be achieved,

discrimination can be absolished, political, economic and social equality can
rall be attained, with good and friendly relations between different races with
different cultures It is being done successfully in China and this should give
hope to the American Negroes too. Today all racism and racial discrmination

-is alien to the liberated Chinese.
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However, the experience of the Chinese people. suggests that the American
Negroes will not gain the full benefits uder the present social system in
America. Very many gains can be made under the American social system" by
determined, united struggle, but we do not believe that complete freedom and
equality can be attained under American capitalism. It is necessary for' the
monopoly capitalists of America to have a subject class which can take the
shock of the ups and downs of the capitalist economy on their own bodies,
letting the capitalists profit. This is the use they make now of the Negroes.
So, while we are proud of your present victories, we think and hope you also
realize that iinal victory cannot be won until you overthrow the monopoly
capitalism of America, your final enemy, and also the enemy of the American
people and of the people of the world.

We are glad to note that the Negro fighters for Freedom now are not being
fooled by President Kennedy nor by his brother Bobby. You will be able to
pry some rights from them by pressure, but these rights are gained not from
their benevolence, but by your own struggle and power and not in any other
way.

The American Negroes learned a bitter lesson by the way their hopes were
betrayed a century ago. What happened? A Civil war was fought between the
industrial, capitalist northern states, whose rising industry was based on cheap
immigrant wage-labor from Europe, and the feudal ruling class of the southern
states, who lived on the Negro slave labor on plantations. This was at first
nearly a draw. Then President Abraham Lincoln announced the "Emancipa-
tion" of the Negroes as a war aim thus he won a powerful ally. When the war
was won by the north the Negroes were "free," and some were even given land
and sat in legislatures in equality with whites. But all this was short lived.
-The northern capitalists feared the power of the people thus released and
joined hands with the southern feudal' powers to suppress the Negroes again,
using new forms to maintain the old enslavement

Today by the power of united mass actions, which terrifies the Kennedy
administration, the Negroes may gain several rights: the right to vote, s6me
rights in schools, some in restaurants and busses, and some right to a few
jobs in offices and commercial establishments. These are gains promised In the
Birmingham negotiations; they are intended to satisfy the well-to-do and
educated Negroes. And possibly some of the Negro leaders will be satisfied and
say: "We can't expect everything at once." They will make their-peace with
Kennedy. This would be the same kind of betrayal that the northern capitalists
made a century ago after the civil war.

For this would sell-out the great mass of Negroes, the illiterate, the un-
skilled, the dispossessed. These are the men and women thrown out of Jobs
in every wave of unemployment. They are thrown out by automation in indus-
try and by modernization of farming. The Kennedy administration will never
give job equality to thesemen because it cannot. This is the'class needed by
monopoly capital to serve as a buffer against all changes in the economy,
so capitalists may keep their profits. They can never get job security and
equality without complete reorganization of the economic and social system
of the United States.

These are the men and women, in the south and in the north, whom the
Kennedy administration fears. It was the dispossessed of Tirmingham that
fought the final battle with the police.- They cannot get job security and equality
short of a new social system. Even beyond that, they need long struggle to
develop literacy and skills.

If the well-to-do and educated Negroes desert their own people, their own
gains will soon be lost. As'long as the Negro people stand together and continue

.their fight for equality and freedom, this will light the struggle of the entire
American working-class to overthrow the monopoly capitalism of America. ,

There are signs already that this is occurring. All over the United States
the "Freedom Marches" are taking place in the big cities, led and organized
by the Negro people but with white workers and progressives beginning to
join in. When 20,000 people marched in San Francisco up Market St. to hold
a Rally in the Civic Square, the two men who led the march were a Negro
leader and Harry Bridges, a white man, the most famous progressive labor
leader in America. This cooperation already goes so far that some of our
friends In America, in writing to us, speak of the "Negro Revolution" as the
center of all progressive activities. It is indeed,- revolutionary in significance
and in potential when the hitherto suppressed Negro people take to the streets
to fight for their rights.
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Why, let us ask, is it Just now that the Amercan' Negroes are rising, after
the suppressions of a hundred years? Many reasons may be found inside
America, but is it not also true that a basic reason Ues in the world situation.
Imperialism decays: all over the earth the long suppressed nations and peo-
ples rise in revolutionary struggles. These struggles for national liberation and
independence already shake three continents; in all of them the demand for
racial equality plays a basic part.

This reflects Itself in the struggles of the American Negroes. They gain
self respect and hope from the rising of the African peoples. This international
factor gives them encouragement.

It is significant that Robert WilUams, a Negro leader now in refuge in
Cuba has appealed to Mao T1se-tung of China for a statement. This is because
China is recognized as the clearest voice in today's upsurge of long suppressed
peoples.

Mao Tso-tung speaks of the "links" which the present struggle reveals
between the reactionary policies of the American government at home and its
polices of aggression abroad. All around the world today, American monopoly
capital maintains its hold by cash and violence on undeveloped nations, all
of which grow ever more restive under its yoke. Every nation that breaks frQrn
its control, weakens the power of U.S. imperialism. The united action of the
world's peoples Is the foice that will end this imperialism, and ensure a stable
world peace.

This struggle ,nowr finds a parallel link, inside the U.S.A. in the Negro
struggles, which have the same enemy. U.S. monopoly capital can only flourish
at the expense 6fIthe laboring people, of whom the Negroes are the most
cruelly suppressed. Now theY' begin to resist this exploitation in the very
stronghold of U.S. imperialism, undermining monopoly capital from within.

This Negro struggle Is not yet the American Revolution but may spark it.
As more and more of the American working clast and progressives Join to
suoprt the Negro movement for Freedom now, this may win a new birth of
fe606 iedon for all exploited Americans and reinforces the anti.imperialist
struggles of the world.

Mr. 86URWINE. Did you ever assist Max Stanford to get any
money?

-Mr. WILLIAMS. No. I once gave him, I think, 100-some dollars.
And I also gave him $250. But I never assisted him in getting any
money. There was no place to get it from.

Mr. SOunWINE. Do you know about his getting $1,500 from the
Guinean embassy in Havana?

Mr. WILLIANuS. No, I know about the fact that; I lost $1,500 trying
to give it to the civil rights movement in the United States.

Mr. SouRwi-NE. Through the Guinean embassy?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, it was not through the Guinean embassy. It

was through an African. And they did not get it.
Mr. SoxIwiNE. I would be glad to have you tell us about that if

'O! want to.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Well, the money was money that I had raised inci-

dentally-you will notice that the American foreigners who lived
abroad were trying to get together and hell) me. They were trying
e raise money, not to help me as an individual, but they said that

they would raise money to help the black people in America, if I
kiieo organizations, people or groups that I wanted them to help.

So as a result of 'this I was able to raise some money, some dollars.
And in trying to send it to the United States, I tried to send it by
an African. And some of the Cuban officials' were opposed to this.
4,nd the African stole the money. And the Cubahls-he was supposed
tdol ¢'sbei working in Cuba--and the 'Cubans sent' him out of the
country the next day to keep me from getting the money back.

Mr. SoURwiNE. Who was that man?
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* Mr. WILLIAMS. So, it was sabotage.
A man named D. H. Manseur.

''Mr. SOURwiItE. 'D. H. Manseur?
Mr. WILLA4S. Yes.
Mr. SotvwINE. And you never got any of your money back?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No. And the Cubans -helped to cover it up, and

helped also to cause me to lose the money, because they were opposed
to black nationalism. In fact, I had asked them to help us, and they
had refused. As a result, I made private appeals to private individ-
uals. And the money I got I gave, or tried to send to them.

Mr. SOtRWINE. When was it that you tried to send this money by
Manseur?

Mr. WIrLLrAS. I think it was in either 1965 or 1966, I don't
remember.

Mr. SouRwINE'. You were in Cuba at the time?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SouRwn4E. Did you ever see him again?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I saw him in Tanzania.
Mr. SouIwiNE. Did you get your money back then?
Mr. Wi.LlAMs. No. He claimed the Cubans had stolen the money,

the Cuban Intelligence, or the Security Police.
Mr. SoTumE. Well, I am sorry about that money being lost.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I am, too.
Mr. SotwRnm. To get back to Max Stanford, if I understand you

correctly, you are saying that you did not know that he had received
$1,500 from the Guinean embassy in Havana?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I did not know whether lie had received any from
the Guinean embassy.

Mr. SouRwINE. Not any, $1,500.
Mr. WILLIAMS. $1,500.
Off the record-
Mr. SotwINwE. On this one let us not go off the record permanently,

Mr. Williams.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SouRwiim. Back on the record.
Mr. WILLIAmS. I do not remember that.
Mr. SouaWilNE. You don't remember it?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. SotuwiwE. Didn't you get the receipt that he signed for it?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Well, I don't remember. It is possible that I could

have gotten a receipt. But I do not remember, because there are many
things that happened, and this was vague.

Mr. Soumwir. I will tell you, the receipt was in your possession.
Mr. WILLIAMS. That could be possible too, because there are a lot

of things in my possession that I do not know about or do not recall.
Some have gotten in to my possession, and so-I don't know--could
have been put into my possession. I am not sure.

Mr. SouxwnE. Let us go off the record again for a minute.
(Discussion cff the record.)
Mr. SouRwu. Back on the record.
Do you know or did you know J. J. Freeman, of Seattle, Wash.

ington?
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Mi. WiLLIAfS. I. think I remfnember that name from correspond-
elc;bu1t, do" not kriow- h11m;

MrS. S EF& I will show you the letters to you from Freeman.
And there is a third sheet -behind, which you ha-ve a perfect right
to lo6k at,.bit I would be grateful if' you would glance at-the two
letters first. and tell me if fthey refresh your memory as, to who Free-
mnwn was, and then look at the third sheet, and tell me who he is.

I wait to say for the record that for all I knoW,' this is a man
*ho never met th6 itness, and the letters, may never have been

nsiere~,l. I am 'just trying to fiid out if the witness has any memory
on this., -

Mr. Wmu Ais. Yes, I remember'this letter:. But I do not know
the man personally, just through correspondence.

Mr. SoURwINE. If you want to se whit, he is, look at the third
sheet.

And I will' ask that the two letters and the sheet attached which
sh is Wo 'M. Frem n is all go in the record at this point.

The fact that he wrote you, of course, you not knowing him, and
not having answered his letters, is no detriment to you in any way.

Did you meet this man in Cuba, do you remember?
Mr. WmILIAMS. I don't remember meeting him. But I do remember

this letter and the correspondence.
Mr. SOURWINE. Do you know anything about him that would make

you think he might be a good candidate for President? I notice there
is mention of him running for President.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Is that right?
Mr. SouwiNE. This is Counsel's Exhibit Number 52.
(The material "Exhibit 52" follows:)

EXHIBIT NO. 52
FEBRUARY 28, 1968.

DEAR RoB: The Post Office finally delivered the December issue of the
Crusader after much hell raising. Three months late. We will spread them out
among SNCO, CORE, and workers as evenly as possible. I like it.
IMPORTANT!

We have formed an organization here called the October 8th Movement
It is Guevara oriented. One of our central committeemen, R. H. Thorn, a Petty
Officer on the USS Buchanan has informed me that the Buchanan-a missile
frigate-on the 18th of Feb. levelled two (2) villages near Hue with 5" 54
guns.

In December an anti-Viet Nam War group formed by Bob on the Buchanan
refused to guard the nuclear weapons on that ship. On the 3rd of Feb. the
Buchanan sailed with 2 sister ships equally armed supposedly for Japan. At
that same time there was a panic of sorts in this country that Khe Sanh
would fall. The Buchanan is now sailing up and down the coast of Viet Nam
with Khe Sanh within easy range of ber SRAM* nuclear-tipped missiles.

Considering Senator LIIJ on May 6, 1954 swore there would be "no American
Dien Bien Phu as long as he could help it." I think the situation is grave.

Sincerely,
J. J. FREEMAN.

SEATTLE, WASH., March 7, 1968.
DEAR ROB: Have found an excellent person among black militants in North-

west to represent you. His name is Lloyd P. Jackson, 5000 30th so. Seattle,
Wash. 98108. He Is the head of the Voters Registration League here and is
respected by both political grass-root organizations and Black Militants. He Is

*Short Range Attack Missile.
45-159-71-pt. 3- 3
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sophisticated and vicious; a veteran of combat and stable family man. He
must be nearly 40 years old if not older, and says he has somewhat kept
tract of your activities over the years and highly respects you. He came to me,
.not I to him, asking if there was anything he could do to help you. So I think
he seriously wants to do this. I'm beginning to think your returning and
running for President is a good idea. If properly organized, I would not be
surprised If you got 10 million or more black and white votes.In the last week I've been doing a great deal of investigation of Black
Militants in this area. It is a great deal more advanced and rolling harder
than I thought I have been invited into the inner core of the Black Militants
In this area and it seems I am the first white man to receive this honor here
I suggest that we start nation-wide publicity of your campaign as soon as
possible. We should hold a press conference in New York, Monroe, Settle and
if possible in Chicago, etc, all on the same evening which will make it look
big, with a follow-up announcement from you in Peking, confirming your
candidacy for the presidency.

Write to Jackson as soon as possible.
Finally received Sept-Oct. issues of the Crusader.

Sincerely,
JACK FREEMAN,

Oommander, October 8th Me.
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Mr. SouRwIi". Do you klow Israel Epstein?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SouRwiim. What can you tell us about Mr. Epstein?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Well, I think-I do not know what citizenship he

has got, but he claims to be British.
Mr. SouRwNE. Where did you meet him, sir?
Mr. YILLIAMS. I met him in China.
Mr. SOURWINE. Is he still there as far as you know?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I do not know.
Mr. SOuRWINE. Was he living in the same quarters that you were?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. SouRwiNE. Do you know what he is doing there?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, I do not know what he is doing.
Mr. SouRwINE. He pretty near has to be working for the govern-

ment; doesn't he, if he is there at all?
Mr. WILlIAMS. Off the record for a minute.
Mr. SouRwINE. All right, off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr SouRwvINm. Back on the record.
Answer the question.
Mr. WLIAMS. I do not know.
Mr. SouRwIN. Do you or did you know Ly Van-sau?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SouRwINE . He is presently a member of the Vietcong delegation

in Paris.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SouRwINE. And he spent three or four years in Cuba con-

nected with students and youth. In Cuba he was a member of the
Permanent Mission of the National Liberation Front of South Viet-
nam. Where, did you know him, in Cuba?

Mr. WiLmms. In Cuba.
Mr. SouitwImE. What was your association with him, if any, Mr.

Wijliams.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Actually it was a friendly association. He used to

visit my house all the time. He would come by and he would want
-,to talk about the black struggle in the United States. And he gave me
literature on Vietnam, and he told me what was happening there,
and what was going on.

Mr. Sou INE. Did you know Harry Haywood?
Mr. WLLI[S. I never met him, only through correspondence.
Mr, SOURWINE. I will show you a letter addressed to you signed

Harry Haywood dated February 30, 19 either 1965 or 1966, I pre-
sume it was 1966. Can you tell us?

Mir. WILLIAMS. I think that was 1965.
Mr. SomwINE. 1965.
Mr. WILLIAMS. It was probably after my first trip to China.
Mr. Souwm. It couldn't haven't been 1964 could it ? It looks like

either a "5"' or a "6."
What is the date there?
Mr. CRio. That looks like a "4" with a "5" over it.
Mr. SotmvwIN. A "4" with a "5" over it.
Mr. WILmMS. It must have been 1965, because that is before I

left.
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Mr. SOURWINE. What is tle month? -'

Mr. CRAIo. February 30.
Mr. W mtrArs.' It is probably 1965.94'Mr. So iixNi. -I have itevei seen a February 30 in my life,

have you?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I had not noticed it.
Mr. SOURWINF. That letter is pretty clearly dated February 80,

isn't it?
Mr. CRAIG. It sure is.
Mr. SoWiwINE. He could have forgotten that it was 1965 and

written 1964 and had to strike it over.
Mr. CRio.' That is really perplexing, February 30.
Mr. SouvwIE. Do you have an independent recollection of the],ttei hir; or is all you know about it seeing it now?-
Mr. WILLums. I remember hearing from him. I skippoSethat is the

same letter.
Mr. SotiwiN~E. May I see it? There is one question I Wafited to

ask about it.
I will offer this letter for the record as Counsel's Exhibit 42, if it is

not already admitted.
(The letter marked "Exhibit 42" follows:)

EXHIBIT No. 42
FEBRUARY 30, 1965.

DEAR RoD: We've been following your career with great interest Congratula-
tions on your trip to China. Will you please send several copies of the latest
Crusader, and some back copies if you have some available.

I think it is past timae for us to get acquainted. I have been in the Com.
mtnist movement since the early 1920s. I was the Chairman of the Negro
Commission of the CP during the early 30s when the Scottsboro struggle
was initiated and the Sharecroppers' Union organized. I fought with the
Lincoln Brigade in Spain and shipped out as a merchant seaman during
World War II. In 1948 I published my book, Negro Liberation. Since that
time, I and most of the other Negro Communists have been in opposition to
the CP line on the Negro question, which amounted to trailing the NAACP
in tactics and liquidating any militant, independent initiative from the left
in the Negro field. But that Is a, long story. The upshot of the Internal
struggle wai the expulsion of most of the Negro members from the CP during
the late 1950s I wrote a manuscript at the time, "For a Revolutionary Posl-
tooA on the Negro Question,"' which was mimeographed in several hundred
copies and was largely accepted by the vast majority of the Negro comrades.
The point Is, I am still in touch with, many of them, and there is a strong
sentiment for the organization of a centerr for a militant Negro movement
independent of the current-general Marxist organizations in the U.S,-
* When I was in New York last fall, I met with Progressive Labor. I con-
sider' them a. very fine group ofyoung people, but thee is tremendous con-
fusion on the Negro questiin. I am confidtfnt that it 'tan be straightened out
eventually, but time flies, and confused leadership cannot lead. As a matter
of principle, and from years of bitter experience, the Negro comrades feel
that any serious movement has to be Negro-led, and there cannot be a white
veto on, policy and action, no matter how well intentioned the white leadership

i have just completed, In collaboration with my wife, the draft of a book.
The tentative title is "Towards a Revolutionary Program for Negro Freedom,"
and it is dedicated to you. I am sending it along under separate cover. i am
very interested in your opinion of it, and specific suggestions and criticisms.
I am confident that 'we can reach agreement on a common position. We
especially want your reaction to the specific organizational proposals. ,

My wife, Gwen, is a native of New Orleans, 34 years old, and has been in
the movement since the age of 14. She just completed her M.A. in'Latin
American history here. She has worked closely with me throughout the in-
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ternal struggle durIng the past decade, and is well acquainted with the .ssues.
and events. She just returned froin a trip to New Orleans, and Is convinced
that a major crisis Is shaping up there this summer.

I am going to New York in about two weeks to see about publication of
the book, and to get some money together to move my family up there. My
wife and our two children will stay hero in Mexico until the beginning of
June You can keep in touch through her. We are especially anxious to get
something started organizationally as soon as possible. We believe the racists
are preparing for a real massacre this summer, and we'd like to do everything
possible to help organize the best possible reaction to it. When I get to New
York, I will meet with Progressive Labor and a number of other contacts
and see what the reaction is.

Let us hear from you soon. I hope we can meet personally in the "iear
future.

Warmest regards to you and your family.
HARRY HAYWooD.

Mr. SourvINvE. He identifies him as a Chairman Of the Negro
Commission of the Communist Party in the early thirties, and then
he goes on and talks about the completion of a draft of a book
"Toward a Revolutionary Program for Negro Freedom." Did you
ever get an opportunity to see that book?

Mr. WLLIAMS. I remember I saw a section of it, a manuscript
that was sent to me to look at.

Mr. SouRwiNE. Do you remember what you did with it?
Mr. WILLTAMS. No.
Mr. SOuRWINE., You didn't send it back to him, did you?
Mr. WIL, IAM. No, I do not think so.
Mr. SouRwINE. Did you express an opinion to him?
Mr. WILLIAMS. NO. He wanted an opinion, but I didn't express an

opinion. I was having quite a bit of trouble myself.
Mr. SOuRWINE. The material that we received did not include any

such manuscript, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Mr. WILL AMS. I could have lost it some place.
Mr. SouRwINE. I am not holding you accountable for it.
You never did express an opinion to him?
Mr. WILLTAmS. I do not think so.
Mr. SovRwn". Did you give permission to have the book dedi-

cated to you I
Mr. WILIAMS. I don't know. But I would not have objected to it

if it had been.
'Mr. SoURwINE. Do you know Langston Hughes?
Mr. WLIAMs. Yes.
Mr. SouRwiNE. What has been your association with him?
Mr. CRAIG. That is the late Langston Hughes?
Mr. SoURwINE. He is deceased?
Mr." CRAIG. Deceased.
Mr. SoURwINn. I did not know he was dead.
Mr. CRAmO. About a year.
Mr. SouRWiNu. I did not know that.
Mr. WILLTAms. I was a student when he came to Johnson City

University (Johnson C. Smith University) in Charlotte for a lecture.
I met him there. I think that was in 1953, 1952 or 1953.

LMr. SOURWiNE. I show you two poems, one of them signed
Langston Hughes. This was in the material that we got from Cus-
toms under our subpoena. And I will ask you, did Langston Hughes
himself send you these?
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes. He wrote them to me as a New Year's greeting.
Mr. SouRwima. Was there any other special occasion, or were they

both New Year's greetings?
Mr. WILLIAMS. They were sent New Year's. I think they were

original poems that he wrote especially for the New Year for me.
. Mr. SouRwiNE. Is Langston Hughes a supporter of the Republic

of New Africa?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, he is deceased now. I only.knew him as a stu-

dent, a college student. He thought I had promise as a writer, and
he took an interest in me.

Mr. SouRwim. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.) ,
Mr. SOURwImE. Back on the record.
I will ask that these two Langston Hughes poems as identified be

incorporated -into the record.
(The poems marked "Exhibit 43"'follow:)

ExHIBrr No. 43

THE BACKLASH BLUES

(by Langston Hughes)

Mister Backlash, Mister Backlash,
.Just who do you think I am?
You raise my taxes, freeze my wages,
Send my son to Vietnam.
You give me second class houses,
Second class schools.
Do you think that colored folks
Are just second class fools?

When I try to find a job
To earn a little cash,
All you got to offer
I a white backlash.
But the world is big,
Big and bright and round-
And it's full of folks like me who are
Black, Yellow, Beige, and Brown.

Mister Backlash, Mister Backlash,
What do you think I got to lose?
I'm gonna leave you, Mister Backlash,
Singing your mean old backlash blues.

You're the one
Will have the blues.
not me--
Wait and see!

CROWNS AND GARLANDS

(by Langston Hughes)

Make a garland of Leontynes and Lenas
And hang it about your neck

Like a lei.

Make a crown of Sammys, Sidneys, Harrys,
Plus Cassius Mohammed All Clay.
Put their laurels on your brow

Today-
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Then before you can walk or run
To your neighborhood grocery,
Watch them droop, wilt, fade

Away.

Though worn in glory on my head,
They do not last a day-

Not one-"
Nor take the place of meat or bread
Or rent that I must pay.
Great names for crowns and garlands!

Yeah!
I love Ralph Bunche-
But I can't eat him for lunch.

Mr. SouRwINE. Did you know James Foreman, or do you know
him?'

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, I know James Foreman. In fact, James Fore-
man visited me in Monroe, in fact he was there when I had to leave.

Mr. SOumWINE. Has he been a close friend of yours?
Mr. WILLTAMS. Yes, but I have not been in touch with him-he

was before I left..
Mr. Souwi~m. You have not been in touch with him since you

left the country?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, not directly. I may have received literature

from him. I may have heard from him, but we were not working
together in any capacity, I do not think.

Mr. SoTmnNE. Don't you know, as a matter of fact, that you did
hear from him last year?

Mr. VILLIAmS. When I was in Africa.
Mr. SoxnwiNE. You got two letters from him-it appears to be a

letter and a note on the same day, August 3, 1969. Don't you re-
member? I will show them to you.

Mr. WILLIAMS. That was probably when I was in Africa.
Mr. SOuRWINE. I thought you might remember that, since he had

been a good friend, and this was the first time you had heard from
him in 7 years. Do you remember your reply to those letters, if you
did replyI

Mr. WILLIAMS. No, I did not reply.
Mr. SotmwI E. You did not. Thank you.
I will ask the Chairman to order that this letter and note go in the

records.
(The letter marked "Exhibit 44" follows:)

EXHIBIT No. 44
AUGUST 3, 1969.

DrAB ROD: I am writing you after seven or more years of silence. I have
followed your career with interest and have worked here in the United
States for revolution, a dedication of yours.

In- particular I am most interested in knowing if you wrote the letter to
Mae Mallory which bears your signature. If you are the author, then I am
afraid you have been wrongly advised-Mae has always defended you and
worked in your behalf. Personally I have the utmost confidence in her and
hope that my word has some meaning to you.

While I am writing, please ask Brothers Giadl & Imari to stop calling the
Black Economic Development Conference counter-revolutionary. We do not
fight the Republic of New Africa & we wish these two representatives would
stop attacking us.

Rest assured, and you will never know the extent, I have tried to help
your cause.

In Brotherhood,
It- . li.
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AUUST 3, 1969.
DR" ROB: My regards to your family and this is to further introduce

Brother Wilbur Grotton with whom you have corresponded. Looking forward
to seeing you again one day.

JIM FOREmAN.

Mr. SouRwINE. Mr. Williams, can you tell us who Lewis J.
Stoneham is?

Mr. WILLIAMS. No. The name is familiar, but I cannot place him.
Mr. SouRwINE. Do you know what the M.L.E.C. is?
Mr. WILLTAMs. No.
Mr. SouRvwINE. I will show you a letter signed Lewis Stoneham,

Director, M.L.E.C., and ask you if that refreshes your memory.
I should point out that that letter is 7 years old this month.

So if ym do not remember it, there is no ground for complaint.
Mr. WILLAS. NO, I did not know him personally.
Mr. SovwrINE. Do you remember whether you answered this

letter?
Mr. WMnLI.s. I probably did, because most of those letters from

active peoplein groups I answered them.
Mr. SOURWINE. And you still do not know what M.L.E.C. means?
Mr. WiLLA3Ms No.
Mr. SouRWvIE. I ask that this go in the record as identified. It was

what was shown to th witness.
"(The document marked "Exhibit 39" follows:)

EXHrBIT No. 39.

HACIENDA HEIGHTS, CALIF., March 21, 1968..
MR. ROBERT F. WrLLIAMS,
Peking, Peoples Republio of China.

DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS: We were all greatly pleased to have received
your correspondence of March 7th which arrived here Saturday, March lth.
I'm sorry to learn of your visa problems and the inability to reach Sweden
for your speaking tour. These attempts to thwart your efforts brazenly display
the frantic efforts of the totally corrupt Johnson regime to continue the sup-
pression and enslavement Of the Black nation in America.

If we can be of any assistance to you in assisting your return to the
U.S.A., please Inform us. Should the Federal agents attempt to prosecute you
on the trumped-up Monroe charges, we will definitely establish defense corn-
mittes across America on your behalf--on a larger scale than those of the
CAMD several years ago. The ACLU and the Committee for Defense of the
Bill of Rights (formerly the Committee for Protection of Foreign Born) will
also give you their full support. Thus, you will have both Black & White
support should the Johnson regime attempt to persecute you.

Last Sunday I visited Frank Greenwood who has written a play based on
your life and he was very happy to have had the opportunity to read your
letter. Frank is also in agreement of organizing a nationwide chain of defense
committees, consisting of both Afro-Americans and Whites, on your behalf for
maximum psychological impact on the general public.

Although I realize you may be reluctant to leave the Peoples Republic of
China where the great proletarian cultural revolution has demonstrated to the
world the greatness of Chairman Mao's thought, your presence is needed in
America to lead the Black liberation struggle in America to its successful
conclusion.

If it appears that your return home may result in an illegal imprisonment
by the fascist regime, it may be best that you establish temporary headquarters
in Mexico from where your presence will be more closely felt by those In the
vanguard of the Black emancipation struggle.
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Again, do not' hesitate to ask us of 'any assistance needed. With the very
best of wishes to you, your wife, and the Chinese people, we proudly salute
your valiant struggle..

Long Live Chairman Mao!
LEWIS J. STONEHAM,

Director, M.L.E.O,

P,S.-Yesterday, we picketted the New Federal Building in Los Angeles for
the release of H. Rap Brown and there we gave away the last of our Chair-
man Mao badges to Afro-American participants. These badges are highly
prized and we hope that we will be supplied with additional badges in the
near future, Your book, "Negroes With Guns," is being advertised in the
current Black' ?anther publication.

LEWIS 3. STONEHAM,

Mr. SouRwINE. How did you first make contact with Radio Station
WBAI in New York, do you remember? Did they write to you, or
did you write to them?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I think I wrote to them. I know once they wrote
to me and asked to use some material that I had written, but'I think
I also remember writing to them to see if they wanted some of mytape.* 'Mr. SoRwi-NE. And they did, didn't they?

Mr. WILIAIS. Yes.
Mr. SouRwiNE. And that is covered by this letter, which I will

:show you, and which I offer for the record. It is Counsel's Exhibit
'Number 28.

(The letter marked "Exhibit 28" follows:)

RADIO STATION WBAI,
New York, N.Y., November 29, 1962.

ROBERT F. WILLIAMS,
-Havana, Cuba.

DEAR MR. WrLLIuMS: Thank you for your letter offering programs. We are
:sending tapes under separate cover and hope these will reach you within a
week or two. They will be dispatched at the Library Material rate.

We shall look forward to receiving programs from you.
Sincerely,

RICHARD M. ELMAN,
Public Afair8 Director.

Mr. SoURwiNE. I will ask you sir, did you furnish any program
tapes to W3AII

Mr. WmLImms. Yes.
Mr. SouRwiN. Did they furnish you with the blank tapes to be

filled in with your programs?
Mr. WLTAMS. They replaced my tape that I gave them.
Mr. SOURWINE. What kind of programs did you furnish them

with?
Mr. WILLIAMS. The programs of Radio Free Dixie that we

broadcast.
Mr. SouRwtNE. These were programs that you had already

broadcast?
Mr. WILLAMts. Yes.
Mr. SotIRwINE. Did you or do you know Chris Koch, public affairs

director of Station WBAI, New York?
Mr. WILLIA3Ms. No, I do not know him.
Mr. SOURWINE. Can you tell us if this letter is the only letter you

ever got from Chris Koch?
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Mr. WILLIAMS. That is all I remember, because I do not know
him personally.

Mr. SouRwINE. You never specifically got in touch with him, then?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, I do not think so. It was just the station. I

did not know anybody else there.
Mr. SouRwINE. That is what I am trying to reach. Apparently

you gave a message to the station to one Dick Elman and he turned
it over to Koch, is that right?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. I will ask that that may go into the record.
(The letter marked "Exhibit 29" follows:)

EXHIBIT No. 29
RADIO STATION WBAI,

New York, N.Y., November 13, 1968.
MR. ROBERT F. WILLIAMS,
Havana, Cuba.

DEAR MR. WILLIAMS: Dick Elman turned your letter of November 5 over
to ie.

We would be extremely happy to have the tape recordings which you men-
tioned. I have sent six replacement tapes directly to you under separate cover
in Havana.

I'll let you know when your tapes arrive here and will also keep you in-
formed on any possible broadcast plans.

Sincerely yours,
CHRIS Kocyr,

Public Affairs Director.

Mr. SOURWINE. What has been your association with Pete Young
of Station WARL-TV Raleigh in Raleigh, North Carolina?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Well, Pete Young interviewed me by telephone
from Havana. He was the newsman at the station there. And he did
some telephone interviews from Havana. And he also worked for one
of the national columnists-I do not remember the columnist now,
but he was what you call a legman for one of the famous columnists.
And they were planning to come to Havana and interview me before
I left. And I left before they got there.

Mr. So1mRwIN. Did he represent you in offering your film to
American radio networks?

Mr. WILLIAiAMs. No. I asked him if he knew anybody in it. And
he suggested that I might try the ABC in New York.

Mr. SOURWINE. He didn't offer them for you?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I don't think so.
Mr. SouRwINE. You may want to strike that. I don't want to trap

you. That letter indicates he did.
Let us go off the record for a moment.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SoURwINE. Back on the record.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I may have. Because I remember asking him, be-

cause I did not know anybody who could handle the film. So he
may have.

Mr. SouRwINE. I ask that this letter go in the record. It is Counsel's
Exhibit Number 26.

(The letter marked "Exhibit 26" follows:)
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o EXHIBIT No. 26 WA-Y, WRALa-TV,
Raeg& N.O.

,.Sr. ARonaaT WILLIAMS,
Havana, (uba.

DrAn M, WiLLaMS: AS per your request, I have notified two of the three
American networks of your film offer. From now on, you will be hearing
directly from representatives of the National Broadcasting Company (NBC)
and tie American Broadcasting Company (ABC).

'Bbth nets have exhibited keen interest in your wares; both nets gave as-
surances that they would arrange for shipment of the film in such a way as
to insure its safe arrival and eventual return to you. Additionally, you should
ask whatever net you finally deal with to make you a "dub" or duplicate of
the film, before they take it into the cutting room for their own. editing
pUrposes.

When negotiating a price for the film, please keep in mind that despite the
State Department restrictions, both nets get regular film from China via
foreign news services.

Both nets are reputable organizations, but, assuming their bids are ap-
ijrO imately the same, I would recommend that you deal with NBC rather
than ABC. There are several reasons for this, chief of which Is that NBC has
the finest news setup of any broadcasting organization in the world and is
therefore in a position to do a better job with your film and its -eventual
presentation, This piece of advice to you should be kept confidential.

As for the story on L. Alvarez, I have nclosed what the Associated Press
carried late Friday afternoon. In that connection, please send me immediately
the picture of yourself and Alvarez. I will return it to you, after the Associated
Press makes a wirephoto.

Please keep me posted on how the film negotiations go. If 7. can be of any
further help to you, let me know (but'from now on, either write orget Dr.
Castro to pay for the phone calls).

I would like very much to pay you a combination social-business visit in
Havana; the hangup is to find somebody willing to pick up the tab for the
r6und-trip ticket.

Regards,
P'rE YouG.

Mr. SouRwINE. Did any American network buy film from you,
Mr. Williams?

Mr. WILLIAMNS. Yes. They didn't buy it directly from me, but they
bought it from my station.

Mr. SouwiNE. Was it NBC or ABC or some other network?
Mr. WrIL, IAMiS. CBS.
Mr. SoUtRwiNE. In other words, Pete Young, didn't sell it for you?
Mr. WiLLIAMS. No. That was another filn way back. And the film

was eventually sold, I think in Canada or some place.
Mr. SouRwINE. You do not know who sold it?
Mr. WiLLAMS. NO.
Mr. SoumwNE. Did you get any money out of it?
Mr. WILLIAMS, No.
Mr. SouRwIN.E. Do you know Vince Copeland?
Mr. WILLTAMS. I think Vince Copeland is some kind of an editor.
Mr. Somewxie. To refresh your recollection I will show you a

letter from him to you dated September 28, 1967 on the letterhead
of the Workers' World. Now do you know who he is?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SouRiw;E. Who is he?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I think he is an editor, some kind of an associate

editor or something of the Workers' World, a newspaper.
Mr. SouRwINE. That is a newspaper, is it a daily?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, I think it is a weekly.
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Mr. SotnIwiNE. Do you kndw where it'W is published?
1VtLI4, S. In New York.

Mr. s6UiRWIE. What has been your association with Mr. COpe-
land, if any?

Mr. WiLcti&ms. They. always sent me copies of their newspapers,
they sent lthrn to me when I was in Cuba, 'and when I was in China.
Afid I dd ot * kno* *wht else. I think they supported the cblnfilittee
of the other people who Were indited along with me. But 1 was'
not hero.

Mr. otmwr, I offer this to go in the record at this Point as

(The dicumenit marked "Exhibit 26" follows: )

EXHIBIT No. 25
WORKERS WORLD,
September 98, 1967.

Rop WILLIAMS,
Peking, Ohina.

-DrAt Rog: 'Weare going to publish a special issue of WW for the October
21 dntokWa march t6' Washington, Which promises to be a very 'militant one.
We may enlarge the paper for the occasion, and in any case, we will dis-
tribite thousands mbre- than usual.
,-WOudld you like to write a special article directed to the anti.wai marchers-
perhaps the stry of your case and the organization of the movement for your
return?SThe d6ddline for this special issue will be Thurs. Oct. 12, but there will be
ti little leway. Your letters usually take about four days to get here.

Enclosing the latest frameup of RAM people, or alleged RAM people. It
was ItAnthis morifing's Tlme.

rety best,
VINCE COPELAND.

Mr. SoutwiNE. Do you know or did you know Ed Weber of the
Univerity of Michigan Library?

Mr. WILLIAMS. He is a librarian there.
Mr. SOURWxNE. Is he one of several librarians to whom you sent

your publicatilong?
Mr. WILLAANIS. He handles a special collection there of pub-

lications.
-Mr. SotmwNp., I will show you a copy of a letter to you from him

with regard to this. Did you have any further correspondence with
him or other contacts witi him that you can recall?

Mr. WILIAmS. No. That is through correspondence. However, I
met him once before I left the country when I spoke at the Uni-
versity of Michigan, that is where I met him.

Mr. SOUWINE. Thank you.
May this go in the record as Counsel's Exhibit Number 22.

, ,(The document marked "Exhibit 22" follows:)

EXHIBIT No. 22

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY,

Ann Arbor, December 10, 1966.
Ms. ROBERT F. WILLIAMS,
Peking, (Thinea.

DEAR RoB WILLIAMS: Thanks for sending me the latest issue of The Crusader,
volume 8, no. 1. We received three issues of Volume 7-were there any others?
We want to have a complete file of The Crusader.
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Do you remember my roommate, Will Curlev? He I still studying Voice
fix Vienna and has married an Austrian girl and is a father again.

'Christmas greeting to you, Mabel and the children. May' we see peace and
brotherhood in our time!

Write If.you get a chance.
With warm. prsonal regards, BID WEBER.

Mr.' SOtmwIN. Referring again to a memorandum to Mr. Cope-
land, was he one of "the distributors of The Crusader ?

Mr. 'WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. SouRWINE. Ie was not?
Mr. WLLIAis. No.
Mr. SoURwlNm. Do you know Conrad Lynn?

* Mr.:WILLIAMIS. Yes. Conrad Lynn was my attorney when I was i
th& United States.

-Mr. SORA~VINE. Is le still your attorney?
Mr. WVILLIAMS. No.

Mr. Souwwix . Do you have any residual connection or association

Mr. WIIJ2IAS. .No, not any direct association. I still hear from
him, but he is not handling any cases of mine.

Mr. SOURWINE. I do not know what we may be getting to here.
Let me go off the record for a moment.

'(Discussion Off the record.)
Mr. SOuRwINE. Back on the record.
I will show you a letter and ask if this refreshes your recollection,.

what can you tell us about it?
Mr. VILLIAmS. This was a fellow who went to Conrad Lynn to

get my address so he could write to me.
Mr. SouRwIbE. Was Mr. Lynn your lawyer at the time?
Mr. WIIAMS. Yes. He was trying to collect some royalties on a

book for me.
M . SOURWINE. But this letter is not about that legal business?
Mr. WILLAM[S. No.
Mr. SOURWINE. All right.
May this o in the record, Mr. Chairman. I have marked it as

Counsel's Exhibit Number 23.
(The document marked Exhibit "Number 23" follows:)

EXHIBIT No. 23

THE NEW MEDIA PROJECT,
Washington, D.C.

ROBERT WILLIAMS,
Peking,' Peoples Republic of China.

DEAn ROBERT: I got your address'from Conrad Lynn, with whom I am
working out arrangements for some young reporters to go to Cuba this fall
to write for underground, political, and college newspapers. I don't know,
but I 'presume, you're well informed on developments In the movement here,
and particularly the black revolution; equally, I with others am hoping you'll
find, some, way of coming bacl, to the U.S., as you've become something of a
legend here ii many quarters and could' do a lot of agitating before being
locked up (and with a good lawyer, such as Conrad is, that should take 'a
7whbil'.

So, "n fact;' in writing more to express myself and my tappreclation of your
life than to Inform or aid you in any particular, way. I firqt learned of your
Monroe activities through Truinan Nelson, With whom I spent some time in
Newbury, Mas., just after finishing with college (I am now 21 years old).
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Obviously, II agree with Stokley and Rap about the endemic. violence of "the
American character and the need for armed self-protection for the blacks
here, but somehow I wasn't aware that you were doing Just, this bag at a
time when I was starting high school and digging the 'moral' nonviolence of
the civil rights movement without, of course, myself suffering the consequences

What you did In Monroe and the manner in which you were ------- is, in
my opinion , one of the most moving and educational things to come out of the
now long-dead civil rights movement. Your return would bring the legend to
much wider 'publicity and life again, and tend to Justify in the eyes of blacks
themselves (who are the only ones that count) the concept of black power,
which to date, and especially here in D.C., strikes many of them as too
audacious to be also possible.

For my part, I am sort of leading white college kids around the nigers of
the ghettos writing In their newspapers (I once edited a very radical year
of the Boston University News) and speaking on their campuses, when I'm
notprohibited by one yUle or another. Also, of course, I'm refusing the draft,
but my draft boari'has chosen to ignore me to date, - and just returned from
Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, and a meeting with reps from the DRY and NLF.

i am hoping,- I should admit, that when you get this letter, you'll take some
time to answer it, tell me how you have found life in China as an American,

,and come spend some time here with the Liberation News Service if you get
to the States. I also offer whatever services I can-if, for example, you'd like
examples of new newspapers published here by the Underground Press
Synfdihte, details on the Bratislava conference, copies of SNCC's paper, The
Movement, etc.

And ------ , man, keep the faith.
Yours,

RAT MUNGO.

P.S.-This letter is being sent via Harry Pincus, 8 Rosslyn Hill, London
NW 3. Conrad says you can answer directly. If so, OK. The State Dept. Is
wise to my whole ------- life as It is.

Mr. SOURWINE. Did you have further correspondence with Ray
Mungo mentioned in that letter?

Mr. WILLIAmS. Yes. They used to send me their news bulletin. It
was supposed to be some type of news press service.

Mr. SouRwiNm. Was that the extent of your association?
Mr. WImA As. Yes, I don't know him, I have never met him. It

was just that they had a new media for the youth and the young
radicals, and they sent out news releases.

Mr. SouRwINE. Do you know what Mungo means by his reference
to "a meeting with reps from the DRV at the NLF."?t

Mr. WrLLIAMS. No, unless he might have been referring to the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam, I suppose.

Mr. SOuRWINE. And NLF could have meant the National Libera-
tion Front, in other words, the Vietcong?

Mr. WMLIAMS. It could.
Mr. SouRWIzm. What contacts have you had with the Black Arts

Alliance, or with Mr. Dudley Randall of Detroit, Michigan, do you
remember?

'Mr. WILLAXs. No.
Mr. SOURWNE. I want to show you a letter and see if it refreshes

your recollection.
I said, letter. I misspoke. This is a two-page bulletin called the

Black Arts Bulletin, Can you tell us anything about that?
Mr. Wiiiamiis. No. I think this is just supposed to be a bulletin

of the cultural affairs and things people are dealing with as to black
people in the United States, it is a cultural thing.
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Mr. SoURwiNE. The Dudley Randall mentioned there of Detroit,
MiChigan, is he anyone with whom you have contact?

Mr. WILI S, Nuo, I do not know him.
Mr. SourNE.. I ask this may go in the record. It is Counsel's

Exhibit 18.
(The bulletin marked "Exhibit 18" follows:)

Exumrr No. 18

Black Arts Bulletin-January 1968; Winter Issue; No. 1
Baltimore

Sam Cornish, Baltimore poet, has published several collections of verse,
among them Generations and Angels. He edits the magazine Chicory.
Chicago

Eugene Perkins of Chicago has published a collection of poems called
Apology To My African Brother.

Chicago writers have put out a collection called Black Expression.

Nashville
Fisk University Third Annual Writer's Conference will be held on campus

in Nashville April 19 through April 21. Conference theme will be THE BLACK
NV!ITER'S VISION FOR AMERICA. For futher information contact John
0. Killens, Fisk University,, P.O. Box 37203.
'New York

Umbra magazine has resumed publication with its third issue.
Free Lance's Winter number will be a memorial to the late Langston Hughes.

Newark
LeRot Jones is looking for black audiences for Black Spring-A docu-

menttary of the Black Arts alliance travels on the West Coast, Spring '67.
Features: Stokley Carmichael, H. Rap Brown, Huey P. Newton, LeRol Jones,
Floyd McKissick, Black Art, Order from JIIIAD PRODUCTIONS, P.O. Box
663, Newark, N.J.
San Fran, sco

"oe Gonclaves, 1308 Masonic Ave., apt. 4, San Francisco, California 94117,
has a list of black bookstores available for 25 cents for those seeking outlets.
It lists stores not included In so-called reference books.

Washington, D-..
The United States Commerce Department publishes a Guide to Negro

Marketing Information which lists advertising media. It's available from the
Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C. 20005, for 40 cents.

'Detroit
Black Choreologia, an evening of Negro poetry, music, and dance, is being

presented byAaron Thompson in Detroit and surrounding area. Drummers and
flutists provide a sensation driving rhythm. "Slick" Campbell reads his poems
and Aaron Thompson skillfully weaves Cullen's "Heritage" throughout the
program. However, a more pertinent answer could be given to Cullen's question
"What is Africa to me?" than the poems from Shakespeare, Markham, Omar
Khayan and the Bible chanted by Thompson. Poets of African descent such
as McKay, Hughes, Tolson, Toomer, Hayden and especially Margaret Danner,
have written of Africa with deep feeling and power. They should be added.

-Dudley Randall

Detroit poets participated in a Benefit Poetry Reading sponsored by Black
Arts for the Defense Fund for Brothers LeRoi Jones, Charles McCray, and
Barry Wynn, who were charged with the possession of firearms during the
Newark uprising. Poets Ahmed Le Graham Alhamisi, Alfred Campbell, Harun
Kofi Wangara (Harold G. Lawrence), Elton Hill, Oliver LaGrone, Mike Me-
Nance, Jesse Wates, Dudley Randall, and Joyce Whitsitt, Bomar recited from
works of Jones. Music was provided by members of Aaron Thompson's Black
Chorologia company. The affair took place at David Rambeau's Concept East
Theatre.
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Poet Larry Ne i ws at the Detroit Repertory. Theatre In an effort to raise
funds for a feature-length semi-documenta. 'film: Revolution In Black
America. The film is being produced by American Docuneniiry Ifilms, Inc., a
San Francisco-based non-profit foundation. Send your contributions to Ameri-
can Documeptary Films, Inc. 114 Blecker St, New York, N.Y., Larry Neal,
Wrlter-Dtre "for.

The Black Writer's Workshop, a newly ,formed group of black students at
Wayne State, has publislied a' collection of poetry,- short stories, 'etc. entitled
Good & Black. The students Include Gary Alexander, Kristin Cleage, Elton
Hill, Sherry McClure, Mike Nance & Beth Ann Waitho. For more information
contact the Black Writer's Workshop c/o Elton Hill, 15340 ]Kentucky, Detroit,
Michigan, Phonie: 341-1833.

The Association of Black Students, a campus organization at Wayne State
Univetrity, is presenting'a Black Symposium -Making The University Relevant
To The Black; Community on the 1st and 2nd of Feb., 1968 at McGregor Me-
morial Aud., W..U. Invited speakers include John 0. Killens, Lerone Bennett,
Muhammad All, Dick Gregory.

BLACK ARTS ALLIANCE

The black arts alliance is not a structured organization, but is intended to
promote black literature by serving as a clearing house of information on
production, distribution, and communication. Each function will be helped
by' the other two, fs, production will be encouraged as means of distribution
and 'coniliufnication Fre' discovered and made khown. Writers, editors, pub.
fishers, booksellers, and anyone interested in creating A viable literature Is
invited to mak., his wants known and his information available.
Black Arts Alliance, c/o Dudley Randall, 12651 Old Mill Place, Det., Mich. 48238.

Mr. SouRwIN-E. I believe you testified that you had no connection,
with the Liberation News Service, isn't that right?

Mfr- WILLIAmS. No, only as their material was sent to me.
Mr. SouRwiNE,. Now, I have here a part of the material, from

Liberation News Service which, as you say, appears to have been
sent to you. This is an excerpt identified as an item by Bob Riche.
I will ask you if you recall receiving that, and if you can tell us who
it was that sent it to you?

Mr. WILLIAms. This was just sent from the media as one of their
bulletins or releases.

Mr. SOURWINE. You think they sent it to you?
Mlr. WILLTAMS. I think so-I am pretty sure.
Mr. SOURWINE. It could have been. It looked like, somebody had

excerpted it. This is not in the formal form of the Liberation'News
Service precisely.

Mr. WILLIAmS. No. They have got a service, a Liberation News
Service. And they also lift items from special-these little under-
ground papers, and sometimes they sen d out individual excerpts
like this.

Mr. SOURWINP. I want to call your attention to one thing here,
This man Bob Riche, do you know him?

Mr. WLTA.vAs. No.
Mr. SOURWINE. He makes it clear that he regards riots and looting

4S "insurrections against a nation at war." Do you go along with
that?

Mr. WILI.AMs. No, but looting, certain types of looting--but as
far as insurrection, I think this is a matter of people expressing
themselves because the regular legal channels have been closed, and
they are frustrated, I think it is the only thing that tl, 1have got
to express theffiselves.
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lMr. SutWINE. I will, ask the chairman to order this into the record
as'61Cohnstl's Exhibit 19.

(TIe documeiit marked "Exhibit 19" follows:)
: = , xaxP!T No6.19

Th l following item -by Bob Riche Is excerpted from: "Liberation New&
Service," 3 Thomas Circle NW,, Washington, D.C.

despite all the singingg and clapping of hands, the anti-war struggle in.
fbis country has not even begun to get going yet. Not as a meaningful mas&-
MOvernent" alut means----to anybody'. Xt hasn't. At. the very moment when.,
the cry of maiss resistance has been raised, and could, one suspects, have a
real chance for success, the mOvement may be in danger of losing all momen--
tum.o Why? imply. be ause it lacks the Oontent for mass resistance-a con-
tent, Ptradoxicill , 'that exists in plenitude; in fact, it's been exploding right
i n our faces fQr the past five years, but so far up to the present moment has-
been completely ignored.

Well, where does it exist? Obviously, it has to exist in the radical and!
resist4nt -power, of the black revolution. And, yes, the black revolution-
Whtlich 'sw-the only movement in this country that scares anybody-is about
AS close/to the essentially white middle class anti-war movement as Rapp
Brown, is to Ellsworth bunkerr, and that's what's wrong with the white
mi'de s anti-wr movement; why, in fact, it has no impetus; it has
no bpcks it has no-

'Oh,' Lody I'- One can hear the hue and cry. "Defamer! Nasty! Hitter be.
low the belt It'sg -not that we don't welcome black participation; but the-
blacks refuse to come into tle peace movement. We urge them. They promise,.
but don't show up. Their interests are narrow. They won't participate."

Yeah, sure. No* djg it, Carlyle. Them niggers in the streets been doing more-
all along to stop the war thkn the whole white middle class anti-war move-rnent-put together. They are the anti-war movement in this country. What you!
may .have been seeing as riots and looting have been insurrections against a
nation at war, and If you don't think that lays a restraining hand on the
arm that aims the gun, forget it. Or better, 'consider: What combination of
peace struggle actions in this country has accomplished so much for peace as.
wa) accomplished in one day of black insurrection last summer:

1) pointing up the hypocrisy, of Johnson's pious about America the.
Custodian of democracy world-wide-

"3) most importantly, threatening the government with actual internal gue-.
rilla opposition which ultimately-and one suspects sooner, rather than later--
could require at home the very same garrisons now busy "pacifying" the popu--
late of Vietnam. (Witness the numbers of paratroops, National Guard, State-
cops, etc., in one city, Detroit, last summer.)

In all honesty, does anyone doubt that the thrust of the black revolt in this.
country has a devastating anti-war content; that the seditious reality of the.
black revolt does more to force Johnson to end the war than all other actions-
combined-protestant and/or resistant-of the white middle class peace move-
ment?

the fact is, it is not the blacks who have been avoiding the peace move-
ment; it is the white middle class anti-war effort that has been unwilling or-
unable to see-and to Join with-an opposition' which 'has the muscle one used
to loo frin the working class (probably because the black population Istoday's working, class in'America), and which Is the 'only kind of opposition
i hat 'an be effective against arrogant, anti-democratic regimes such as the
one In Washington today.

The point is being made here that the center of-the peace movement, in fact,
lies within the black revolution, and tbpt the "traditional" middle class peace
movement has as its obligation to link up with it.
- Yeah, but goshamight and leaping lizards, they won't let-us work with them.

'You knov4,- Bfack Power. Eek! Black separatists. They won't cooperate with
whites.
- - Yeah, so how come tokley -is the featured guest at Castro's forest confer-
1"hc of the Organization of Latin American Solidarity?-is Cast~o a spade?
Rapp Brown addresses i peace ineting--a 90, percent fa' audlence---in the
East Village. Floyd McKissick is indefatigable in his appearances on white
television. These are the leaders, right? The ones who hate whites. Yeah. They

45-159-71-pt. 3----4
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may hate whites, but not as much as they hate ------ you can bet on it. And
this country, from Lyndon Johnson on down to too much of the white anti-
war movement is -----The burden, ---------- is upon us-us whiteys. They, the blacks,' got
the real resistance going against the machine. We're sitting around saying
they won't help us struggle in this country. There are a lot of additional
virtues to, that, too, not the least of which is it gets a lot of the ------ out
of our systems.

Does anyone really think they don't want us? Is that what they say? Or
is that what Huntley-Brinkley say that they say? Why do we invite Rapp
Brown "downtown" and go to hear him speak if we don't listen to what he
says to US? What he says is, the blacks got plenty of reason to oppose the
war. Even more reason than whites. For one thing, all them spades are gettinghot Up over there. So come on all you ------ artists, we don't want you
marrying our sisters (heh, heh) but we don't mind cooperating with you to
stop the war.

They've been saying this for 'five years! Malcolm said it so loud and clear
he got burned. Because if a certain kind of militant unity ever really was
organized it could be devastating to the war machine.

To this same point, there's been exactly one peace slogan since the be-
ginning of the movement that's in everybody's mind: "Hell, no, we won't
go "-first enunciated by Stokley. And there's another cat who probably has
more worshippers among black kids than any other man in America, Mu.
hamviad All, and' he says to the draft board: "I got nuthri.'ag~inst those
people over there." And he'll go to Jail, if necessary, rather than Join the
Army. But of course, every -------- artist knows that the Nee-groes aren't
interested in the peace movement.

If thore's one reason why the blacks have avoided the white middle class
so-called peace movement in this country it's probably because they don't
trust it; don't really believe that Whitey is as serious as they are about
opposing the Johnson war machine government.. ..

Nobody, in fact, in the Democratic or Republican Parties will withdraw
from Vietnam, just as nobody in either party will support self-determination
for black communities, and U.S. harmony over the third world and imperial-
ism the world over, or abolish the draft.

Mr. SouR wi . Do you know Ted Poston at The New York Post?
Mr. WmLLims. Yes.
Mr. SotJwiNE. Did you give him an interview, do you remember?
Mr. WILLAMs. Yes.
fr. SouRwINE. I will show you a photocopy of an article from

The New York Post carrying Ted Poston's by-line and ask you if
you have seen it, if that is an interview that you gave him?

Mr. WrLLIAMs. Yes, that is an excerpt from it, but it is not the
full interview.

Mr. Sou-Rwxiw. It was not the full interview?
Mr. WnLLiAms. It is not.
Mr. Soumwii. Is this a statement that you sent him?
Mr. WIrLAvs. No.
Mr. Soutwi". Is it his story or something you told him, or what?
Mr. WIurAms. It was his story of his interview of me. But it is

just an excerpt of what the interview was.
Mr. SouniWNz. He saw you in China?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, in New York.
Mr. SouRniWiNE. He saw you in New York?
Mr. WU1 IA~ms. No. That was an interview in New York after I

came back.
Mr. SouRwlwn-. That news story carries the heading "Ex-RAM

Chief in China Seeks to Return to the United States."
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'Mr. WmLms. No, this is another one. I understand what you
mean now.

Mr. SOuRWINE. I think we are talking with two different news
stories.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes. Because I was interviewed by him since I
was back.

Mr. SouF.wINE. You are talking about a very recent interview?
Mr. WIu Aks. Yes. ,
Mr. SOtRWINE. And what I have showed you is not a very recent

interview?
Mr. WmAIA s. This was sent to him.
Mr. SOURWiNE. That is a statement you sent him?
Mr. WLLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SoURwIxE. And that is what I thought it purported to be?
Mr. W;LLAms. That is right.
Mr. SOURwINE. I ask that this may go in the record. That is

Counsel's Exhibit 20.
(The document marked "Exhibit 20" follows:)

ExIT No. 20
[From the New York Post]

Ex-RA51 Chief, in China, Seeks to Return to U.S.
(By Ted Poston)

Robert F. Williams, self-styled chairman-in-exile of the all-Negro Revolution.
ary Action Movement, is trying to return here from Peking to face trial on
kidnaping charges in Monroe, N.C., The New York Post learned today.

Williams, an ousted former president of the Monroe NAACP, fled to Cuba
With his family in 1961 after being accused of kidnaping a white couple and
holding them prisoners for three hours during a racial clash in the North
Carolina town. "

From Cuba, he operated a clandestine radio station called Radio Free Dixie
beamed t! the U.S. South, and circularized American Negroes with copies of a
propaganda sheet, The Crusader Newsletter, which urged armed insurrection
in the ghettoes and "eye-for-an-eye" retaliation.

Attorney Conrad J. Lynn of 401 Broadway confirmed Williams' efforts to
make a defiant return to the U.S. and said the fugitive had enlisted his aid
as early as last Spring in the effort.

IN TOUCH WITH D.C.
"He had already been in touch with the State Dept," Lynn said, "and I

followed through by pointing out to officials there that it is the duty of the
State Dept to assist any U.S. citizen stranded in a foreign country no matter
What his status or beliefs.

."The State Dept.- declined to answer my petition in writing," the lawyer
said, "but they called me on the phone and told me it was not in the national
interest for them to aid Robert F. Williams to return to the U.S."

Lynn said he heard nothing more directly from the State Dept, but an
FBI agent came to his office Thursday to question him about Williams' plans.

Williams has also written court officials in Monroe informing them of his
intention to return, submit to arrest and refute the kidnaping charges which
led to his flight

"He asked the courts there if he would be permitted bail while awaiting
trial," Lynn said, "but the court informed me that they could not make any
advance commitment. I was told he even might be held in no bail, or could
possibly be released without bail at all."

THE LETTER
In his letter to the County Clerk of Union County, N.C., Williams (wrote):
"I understand from press reports that I am under indictment in Union County.

Inasmuch as I contemplate an early return to Monroe, will you please be so kind
as to inform me specifically of the charges and statutes under which I am
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indicted? Also please inform meras'to whatamount of bail bond your office will
require."

Williams informNl his followers and othQr Negroes of hia plans last week
In a special issue of The Crusader Newsletter mailed from Peking in' envelopesstamped: uta e:' The Black Man Fights in

VIETNAM
for the white man's right to

LYNCH HIM

In a 10-page, tiny-type pamphlet headed "Why I Propose to Return to Racist
America," he traced the history of his case and called upon his followers, in-
chiding the members of the Revolutionary Action Movement to organize com-
mittees and cadres and send 10,000 persons to Monroe on his return.

HIS PLAN
"My only crime in racist America was to struggle for equality, justice, and

human dignity," he wrote. "The true criminals are the satanic despoilers who.
oppose human dignity ... I propose to return, if -possible, with the support of
an international movement that will force racist and imperialist America to
display her true colors under the spotlight of world opinion."

Mr. SoURwINE. I 'want: to show you this letter. I will offer it for-
the record as Counsel's Exhibit 21.

(The letter marked "E1xhibit 21" follows:)

ElXHIBIT No. 21

CHINA WELFARE INSTITUTE,
Shanghai, April 18, 1968.

DEAR MAEL AND RoisERT: The tapping of my typewriter is almost drowned'
out by the singing and shouting of slogans by the demonstrators who are-
streaming past my house on the way to the Cultural Square for a mass rally
in support of the brilliant Statement by Chairman Mao in support for the
Afro-American People's Struggle two days ago. In fact, much the same thing-
happened yesterday save that a steady downpour of rain muted the songs and.
slogans somewhat. Doubtless Vicki will be writing you on these developments,.
the mass rally at the Foreign Language Institute yesterday morning at which
she spoke, and other events in which she is Involved.

Many, many thanks for the latest issue of "THE CRUSADER" which came-
last week. Also I am somewhat tardy In getting this postage stamp contribu--
tion Into, your hands so that "THE CRUSADER" will continue to go to the -
friends whose names I sent to you.

The blatant murder of Martin Luther King who really was "their man""
cannot but make one ponder seriously over your plans to return to the States.
The Afro-Americlpn truggle is Indeed rising to new heights when the wisest-
aid firmest leadership is needed. You indeed are qualified to make a signilf.
cant contribution. Yet, one cannot but ask "Is this the moment to expose-
yourself?" Even as I express this thought I am sure you are weighing all of*the factors concerned so that your contribution may carry the Black Revolu--
'tion in the U.S.A, ever nearer its goal-and so also contribute to the libration
of all oppressed peoples In the world.

Revolutionary Greetings!S. Sincerely yours, .
Sincrelyyour, -TALITHA GERLACH..

Mr. SOURWINE. Do you know Talitha Gerlach?
Mrb WILLIAmrs.' No, just casually.
Mr. SonvwrNE. Do you know her as a Communist?
Afr' VILTAus. No, she is not a Communist.
Mr. SOURWtNF,. This is a letter addressed to you by Talitha Ger--

lack purporting to be signed by her under date of Alril 18, 1968. It
is 4d 6d "Dear Mabel and Robert." Do you remember the letter ?

A ir. WiLLIA s, -No, because my wife was closer to her than I Was..
I just vaguely know her.
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-Mr. Souawimp.Is she a friend 6f your,wife?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWIN. You do not know Talitha Gerlach as a Communist?Mr. WilLIAMS. NO, she is~Aol~ '& Co~~oiiiiunist. She was a missionary.

"Sh6',Vorked With the YWCA in' China. And she is not known as a
Communist.

Mr. SouR'iwi. Off the record.
t(hiissioft oI 'tierecord.)
Mir. So' hnWu .. tft u go back on the record now.'
What have been your dealings with Clyde McLan of Station

!WfTVI ChArlotte?
Sfr.'A*ILWtms. WOll, only the fact that he cane t6 Cuba with

Stato Deprtiment permission to make a film called "Robert Williams
in China," he and a television crew of three or more people. And

-a168 after I went to China hd; Wai§ the one who was-responsible for
selling'the filin on China to CBS. And that is the only connectiont't we have. In fact, i selected him because he was able to get
periniissofi from the United States Treasury Department to importthie' fli.-

Mr.* SOtRwiE. That is how it was managed, through him?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Through him. Because he was also in North Caro-

lina", a popular radio man there, and also a conservative. So I felt
it would be helpful to have him.

Mr. Souawiz. He did 1ake a film of you in Cuba?
Mr. WILLtMs. Yes.
Mr. Sotmfwit. And that was used not only on his own station but

on a network, was it not?
Mr. WLtiAmS. I do not know, because I was away then. But I

know they used it on his station.
Mr. SouRwINE. Did you get any payment out of that?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. SouvwxE. Apropos the mention of Clyde McLean, do you

have an objection if that letter goes in the record at this point?
Mr. RAm. No objection.
Mr. SouiRwiNE. I offer it as Exhibit Number 10.
(The letter marked "Exhibit 10" follows:)

EXHIBIT NO. 10

JEFFERSON STANDARD BROADCASTING CO.,
Oharlotte, N.O., July s0, 1969.

MR. ROBERT F. WILLIAMS,
East Alrica.

DEAR ROBERT: The films arrived In good condition and with no problems
through Customs.

I was surprised to see that it Is 35 millimeter instead of our customary
16 millimeter. We are not equipped here at the television station to project 35
millimeter stock, so I am trying to arrange a viewing date at one of the
theatre houses here in Charlotte.

As soon as we are able to see and evaluate the films, I will be back in touch
with you.

Best regards,
CLYDE MCLEAN.

Mr. SouRwrI I. I want to show you this telegram.
I will offer it for the record as Counsel's Exhibit Number 16.
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And when you have looked at it I have a question.
(The document marked "Exhibit 16" follows:)

ExHmIT No. 10
Los ANoGE, OALWF., June 16, 1968.

ROBERT FRANKLIN WILLIAMS,
Delux'e Inn, Dares Salaam:

Prepared to fly Tanzania if you agree collaborate with me your auto-
biography for Bantom Books and Knopf must be exclusive network television
interview also possible.

COHEN.
Proposal accepted, must arrive within two weeks. Call Clyde McLain

WBTV Charlotte possible Commission for interview Bring MeBird recording.
WILLIAMS,

Deluxe Inn.

Mr. SotTRwINE. - think the answer may be fairly obvious from
what you have already said, but I want you to answer. When you
got a letter from Mr. Cohen proposing collaboration on your auto-
biography, why did you tell him to call Clyde McLean at WBTV?

Mr. WILTIA3s. I wanted him to call Clyde McLean to try to find
out from him about my case in North Carolina, if they had any new
facts, because he is also a newsman.

Mr. SouRwiNE. McLean, then, was not acting for you in the matter
of selling your autobiography, or agreeing to write it, or anything
of that sort?

Mr. WILLIAMS. No, he did not have ailthing to do with it, but I
wanted him to call McLean to ask him about the developments, if
there were any new developments on my case in North Carolina.

Mr. SOUAIwINE. Does that mean that you had agreed to collaborate
with Cohen, and he was doing research for the autobiography
already.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I had agreed to work with him, but also I was
considering-I had also indicated to McLean that I would return to
the Unite&[ States when it was posible, and I also asked him to inter-
vene in North Carolina if he could with the officials there.

Mr. SotnwiN-E. What contact have you had with the Pacifica radio
stations? Do you know what I mean

Mr. WmHmfs. That is the same as WBAI?
Mr. SOURWiNE. WBIA is one of them. KPFA Berkeley is another.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Well, they also used Radio Free Dixie.
Mr. SouRwI-E. The Pacifica Station, did they rebroadcast your

Radio Free Dixie recordings?
Mr. WLLIAMS. Yes, some of them. I don't know how many.
Mr. SOURWINI. I want to show a letter to you from KPFA, and

then I have some questions to ask you.
I will offer this letter for the record. It is Counsel's Exhibit 17.
(The letter marked "Exhibit 17', follows:)

EXHIBIT NO. 17
KPFA.

Berkeley, Calif., August 19, 1963.
MIR. ROBERT WILLIAMS,

Havana, Cuba.
DEAR MR. WILLIAMS: We are pleased to advise that KPFA will rebroadcast

"Radio Free Dixie" at 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. on Thursday, September 5. This
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program -is a recording, made by our sister-station-WBAI-FM in New York
City---of your broadcast on AM radio made in May.

KPFA Is heard throughout most 'of northern California. If there should be
0R persons you would like us to notify in advance of the rebroadcast, please
let iis ow.

lncerely, KAY GEazvEw,

Volunteer, Publio Affa4r8 Department.

Mr, SounwiNE. 1ow did you get in touch with the Public Affairs
Department at KPFA? Was in through WBIA?

Mr. WLmAMS. I think so. But the idea was that I first offered this
to the station. I did not know anybody there, so usually these people
-would be the ones to answer that.
. Mr. SOURWINE. I thought maybe you were already in touch with
WBIA and went through them to the other Pacifica stations. Was
that the way it went?

Mr. WILLIAms. I suppose so. I do not remember exactly how that
came about.

Mr, 6OtTRWINE. I was trying to find out whether you wrote direct
or whether you told your contact at WBIUA to let the other Pacifica
stations know about It. But you do not know?

Mr. WILmAMS. I do not know.
Mr. SoumvNE. What arrangements to re-broadcast your Radio

Free Dixie recording was made by KPFA without prior arrange-
ment with you?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I don't know, because I just gave them the tape. I
do not know how they did it or what procedure they used, whether
they used it all or howy much they put out or how much they put it.

Mr. SOURwINE. I see. It did not clear with you at all?
Mr. WILLIANMS. No.
Mr. SouRwINE. And you did not receive any payment for that

either, I guess?
,.Mr. WILLIAMS, No.
Mr. SOURwINE. Did you know one Mike Rouse, the news editor of

the AP office in Charlotte, North Carolinai
Mr. WILLIAMIS. Yes-I did not know him personally, but I knew

him.
Mr. SouRwix. Did you furnish news items to him to go on the

AP wire?
Mr. WILLIAMS. He had asked me to write some information or

articles about China or life in China, and also to send him news
releases which I had released' that may have some interest in that
area of North Carolina, since I came from there.

Mr. SO Rw INE. And you did so?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SoURWINE. Do you know if he printed them?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I don't know.
Mr. SoumvNm. I will show you a letter addressed to you dated

September 18 from Mr. Rouse. Does that refresh your memory in
any way? Can you add anything to what you have told us?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes. This man Dick Bayer that he mentions was
a member of the Unitarian Church. I was a member of the Unitarian
Church in North Carolina, and this man Dick Bayer was also a
member. And this was how I heard about the Associated Press in
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other places, blcause always I would send them information when
I had it, even before I left the country.Mr.,SouwnX. will ask'the Chairiian to rule thismay go hi"the
record. It is Counsel's Exhibit Number 6.

(The document marked "Exhibit 6" follows:)

ExHIBIT No. 0
THE ASeOCuT PRESS,

Oharlotte, N,Q., September 18, 1967.
MR. ROBERT F. WILLIAMS,
Peking, Ohna.

'DEAn BoB: Fik~t, many thanks for the mail you've been 'sending us. Your
doings continue to be followed with great interest here.

Our friend Dick -Bayer has left The Associated Press and now is a reporter
on the Norfolk (Va.) Ledger-Star. Perhaps you have heard from him.

Mean* vhle,' I've been opening mail with your return address, writing the
resulting stories, then forwarding the mail to Dick. I assume you approve.
Yo0 may. wish, however, to address mail to Dick in Norfolk, but we hope you
will continue to send it to us also.

I noted Prince Sihanouk's letter was addressed to you as president of the
Revolutionary Action Movement. This was my first knowledge that you held
that post, although I had seen your name connected with the organization.

If you feel it would be proper, I would very much appreciate your writing
me to confirm that you are the RAM president. You could include any other
details about the organization, or any other information which you feel would
be of interest. Of course, I would like to know more about your proposal to
return to the United States.

This would be for publication in a news story.
Thank you in advance.

Sincerely,
MIKE ROUSE,

News Editor.

Mr. SOURWINE. Did you know Stewart Fraser, the director of the
International Center, George Peabody College for Teachers at
Nashville, TennesseeI

Mr. W LLTAMS. Only through correspondence.
Mr. SOU-RWINE. I will show you an item of such correspondence.

And when you have had a chance to look at it I have a question that
it raises.

I will ask that this letter go in the record. It is Counsel's Exhibit
Number 7.

(The letter marked "Exhibit 7" follows:)

EXHIBIT No. 7

GEORGE PEABODY COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS,
Nashville, Tenn., December 5, 1967.MIR. ROBERT F. WILLIAMS,

Peking, Ohina.
DEAR MR. WILLIAMS: I have to hand your letter of November 17, regarding

films for which many thanks. I would appreciate hearing of likely titles of
films on China, particularly those on educational and cultural affairs, like-
wise, films on Educational matters on North Vietnam. Our center is concerned
with educational developments throughout the world and has a special interest
in Asian education, especially on China, Vietnam, and Korea.

Some months ago I sent to you surface mail copies of two of our recent
publications, namely Chinese Communist Education: Records of the First
Decade, Vanderbilt Press, and John Wiley & Sons: and Mao Tse-Tung's Quo-
tations: The Red Guards' Handbook.* Our own edition of this work published

*Second copy sent Dec. 5, 1067.
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at the Peabody International Center'only a few months ago. Early in the new
year. I will have further work in process to be published in oqndon, entitled,
Education and Communism in China: An Anthology of Commentary and
Analysis and will have this sent to you when it Is available.

I have not heard anything more of your own film and have written to the
librarian of the University of North Carolina for further details. By the last
correspondence it would seem that there has been a hold up due to customs,
but of this I am not absolutely sure.

I winder If I may inquire again of you aS'to what is the present climate
of opinion and likelihood of ati educator such as myself visiting China. I have
professional interests in Chinese education and would welcome the; oppor-
tunity of visiting Chinese schools and universities: Until a few years ago
this would have been relatively easy as I was an Australian citizen. Now I
have become an American citizen and when I was in Hong Kong this summer
inquiring of the China Travel Serlce, it was apparent that Americans were
not able to obtain toti-st travel visas for entry to China. If the situation is
word favorable now and if it would be possible for me, to obtain a visa to
visit educational facilities in China. I would appreciate receiving appropriate
information.

Sincerely,
STEWART FRASER,

Director, International Tenter,
Professor of International and Oomparative Education.

Mr. SoyRwINE. The question I have to ask with respect to this
letter, which I have offered for the record as Counsel's Exhibit Num-
ber 7, is, did you ever do anything to try to assist in arranging for Pro-
fessor Fraser to go to Clina?

Mr. WILLIAxS. No, because at that time they were not allowing
any people to visit China. That was during the height of the cultural
revolution. The only thing was that I had told' te Chinese that he
had asked and he wanted to come there, and maybe in the future
when they started allowing people to come there that they should
consider him as one of the persons.

Mr. SotJRwINE. Do you or did von know Prince Sihanouk?
Mr. WILLIArS Yes, I met him In Peking.
Mr. SouawINE. uid you have any substantial connection or asso-

ciation with him?
Mr. WILL1Ams. Only that he wrote me a letter once supporting the

black people's struggle against racial discrimination in the U united
States. That was all.

Mr. SOTr'RWINE. Did he make that letter public, or did you?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, he just wrote it on his personal stationery, to

let me know that he supported us and was in sympathy with us.
Mr. SovmUvir.. That letter was made public, was it not?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. Did he make it public, or did you?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I made it public.
Mr. SouRwwI. Did you know Dr. William E. Griffith, professor

of political science at the Center for International Studies at MIT?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Only he interviewed me in Tanzania about China,

because he was also a professor, I think, in Asian studies.
Mr. SounwINE. And you had no other connection with him?
Mr. WIiImS. No.
Mr. SouRwI-NE. You did know Robert Gibson, I believe you stated

that?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. Sou-nwiNE. When did you last see him?
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1,Mr. WILlIAMS. 'When I was in prison in England, he came to the
prison to see me.

Mr. SotmwizN. Did you see him in Cairo?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. SOuRWINE. Are you sure?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, I am sure.
Mr. Sou wiN". I show you a document which has been marked as

Counsel's Exhibit 11 and ask that it go in the record at this point.
I will ask you what you remember about it.
(The letter marked "Exhibit 11" follows:)

EXHIBIT No., 11
Oafro, February 2, 1961.

I, the undersigned, editor of the literary property Negroes with Guns, and
co-owner of that property with Robert F. Williams, do hereby turn over,
transfer and relinquish any and all rights to that property to Robert F.
Williams.

In addition, I wish to give my express approval for any revision and re-
publication of the above-mentioned literary property, undertaken by Robert
F. Williams.

MARe D. SCHLEIFER.

Witnessed by:

Mr. WILLIAMS. This was done in Cairo, because this fellow Munsell
who also had assisted in taking the manuscript to Marzani was liv-
ing in Cairo, and Richard Gibson went to him to get that statement.
But I was not there.

Mr. SOuRWINE. Let us go off the record at this point for a moment.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SouRwINE. Back on the record.
What has been your acquaintanceship or connection with Stokley

Carmichael?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I only met him briefly once, I think. But as far as

any acquaintance, I have not had any direct acquaintance with him.
Mr. SOURWINE. You have no recent association with him?
Mr. WIIL'AMs. No.
Mr. SouRwiz. Did you know LeRoi Jones?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. So mwINE. What has been your connection with him?
Mr. WILTIms. I did an article once for publication. And he was

working with Village Voice, I think? he was some type of editor for
the Vill'age Voice, and I did an article once for that that he asked
me to include. That was in New York.

And then I met him once in Cuba when 18 of us were invited-I
think it was in 1960.

But other than the correspondence and the article, I have not had
any contact with him. But I have seen him recently, just briefly.
Mr. SoURwI". I will show you a letter to you purporting to be

from him of December 1962. That is from LeRoi Jones, is it not?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SoURwINE. I will offer it for the record at this point as Coun-

sel's Exhibit 32.
(The letter marked "Exhibit 32" follows:)
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EXHIBIT No. 32
Dr Ecm.BE 18, 1962.

Dszs ROB: I sent some records sometime ago, direct, though events of the
last few months have shown me how dumb that was. Anyway, I've now sent
them to the forwarding address Marc gave me, so you should get them soon.
I get review records from time to time so I'll send all I can. When your
letter reached me I didn't have any review copies so I sent some of my own
records, and I think one review copy. I sent: Bags & Trane (milt Jackson &
john contrane) ; Clyde McPhatter, Billie & Dode Pierce, which is new orleans
trad.$; yng trumpeter, Richard Williams; Clark Terry; Dizzy Reece; Rocky
Boyd, yng saxophonist w/Kenny Dorham. 7 records in all to start, will get
more there as soon as.

Yr book is out. I'm supposed to review it for the Village Voice if they don't
chicken out. Called: Negroes With Guns. I've already read it. Marc did a
good job. You probably didn't get a copy for the same reason you didn't get
records. These cats are always tampering with my mail, slicing envelopes
and such. Letters from you and Mae are always of special interest in this

* free opn society.
I manage to pick up RFD, it seems, when the wind is right I wondered

why I hadn't heard from you about the CRC report; that too went out some
months ago! Anyway I'll get another copy and send it thrn the same source.

* Book ought to cause a stir if Marzant can get some distribution. I know
all the boots downtown here are after a copy and can't get one. Bool store IknoW only got sent 3 copies and had 20 orders, so I don't know what the score
Is. I'll drop him a letter and ask for copies to be sent

Hope it is warmer. there than it is in this town. Climatically and solo
politically.' In fact I am sure it has to be. You've heard by now I assume
the events that have taken place w/ On Guard, Monroe Defense Comm., & c.
Also, that Dick had to cut out from here muy pronto. Ditto Julian. They
really know how to shred the opposition, but they have to realize they're not
stopping anything.

Have you ever seen The Minority Of One. I'll be doing some work for them
now. Really a fine publication, with large circulation. Sponsors like Gen.
Hester, Pauling, Schweitzer, Russell always has articles. Now they want to add
special literary-political section by younger men. I'll send it along. See how
you like it. Meanwhile let me know when you get the records, then by that
time I'll probably be able to send more. My best to everyone, and especially
your family. Take care.

Best,
LERoT.

Mr. SOURWINE. Did you have anything to do with a planned rally
for Malcolm X scheduled for the Rockland Palace auditorium on
May 26, 1965?

Mr.WiLmAms. But these messages got out too late. And when I
found out about it--- '

Mr. SouRwINE.. When you say these messages got out too late, you
mean notice to you?

Mr. WILTLIAMS. Notice to me, and in order to get any messages
back there in time.

Mr. SOIJRWNE. I see. You had tried to send them, but they didn't
get there in time?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. Sounwii.. I will ask that this copy of the telegram go in the

record at this point. It is Counsel's Exhibit Number 33.
(The telegram "Exhibit 33" follows:)

EXHIBIT No. 83
MAY 14, 1965.Afroamericans holding mass memorial rally in tribute to assassinated leader,

Malcolm X. Rally to be held in New York City with view toward reconstituting
Afroamerlcan unity organization based on a united front in the struggle for
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human rights for black Americaus. Rally is to also stress a need for more mill-
tant a6tioh and a new direction for the U.S. freedom struggle. Participating
groups are anti-inperialist as well as anti-racist. They advocate a policy of
united action onthe part of Afroamericans in conjunction with the peoples of
Latin America, Asia and Africa against U.S. racism and imperialism.

This memorial rally fn honor of martyred Malcolm X will be held at Rock-land Palace Auditorium, Sunday May 26, 1965. The chairman of the organizing
committee, 9n behalf of participating groups, requests a cabled message from
Chairman Mao %se-tung of the People's Republic of China. If Chairman Mao,deems it proper to send such a message to the people and Harlem and oppressed
Afroamericans throughout the United States, which is certain to create muchgood will between the Chinese and Afroamerican peoples, the following address.
should be used:

Sylvester Leaks; Chairman,
Malcolm X Memorial Rally,
410 West 110th Street,
New York, N.Y.

Mr. SouRwINE. I will show you a letter, or rather a news release,.
relating t South Vietnam students and news organizations. And myque-tion is, how did you come to receive a message of solidarity from
two- South Vietnamese functionaries in February of 1964?

Mr. WnLTAL ts. This came through the Vietnamese news agency.
With their mission they have a news agency. And this was one of the
bulletins.

Mr. So.mwwn-.. Do you think they were just trying to capitalize on
your name?

fr. WuLiLms. No' You see, they sent one to the NAACP too, Roy
Wilkins. And the idea was, they sent it to Roy Wilkins, because of
the fact that they considered me a representative of the black people.

Mr. Souacw m. Very good.
I ask that this message go in the record at this point. The news

release. It is Counsel's Exhibit Number 34.
(The news release marked "Exhibit 34" follows:)

EXHIBIT NO. 34

FOB IMMEDIATE RELVASF,.-FEBRUARY 26, 1964

South Vietnam Students and Youth Organizations Send Message of Solidarity
Havana, Cuba.-The following cabled message of solidarity and support to

the Afroamerican struggle was received by Robert F. Williams in Havana.
The same cable "as also transmitted to Roy Wilkins, Executive Secretary ofthe NAACP and the Student Peace Union in New York City, USA to be con-
veyed to the Afroamerican people.

The message: Very indignant at barbarous racial discrimination policy
against negroes by U.S. Government and resolutely supporting struggle of
thousands of U.S. students, parents and teachers holding strikes, demonstra-
tions against racial discrimination policy at New York schools. (We are) val-
iantly struggling against savage aggressive war waged by U.S. Government
and (their) henchmen. (Struggling) for independence, democracy, peace, neu-trality in South Vietnam (and) toward peaceful reunification, we warmly wel-
come resolute, perservering struggle of Negro students, young people, freedom,humanitarian and justice loving people in the USA and (we) demand racial
discrimination policy (be) disbanded and rights to equality guaranteed. Pledg-
ing close solidarity with you'In struggle against racial discrimination policy
and war provocation of U.S. Government and (we are) convinced your struggle
for freedom (and) Justice certainly (will) be victorious.

SOUTH VIETNAM February 5, 1964.
(5) TRAN Buu KrEr,

Ohairman,
South Vietnam Liberation Students Union.

(5) TRAN BACH DANa,
Ohairman,

South Vietnam Liberation Youth Federation.
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Mr. So w E. Who is'Charles Kenyatta?
Mr xLiJM8s-I, do not know him personally. I think he is a na-

tionalst leader in New York. I only know him through correspon-

dence and literature, reading about him.
Mr. SovgowIg,2 I will shoW you a letter purporting-to: be to you

frbin Cbrle$ -X. Keiyatta and ask, if that, refreshes your memory,

if "there is aiwy more yoi can tell U?"
Mr. WILLA AS. Yes; I remember the correspolidenice.
Mr.'SftminW'Ni . What can ,yo.U tell us about it I
Mr. -WimtA s. I do iot lkatw, because I do not know him person,

ally, I never met him..

MIr. SoviwiNm. I offer this for the record. It is Counsel's Exhibit

Nuwxibei 35.
(Th 1ut6&r mbikbd. "Exhibit 35" follows:):

.It IBI NW YOl; N.Y.

MR. ROBERT F. WILLIAMS,
Peking, Qhna. ;

PRAS BoTrH.ERtR OBT: I received your letter and, as always, was anxious

to. hear from my brother.
SP~ittij :it to 06U on 'th line--I, think you should cone home and set 'up

your hdadquartei In New -York. As, you know, you will' be in the heart of the

K' jungle. As of now, there is no strong competition. The people all over the country

are starving for leadership. Everyone else you once knew-the Stokeleys- the

Rapp Browns, and others, are plugged in, and the masses of people are con-

fused and don't know who to go to' for guidance. Percy Sutton and others are

in thd master's house-they are not concerned about the field "Niggers".

As you probably heard, Leroy Jones just received two and a half to three

years sentence. If times were ever right, they are right now for you to come

home In. 196K.
o have been doing everything in my power to keep your name on the minds

of the people. Everywhere I speak I mention your name. There is a rumor go-

ing around that some lady has a tape of you, but i have not been able to com-

municate with her, If there is any way possible that you can get a tape to me

it would be very beneficial because the people I speak to are beginning, to ask

more and more about you..
So I will look forward to hearing from you as soon as possible.

SinCerely, yours- in brotherhood,
0CHARLS X., KENYATTA.

Vr. SotRwimr.mWho is 50 Anne SaJs?
Mr. WMLIA S. She is a, Cuban. She lives in iHavana,'
Mr. SottRwINE. What was your connection with her?
Mr. WILLIAMS. She helped me on my program. 'She was an an-

nouncer for the program.
Mr. SomuvIN. I -have a letter here, a photocopy of a letter ad-

dre,§9d t6 Mfr. E.' E: Wilson of Ramey Air Force Base, Puerto Rico,
and 'signed MiSs J. Mie alas, musical hostess. Was she musical
hostess for your:Radio' Free Dixie program or for Radio Havana,

or for who, do you know ?
:Mr WILUAm S. For my program.

Mr, SotmwNE. It was for your program?
Mr, WILLTAXS Yes.
Mr. SouRwIR. May this go in the record as Couimsel's Exhibit Num-

ber 30?
(The letter marked "Exhibit 30" follows:)
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EXHIBIT N4. 80
HOTEL CAPRI,

MR. H. E. rWILSO, Havana, Ouba, May 28, 1963.

Ramey Air Force Ba~e, Puerto Rico.
DEAR Sm: Your inquiry of May 4, 1963 was received. Our program, Radio

Free Dixie, is broadcast three times weekly, Fridays from 11 p.m. 'til .12, Sun-
days from 12 midnight 'til 1 a.m. and Tuesdays from 12 'til 1 a.m. 690 on the
dial, long wave Eastern Standard Time.

Our programs are written and directed by Robert F. Williams, Afroamerican
Freedom Fighter who was driven from his home In Monroe, North Carolina
with his *ife and two children during a race riot in which the Ku Klux Klan
and the local police officials attacked non-violent protesters on the Main Street
of town: Robert was granted asylum in Cuba.

His desire to continue his fight for the Freedom of his people, especially in
the South of the USA, gave him the idea for Radio Free Dixie. He petitioned
the Radio Station Radio Progresso and asked for time for a program as a
contribution to the struggle. This time was granted.

Robert also continued to publish his newsletter, "The Crusader," which was
began in Monroe, N.C. I enclose a copy and am adding your name to the mail-
Ing list for future copies

Very truly yours,
Jo AqNE SmAs,

Musical Ho8te88.
Mr. SOURWINE. I will show you another exhibit that is Counsel's

Exhibit 31, and I will ask that it go in the record at this point.
(The doctunent marked "Exhibit 31" follows:)

EXHIBIT No. 81

Mrs. Audley Moore-Founder-President of Universal association of Ethiopian
Women, Inc. 714 N, 34th Street, Philadelphia 4, Pa.

Mr. Serje Khing-137 W. 96th St., New York, N.Y.
Ofuntola OserJeman Khing-Adefunmi-President-The Provisional Government

of the African-American Captive Nation.
Abdul Rahmam--First Deputy Prime Minister-The Provisional Government

of the African-American Captive Nation.
Audley Moore-Ijaluwa-Second Deputy Prime Minister-The Provisional Gov-

ernment of the African-American Captive Nation.
Loretta Langley-Acting Minister of Finance-The Provisional Government of

the AfricanAmerican Captive Nation.
Gizenga LatunJl-(also known as Serje Khing)-Oluwa (Chief) of the African

Nationalist Independence-Partition Party.
Yoruba Temple--Training school for Americans of African descent-28 West

116th St., New Oyo, New York, (Harlem).
(Nana) Oserjeman Adefunmi Babalosha (Chief Priest) Yoruba Temple.'
Nasser Ahmad ShaBazz-Al Sultan-National chairman-African Descendants

Nationalist Independence Partition Party.

Summary of AD NIP Party Policies as of Date

The creation of an african descendant's peoples republic, is the only intelli.
gent solution to the racial problem between the European (white) and African
descendants (blacks) in the U.S.A. To make the South a copy of the North by
integration will settle nothing.

No law of nature requires us to remain subjects of the United States. The
laws of Nature and Political Science requires each people to govern themselves.
There is enough land in America for each of the races to live as independent
nations. The African Descendants are a Majority In the South, so that must
become our Independent country. The United States must be partitioned. The
african descendants nationalist independence partition party, says the fight
for integration Is a waste of time. The party has begun the fight for African
Descendants Independence by 1978.
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Mr. SoUw NE. And I would like to have you, if you can, begin-
ning with the name of Mrs. Audley Moore, at the top, identify any
of those persons you can remember and tell us what you know about
them, just enough to identify them, who they are with, and who they
work for, and anything of that sort, if you remember.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I do not know any of these people. Mrs. Moore is
an old woman who worked for 50 years in the black movement, the
Black Liberation. She was known as a motherly type of woman.
They called her "Queen Mother" in New York. And she was highly
respected among all of the black nationalists all over the country.
But she was with an organization of Ethiopian women. And she is a
Black Nationalist. But these are names-adopted names from Afri-
can, Arabic----

Mr. SouRwINE.. Are they people of significance, such as the first
one, or are they people of lesser significance, of no particular im-
portance

'Mr. WILntAxs. I do not know, because I did not know these people
before I left the country, and a lot of these people have changed
their names to African names.

Mr. SOURWIn. Mr. Williams, while you were in China did you
receive any money from the Chinese Government or through Chinese
official sources ?

Mr. WILLrAMS. Only when I traveled, when I went to visit-actu-
ally when I went to Cuba.

Mr. SouawINE. While you were in China what did you do for
money?

Mr. WujLAMs. The Chinese Government supported me.
Mr. SouRwINr. But they never gave you any money?
Mr. WILLIAMS. They gave me Chinese money to live on in China.

They gave me an allowance.
Mr. Sou-RwIwE. What does it take in Chinese money to live on?
Mr. WLLms. I don't know what it takes to live, but they gave

me more money than Mao Tse-tung earned, and they gave me more
money than Chou En-lai.

Mr. SovRWxnE. How much does Mao Tse-tung earn, do you know ?
Mr. WILmAms. He did earn 400 Yen a month. And they gave me

600.
Mr. Souv wn E. What does Chou En-lai make?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Four hundred.
Mr. SOURWINE. The same as Mao?
Mr. WmnLms. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. How did you get your money? Was that through

the China Peace Committee, or did you get money from them only when
you were out of China?

Mr. WmLIAMS. Oh, no. I got it-I lived in the compound there.
Mr. SoURwixE. From whom did you receive money while you were

in Tanzania?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I did not receive anything from anybody in Tan-

zania, because I had money when I went there.
Oh, I received $1,200 when I was in Tanzania from Bantam Books.
Mr. Soxm wNI. Was that royalties on your book "Negroes With

Guns."?
Mr. WnLuAms. No, that was my autobiography.
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Mr. Sotmwim'I The autobiography. IFrom whoM have you received
Money dinc& youhave been, back ixW the United States?

Mr. W usi Well, I'sold, film to WBTV, the same film that I
h1q3nioit~d.,,

Mr. Souxivn". That is the film, of you in China ?
Mr WIL iAMsl No of the Ninth P arty Congress. And I got, I

think, $750 for that'Ilm. And also I have been given contributions,
peoplo'hdive sent me money to live on, to supportme. And for speak-

1fr. Sounwix. To whom did you disburse money: in any substantial
amounts while you were in Tanzania in 1968, do you remember?

Mr. Wlftm.s I sent my aunt, who is an old woman and who lives
in North Carolina, who is unable to work, I sent her money. And
alsd a Womani there I did not know, a woman-Aiother old woman
in North Carolina.

Mr. Soutmvlz. I did not mean to pry into your charities, sir. I was
asking about any substantial sums that you might hav sen for the
6upport'of an organization, for iristance?

Mr. WILLIAMS. No.
-Mr. Sotmivn'E. Did you, send any money out of the country to go

to baifks?'
Mr. WiLLTAms. Out of Tanzania?
Mr. SouRwnfx. Yes.
Mr. WmLAss. I had money in Tanzania in the bank.
Mri, SorRwiNE. You did not send any to Canada?
Mr. WLimMs. I sent some money, but this was my personal

money.
Mr. SouRwixNE. That is your Canada reserve, that is your personal

fund'?
Mr. WILLxAmS. Yes.
Also I had an account in Canada since I left the country.
Mr. Sovnwix. You had at least two accounts in Canada, wouldn't

yousay?
Mr. WL MmAs. Yes. One was not in my name, I do not think.
Mr. SouRwiNE. Maybe it is in your name, but with the6 address of

Mrs. Olson.
Mr. WILL AS. It was in the Crusader's name.
Mr. SoJRwINE. That is the Olson account, at the address of Mrs.

Olson?
Mr. WiLLTAMs. I suppose so. Because it was for The Crusader,

people who had sent money for The Crusader. And it was deposited
there.

Mr. SounwiNm, Which was the account that you sent money to
from Tanzania? Was that the Montreal account, or the Olson ac-
counts or some other account?

Mr. WILL MS. It was my account.
Mr. Soutw NE. Your own account?
Mr. WILLIA38s. Yes.
Mr. SouRwiNE. Has anyboody deposited money for you in any of

your Canadiani bank accounts since you have been out of China?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I do not know, because any lawyer that I had there

when I sold the film in China that I never collected for, he said that
the money had been-:the film was sold way back, I think, in 1963.
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And I understand-recently he says the money was deposited for
me.

Mr. SouWnNz. Where?
Mr. WILLIAMS. He said it was deposited, I suppose in Canada.

That is where he lives, and that is where it was sold.
Mr. SounvwINx. And who is "he"?
Mr. Wxmu MS. Merger, a man named Bernie Mergler who is an

attorney in Montreal.
Mr. SotmvwN.. Can yau spell that?
Mr. WLL=AMS. M-e-r-g-l-e-r.
Mr. SounwxN. He still represents you in Canada?
Mr. WILLiAMS. He represents me for that, because he was supposed

to have taken care of the film. But I never received the money. So
I understand he either deposited-he has got it deposited and he is
goingto sendl it tome.

Mr. Sov "wnr. While you were in China you received a regular
allowance from the China Peace Committee, did y6u not?

Mr. Wsoums. Yes.
Mr. SouimwNv. And while you were in China did you collect any

money for the SNCC?
Mr. WILL.AMS. I collected money for many organizations. And I

collected this money from foreigners who lived in China, because
foreigners also earned some dollars, some were paid in dollars, and
they were saying that they did not know what to do with their
money.

Mr. SouRnwiN. Didn't you have one special drive for money for
the SNCC that Anna Louise Strong helped you with?

Mr. WImMAS. Yes. I asked her to help me raise some money.
Mr. SoURwINE. Was that reasonably successful?
Mr. WnjAms. Yes.
Mr. SounwiNz. You did raise some money for them?
Mr. WILLTAmS. Yes.
Mr. SouxwN. Where did you have bank accounts at the time you

left the United States in 1961?
Mr. WILLiAMS. In Monroe, North Carolina.
Mr. SouRwiNE. Where did you have bank accounts during the

period you were in Cuba, 1961 to 1966?
Mr. WILLTAmS. Well, after I left Monroe I had a bank account

there for a while, but it was withdrawn from Monroe, and it was
placed in Canada.

Mr. SoURwiNE. Do you know where in Canada? That was Mon-
treal?

Mr. WILLrAMS. In Montreal.
Mr. SouRwiNE. While you were in Cuba, was that the only -bank

account you had?
Mr. WUXAUs. Yes.
Mr. Soumwiir. You did not have one in Vancouver?
Mr. WmuAms. No.
Mr. SOURWINE. And you did not have one in Cuba ?
Mr. WmLums. No.
Mr. SouRwINE. And when you were in Tanzania you had a bank

account there, you said?
Mr. WuLmus. Yes.

415-159 O--71-pt. 3----5
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Mr, Sounwn. Did you have a bank account anywhere else in
Tanzaniaf

Mr. Wn Ams. No, because all the banks had been nationalized.
Mr. Sommwin. Do you still maintain an account in the National

Bank o6f Commerce in Tanzania?
Mr. ' U. s. No, because that was the 4i6ney that I had depos-

ited there to, come home on, and I brought the money.Mr, Sotn:kiz'. What bank accounts did you have while youwere

Mr, WI iMS., Only' the same account in Montreal.
Mr. Sovimwi. Just the one
Mr. WMLUAs. Yes.
Mr. Soun WXN, When Was it that you had two bank accounts inCanada?| '. .

Mr. Wnja,&S. I also had one in Tanzania, because when I went
to Tanzania-I have'been there twice. The first time I opened up a
bank account so that people could send me money to come home on'
and so that Bantam Books would have sme place to pay my roy-

altiesuhiacouts
Mr. 8.un wi . I think' you have said that you had bank accounts,

at one time two bank accounts in Canada. And then you said one of
those was a Crusader bank account.

Mr W u4xs. Yes.
Mr. Somuvww. You av-e saying that you did not have two bank

accounts in Canada in your own name, or in yours and your wife'sname?
Mr. WuLxs. No, not as I know of.
Mr. Somnwwz. And have you opened any new bank accounts since

you have been back in the United States?
Mr. WxLLums. Well, I opened one in Detroit.
Mr. Sounw xx. That is the only one ?
Mr. WxLL& S. Yes,
Mr. Soum wiN. Did you ever have an account in a bank in Den-

marktI want to point out that there is an entry in your diary July 27
of 1969 which says, "No word from Denmark bank yet." That may
not have referred to a bank account.

Mr. WIL, tS. No. But also it was due to the fact that people
wer sending me different currencies from different countries.

Mr. SodItw-NE., That is what you were saying, you were trying to
set up an account somewhere where you could receive foreign cur-rencies?! •

Mr. WLLAs. No, some of the foreign currencies that I was try-ingo gt dolars for..
Sr., SonWN . Did you have an account in Denmark that you

were trying to transfer this currency through?
Mr. WLiAsS. No.
Mr. SouRwI". You were just dealing with the Denmark bank?
Mr. Wuxmse. Yes.
Mr. SoIvqNE. Did you ever have an account in the Lombard

Bank in London?
Mr. Wits. No.
Mr. Sounwixt. Did your wife hve an account there?
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'Mr. Wrwrists. I do not know whether she had an account there or
not, but I did not have an account there.

Mr. SouxwxNz. Do you know anything about a bank diaft for
$6,000 drawn on the Lombard Bank, Limited, account of Miss Mabel
Robinsont

Mr. WLIAMs. No, I do not know anything about that.
Mr. SOuawiN. June 25, 1969?
Mr. Wmuixs. No.
Mr. SoumWN. Do youi know who Miss Mabel Robinson would be I
Mr. WnxL As. No. My wife's name is Mabel.
Mr. SoURwIN.. Was her maiden name Robinson?
Mr. WiLU[Avs. Yes.
Mr. 6NuiBw . It could be her, then, couldn't it?
m Mr. ,Yes.
Mr. SoIMN. But yo have no knowledge of the draft, you did

not receive thW money .
Mr WLLx s No I did not receivee the money. But the fact was

that.-ny wife and children came home before me from Africa. They
had 'to pay their way. It cost about $4;000, over $4,000 for us to
i ome home.

Mr. SouRwtri. Had they left in June of 1969?
Mr. WmLTzxs. I don't know-no.
Mr. SouRWmN. I do not mean to badger you about it, but $6,000

is a lot of money.
Mr. Wn"Ams. No, not when you are trying to come home with a

family, it is not._
Mr. SoURtmw. Anyway, you do not know about this $6,000
Mr. WnLTAms. No.
Mr. Soxmw .. Your diary notation of June 10, 1969 carried the

statement, "Letter came with information of Lombard Bank in Lon-
don.' Do you remember anything about that ?

Mr. WLL"s. No. The only thing about it was, I know they were
t trying to get, lQme, and they had to have the money, because they
had toPay in dollars they could not pay in Yen to come home. ,

Air. S06vwIN.. DR, you ever have a bank account in Germany?SMr. W Im s. 'No..
Mr.-S WINi. In July of 1969 you corresponded with a man

named Hendrick Klud in West Germany about the establishment
of a bank'account. What happened ?

Mr. WiLLu MS. This .man had made a translation of "Negroes with
Guns." and he was trying to sell it. And T was still in China.- And
he wanted to know, if he get it published, if the book was published
in Germany, what would 1do about the royalties. And I told him
to establish a bank account in Germany for me if he got the book
published.

Mr. SouvWniN. And he never did?
Mr. WiLLtAS. If ho. did I did -not hear from him.
Mr. SoVuwxNS. If he had established a bank account for you I

guess yoiwould have known it.
Do you have any money in a Swiss bank or Swiss banksI
Mr. WUMANS. No.
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Mr. SouRwn-. Do you have any interest in Account Number
31001801W with the Union Bank of Switzerland?

Mr. WuAMs. No.
Mr. SoURWINE. That bank is in the Place St. Francois Premier,

Lausanne, Switzerland.
Mr. WniuAms, No.
Mr. SounwiNzr. You do not know anything about that bank?
Mr. W=xMs. No, I do not know a thing about it.
Mr. SotwiNE. Do you know who does own that account?
Mr. WnxxAms. No.
Mr. SouBnwmE. Do you maintain a bank account under your name

in the Bank of Montreal, 1211 King Street, West Toronto, Ontario?
Mr. WILiAMS. Yes, in Montreal, but I do not know where,
Mr. SOURWINE. Do you have another account at the Montreal Bank

in Main and Hastings Street Branch, in British Cblumbia under the
name of Frank B. Jones?

Mr. WI uMs. No.
Mr. Sounw 'IN. Do you know a Frank B. Jones?
Mr. WILuMs. Yes. Frank B. Jones is a Canadian contractor.
Mr. SOtmWIN. Living in Vancouver?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOuRwinx.. But the bank account there is not yours?
Mr. Wru Ms. No.
Mr. SoutwxNE. Did you send money to Frank B. Jones?
Mr. WLrAMS. No. The idea was that I tried to get to Canada,

into Canada. He was a contractor. And he said that the Canadian
Government would not let anybody come in there without money,
and he was trying to help me get in there.

Mr. Sotinwn. Your wife maintains a separate account in Detroit,
does'she not, separate from your account?

Mr. WILjAMS. I do not have one in Detroit, that is hers. That is
my wife's account.
Mr, SoNwzNx. I thought you said you had opened one, I am

sorry.
Do-you know a man named Jolliot?
Mr. WnWAMS, No. I do not remember him. Where does he liveI
Mr. SovUwINz. Was he connected with the Guinean embassy in

Htqvana
Mr. WInxAs. No.
Mr. Sourtwx". He is the man who ii named in the receipt that

Max Stanford signed that you have for $1,500.
Mr." WILLIAMS. I don't know him.
Mr. SouRwnIN. Your diary for April 7, 1966-where were you

then, in China?
Mr. W LIAMs. I was in Cuba then.
Mr. Sotmvnr.. -contained the item: "Chinese let us have $300 to

pay debts and live on." Was that the first money you received from
the Chinese People's Republic?

Mr. WilLuMs. That was when we were getting ready to go to
China.

Mr. SoitwN&. It was in preparation for your departure?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SorrwxzIs. And that was, then, the first money you got from

them?
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr, SoutwiN. Your diary for April 14, 1966 indicates .Miltn

Henry was preparing to leave the following morning to return to
Michigan, and indicates that you went over things with him and
sent $2,000 with him. Do you remember that?

Mr. WILLIAMS. No. It was probably $200.
Mr. SounwIxt. Do you think it was $200?
Mr. Witumgs. Yes. It more than likely would have been $200.
Mr., SOuRWINE. That would be more in line, if the week before

you needed $300, you would not have had $2,000-at that time, I guess.
Now, on of about April 14, 1966 you made a withdrawal of money

from your bank account in the amount of $2,400 for one Vilton. Can
youtell us who he was?

Mr. WILLIAMS. When was that date again I
IMr. Soutwxm. April 14, 1966. That is the same day your diary

spoke-of sending $2,000 with Milton Henry. I wonder if the Vilton
did not really mean Milton?

Mr. WILLAMS.' Because I didn't have a bank account in Havana,
I never had a bank account there.

Mr. SOURWIN. I did not say it was Havana.
Mr. VILLIAMS. I couldn't make a withdrawal any place else.
Mr. SomtwIN. The only bank account you had hi April 1966 was

in Havana?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No. I didn't have one in Havana.
Mr. SOuRWINE. That is what I thought.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I do not know what that might have been referring

to.
Mr. SoumwI E. I think you had a bank account in Canada at the

time, didn't you?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes. But I didn't make any withdrawals from it.
Mr. SoutwvNm. You didn't give Milton a check for $2,000 or $2,400

or any similar amount?
Mr. WILLIAMs. No.
Mr. SouRWz .And you do not know of any Vilton?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. SoURwIN. I will show you another exhibit that is Counsel's

Exhibit 86 and I will ask that it go in the record at this point.
"(The letter marked "Exhibit 36" follows:)

EXHIBIT NO. 36' MIRAMrAR, MARUANAO,

La Habana, Ouba, May 28, 1966.

DEAR FRANK' I hope things are going well with you at this time. It seems
that- the world situation i8 going from bad to worse and there is very little
the individual can do. Have you received my letter yet? That is the one with
a Canadian letter to me enclosed in it? I hope so.

This is Just a note because Vick is leaving and I wanted to get this to him
in time. We really hate to see him and Trinny go, but I am sure that it Is
necessary.

Will you please take this $2,000,000 I am enclosing In this letter and do the
same as before with it. I certainly would appreciate your aid in this matter
and hope that I can do you a good turn in the future.

The best of luck to you and your family.
Respectfully yours, F. WnLLUMS.
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Mr. Sovitwrm. I will show you what purports to be a carbon copyof a letter from you to a "Dear Frank-" which appears to be some
kind of a joke. Can you tell us anything about it? If it is not a joke,I a ologize..Wr. LruI s. That was in Havana.

Mr. SotwNlz. Who is Frank?
Mr. WULuxs. I do not know who that referred to. There was a

man ii the Cuban police who used to be called Frank, and sometimes
tle would write notes, all kinds of notes and jokes. So I do not

ow exactly what that was. I received telegrams from Miami, and
those telegrams would say look for us tomorrow night, the same

lace on the beach. And tls was actually somebody who was trying
mess me up with the Cubans.
Mr. SOURwiNz. Is this a letter that you wrote?
Mr. WIwLxs. No.
Mr. SouRwmN. It is not?
Mr. Wnxaums. No.
Mr. Souixwi .It is a carbon copy of a lt r that hasyour address,

your" ty ped signature, and it was in your possession. Do you think
somebody planted it there?

Mr. W=IUw3s. WeU1, a lot of things were planted thee
Mr. SouRwiNE. You have no memory of this 4
Mr. WimUAMs. No.
Mr. Sotmw.Nz. Can you tell me who is referred to in this letter

by Vie
Mr. WxUMBs. No.
Mr. SoxmwThrw Do you know anybody named Trinny?
Mr. WnL AS. No.
Mr. Souwn"'. Do you know anybody who left Cuba, left Havana,

either one, around the end of May 1966?
Mr. WIAs. No. But a lot of people were leaving at that time.
Mr. SoURwwz. This letter, then, is a mystery to you?
Mr. WILwLAMS. Yes.
Mr. SouRwINE. The amount could not have been $2,000 instead of

$2 million ? Just from what you said, $2,000 was about as much as
$ million to you at that time?

Mr. WiwmAms. Yes. But the thing about it is that people used to
do that in Cuba all the time, especially people who were a little up-
set over conditions, plus the fact that people would do this to see
what the reaction would be in the government.

Mr. SomiwxI. It is an interesting thing that this letter is dated
May 28. Under date of May 80 did you send $2,000 to Canada for4epositt

dtI .'iLLTAM8. No. I do not remember sending $2,000 to Canada.
It was a violation of law in Cuba-a lot of those things went on, but
in Cuba they did not allow you to send the money out of Cuba. It
was impossible unless it was through the Cuban Government. Andno person would dare take money out of Cuba.

Mr So wimu. You could have given Milton a check and Milton
could have taken it out of Cuba?

Mr. Wuxums. No.
Mr. Sotmwzw. And he could have mailed it after he got out of

Cuba?
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Mr. SoURWIE. That didn't happen?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. Sounwtmn. While you were in Cuba did you disburse funds

to RAM, the Revolutionary Action Movement?
Mr. WiLLTAms. No-only one or two times I sent them $150 one

time, and $200.
Mr. SoURw NZ. While you were in Cuba?
Mr. WIIITAMS. Yes.
Mr. Sou miwi. Did you disburse funds for the North Carolina

SNCO
Mr. WI.IAMS. It was only a contribution.
Mr. SouRaWINi. To the Atlanta SNCC?
Mr. WrIAMs. I gave them a contribution.
Mr. Soumrw i.- Did you make other contributions?
Mr. WItAxs. Yes.
Mr. SouawiNz. Were they substantial or small contributions?
Mr. Wi.iMs. Small contributions.
Mr. SouRwiNe. Are you aware that the balance on your bank Ac-

count Number 8274 at the branch at 1211 King Street, West Toronto,
reached a high point of $18,535 in 1966?

Mr. WILIAMS. No, because I did not keep up with it.
• Mr. SoxwIn . Do you know that on the 21st of November last

year that account bad a balance of $13,690?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, because it might have been put in by my

lawyer from the film.
Mr. SouRwINZ. You just did not know about it?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. SoURWINE. You just do not get statements from that bank?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I did not, because it was impossible to get a state-

ment.
Mr. SouRwIN. Unless somebody checked it out you got over

$18,000 in that bank now.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Are you sure of that?
Mr. SouitwIN. You had $13,690 and 94 cents on deposit on the

21st of November 1969.
Mr. WIIAMS. Was that $1,800 or $13,000?
Mr. SouRwINE. $13,690 and 94 cents.
Mr. WILLIAs. That is a fiction.
Mr. SouJIwINE. Sir?'
Mr. WILLIAMS. That is official?
Mr. SouRwIN.. I am not an official of the bank.
Mr. WiLLMS. I do not want the bank to back down.
Mr. SouwINE. That is information provided to us.
Your account at the Main and Hastings branch in Vancouver, the

account that reportedly was yours under the name of Jones, had a
balance of $7,150 in it during 1966.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Where did those figures come from?
Mr. SouwiNE. On February 8, 1966, our information is that you

sent $5,000 to Vancouver for deposit. Would you say no?
Mr. WiLLTAms. No. What happened, this man was a contractor,

and that was his bank, and he was tr ing to help me get it through,
and he said it would help me if I ha a ank account in Vancouver.
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And then he said he knew a member of Parliament that would help
me get out of Cuba. But the U.S. and the Canadian Government dia
not give me permission.

Mr. SouR WINE. He may have set up a bank account for you, but
if he did it was phony?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, it was his money. The man was a wealthy
man.

Mr. SoI w ;E. A wash account, or whatever you want to call it.,
I withdraw the word "phony." I did not mean any offense by it,trulytr. WILLIAMS. The only thing is, I would like to know about those

figures, and if they came from the bank, I would like the bank to
back that up.

Mr. SouvwINE. I am very sorry, sir, but I cannot disclose our
source of information with respect to that matter. But I do suggest
that if you have an account in that bank, and if you do not think
you have that much money, write them for an accounting. And if
they send you an accounting which shows that you have got sub-
stantially less than that, if you want to put it in this record, I am
sure the committee will put it in.

Mr. WILLIAMS. All right. And if they do not do it, they are in
trouble because they are not supposed to give out a person's account.

Mr. Soumwz;E. That is a. quarrel between you and the bank, sir,
and you will have to establish that the bank gave out the informa-
tion.

Mr. WILLIAMS. If anybody got it they got it from the bank.
Mr. SomJwiNEp. I show you a photocopy of a deposit slip, sir, in

the amount of $2,000 to your account in Tanzania Bank of Com-
merce.

Mr. WLLIAmS. That is 2,000 shillings.
Mr. SouRwiNz. That is shillings, is it?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOuRWINE. What does that mean in American money?
Mr. WILLIAM S. A shilling is about fourteen cents.
Mr. SotRmwNE. That makes a good deal of difference, then, doesn't

it?
What does that NBC mean?
Mr. WILLIAMS. National Bank of Commerce.
Mr. SOURWINE. I see. So it is 14 cents, 28 cents, it is $280. That is

a lot different from $2,000.
In June of 1968, according to our information, sir, you deposited

a New York bank draft in your account at the National Bank of
Commerce in Tanzania in the amount of $1,584. Do you remember
that?

Mr. WILLIAMS. $1,5001 It might have been 12.
Mr. SouRwINE.. $1,584.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Are you sure it wasn't 1500 shillings?
Mr. SOURWINE. No, I am not sure. In view of what just took

place, it could have been 1,584 shillings.
Mr. WILLIAMS. You see, money is counted as shillings over there.
Mr. SoUxWnNw. Very good.
It would appear that during the period from December 1964 to

January 1967 you received approximately $30,000, if these figures
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are dollars instead of shillings, mostly in increments of 5 000 at a
time. Do you remember receiving increments of 5,000 shillings at a
time?

Let us go off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SouRwINE. Back on the record.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I do not remember receiving any shillings or dol-

lars, I might have been paying that out for tickets.
Mr. SouiWlNx. For tickets?
Mr. WIJLIAMS. Yes. What date was that?
Mr. SoURwINE. I do not have the list of dates here, sir. I am sorry.
You got payments from the Peace Committee. Did your payments

come to approximately 35,000 shillings a month, or something like
that?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I did not receive any payments after I left China,
I did not receive any support after I left China, and they were pay-
ments given to me for my transportation to the United States. For a
family of four it costs over $1,100 apiece for us to come to the United
States.

Mr. SotmWlxE. In view of the variance, Mr. Chairman, I will run
very quickly through the material we have and give the witness an
opportunity to say yes or no or make any comment that he wants to
with ard to it, I will not ask direct questions.

And I will ask that them may be inserted in the record a tabula-
tion of such amounts as the committee can establish for cancelled
checks or bank drafts to be produced or put in the record.

(The material referred to is printed as appendixes I through VII
beginning at page 251 of this hearing.)

Mr. StxRwiN.. During the period from December 1964 to January
1967 it would appear that you paid out more than $28,000 from what
you call your operational accounts. This included more than $4,000 to
RAM, and $2,400 to Milton Henry, $1,500 to Max Stanford, and an
item of $550 to Mae Mallory. Do you want to comment on any of that?

Mr. WILLIAMS. NO, I do not want to comment on that.
Mr. SOuRWINE. During 1965 and 1966 it would appear you sent at

least $12,600 to a bank in Vancouver, British Columbia. This may
have been money deposited for you by Frank Jones as you have
indicated. At the end of 1966 the balance in this account was $7,150.
Did you ever check any money out of that bank?

Mr. WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. SouRwINE. In Vancouver, British Columbia?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, I have never had any money in that bank.
Mr. SouRwiNE. In April of 1956 you purchased fifty shares of

stock in Now Magazine at a cost of $500. The money did not come
out of any of your operation accounts. Did you pay cash for it or
give a note, do you rememberI

Mr. WILLIAMS. No, I do not remember.
Mr. SOURWINE. You maintained a savings account at the banks of

Montreal and Toronto, you opened it with an initial deposit of $107
and 50 cents, and you made 5 subsequent deposits, two in 1965 and one
in 1968. Do you remember that?

Mr. WILLIAMS. No.
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Mr. Soxmwnz. That is the-bank account in which I have told you
your balance in November 1969 was $13,905.94, including $650 in
Interest. You do not know whose money that is?

Mr. Wnuims. No. I hope it is mine. If what they put out is
official-I hope it is not somebody trying to make a problem.

Mr. Souiw0i". You flew from Cuba to China in July of 1966. In
September of 1966 the China Peace Committee delivered to you the
sum of $5,000 from Cuba. What did that money represent?

Mr. WLLiAxS. From Cuba?
Mr. SourtwiNx. Yes.
Mr. WLLAMS. It probably represented our tickets when we were

going to China.
Mr. SoWtnif.. In September of 1966? You were already in China,

sir.
Mr. WmLiixs. In September?
Mr. SoxnwiNEm. Yes. 'Didn't you fly from Cuba to China in July

of 1966?
Mr. Wou tAxs. Yes.
Mr. So IW1nx. And now in September of 1966.
Mrl WiaAMS. That was probably the money that was raised inChina.

'Mr. SoRWxN. Raised in Cuba, you mean I
Mr. WIULLAMS. No, I don't understand that.
Mr. Souaw.WxF I am asking you if it is not true that you received

from the China Peace Committee or through the China Peace Com-
mittee the sum of $3,000 as money coming to-you from Cuba?

Mr. WrLulAmS. No.
Mr. Sounwitw. Transmitted to you from Cuba through the Peace

Committee
Mr. WrLLmAxs. No, I received money that I raised from foreigners,

people who gave contributions.
Mr. SoutwINs. Did you ask the China Peace Committee to send

a thousand dollars to Now Magazine in 1966 or 1967?
Mr. WrLLiAms. No, not the Peace Committee.
Mr. SovmwxI. Did you ask anybody to send a thousand dollars

to Now Magazine?
Mr. WILLIAMS, . No I had asked that I be given credit for a

thousand dollars for Row Magazine. The magazine had just started
out, and I was trying to buy stock in the magazine, and the magazine
failed, folded up after the first issue.

Mr. SovR;N. In September of 1966 you were visited in Cuba
by a Mr. Ernest Thomas. Do you remember who he was?

Mr. WmuAxs. No.
Mr. SourtwiN. You don't You gave him $1,700, didn't you?
Mr. WILLAMS. It might have been $170.
Mr. SouiwN. It might have been $170?
Mr. WLIAMS. You see, also what happened-
Mr. SouRwN. It could not have been shillings in Cuba, could it?
Mr. WILLUMS. No.
Mr. SouawxNz. It could not hiive been $817?
Mr. WiAssIs. No. Because what happened in a lot of cases also,

we used to confuse the issue we used zeroes, and we know what the
zeroes mean, but other people don't.
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Mr, Soum"Wn. I see. Like that 2 million in the letter we talked
about.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes. It may be 200. But that is also because the
Cubans didn't allow us to handle. money.

Mr. SOURWINE. This money reportedly was for RAM, AECB, a
Mrs. Hanser, and Milton I

Mr. WLLIAmS. Mrs. Hanser?
Mr. SouRWINE. Did you send money in 1966 to a Cora Bass?
Mr. W VrAms. Yes.
Mr. SoxmwIxE. Ts she one of the deserving widows that you told

us about ?
Mr. WILLIAms. Yes.
Mr. SmnwINE. In December 1966 you received $100 from a Henry

Wallace of Kentucky. I don't suppose that was the former vice
president of the United States. Do you know who it was?

_Mr, W'WfLu s. I have never met him.
Mr. SOvUWINY. The committee is advised that on the 22d of July

1968 you made a deposit in the Tanzania Bank of Commerce in the
amount of $2,000. That was the deposit made in shillings

Mr. WILu TAs. Yes, if it was made it was made in shillings, be-
Cause-all of their transactions were made in shillings.

Mr.4 SoUrwINE. You had some dealing in Tanzania Financial with
a man named Sanga-an individual named Sanga, I do not know
that it was a man.-Do you remember?

Mr. W1U IAMs. Yes.
Mr. So vWNE. Can you tell us who he was?
Mr. WILLIAMs. He was just an African man.
Mr. SouawxE. Just a personal friend?.
Mr. WILLTAmS. Yes, a personal friend, a businessman.
Mr. SoURwINE. You went to the bank with him on June 2, 1968 to

cash a check and loaned him 2600 shillings, apparently.
if it is a personal matter we will not inquire into it.
While you were in Tanzania you had two bank accounts at the

National Bank of Commerce, is that right?
Mr. WiLLAmS. One was a savings account, and one was a checking

account.
Mr. SoUtvwNE. One of them was quite active, you disbursed more

than $1,300 for a lot of items such as room rent, a record player, a
photocopier, and so forth. And the other account was much smaller
and relatively inactive. That was the savings account?

Mr. WniiAms. What was the date?
Mr. SounwiNz. When you were in Tanzania.
Mr. WiLLfAms. The reason I asked what the date was because, one

time I was in Tanzania I shopped there and went back to China.
Mr. SouRWINE. And this was apparently the stuff that you could

not get in China that you got to take back to China?
Let us go off the record here.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. Souw NE. Back on the record.
During the period of May-September 1969, while you were in

Tanzania, you and your wife disbursed something over $1,350 for
such things as your hotel bill, a Volkswagen, and so forth, and $300 for
shipment of household personal effects.
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During that same period you issued a bank draft for $6,000 for
deposit to the Lombard Bank, Limited, in London, England to the
account of Miss Mabel Robinson.

Now, we talked about that account earlier. And I assured you at
the time I did not remember any more about it than you did. But in
the light of this statement I am able to make now from a note that
has come to light, does this refresh your recollection any?

Mir. WILLIAMS. No, because for my wife I do not know about that.
Mr. SotmwNE. You are saying you do not remember issuing a

bank draft for $6,000 for deposit in London to her account?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, but it is possible. Because actually she was

preparing to-
Mr. SoURwINE. All right, sir.
Did Sanga repay you the 600 shillings you loaned him?
Mr. WrIIA~s. No.
Mr. SOURWINE.. He repaid you, but the check bounced, didn't it?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. Sozvwri4B. And you never got the money back. And you re-

ceived no royalties at all from the book "Negroes with Guns'?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. SoxYwINE. And the bank account in the name of The Crusader

maintained by Anne Olson is not your personal money, that is Cru-
sader money?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, it was.
Mr. SouinwINz. And that is at the Royal Bank of Canada, the

Blair and Main branch in Toronto?
Mr. WIu.IAMS. I do not know where it is.
Mr. Sounwn-E. Just one thing occurs to me before me quit. We

talked about a Frank and a Vick, and so forth. That Frank could
not have been Frank Jones, could it?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I doubt it.
Mr. SOURwINE. I have no more questions of the witness
I would like to express my appreciation to Mr. Williams for his

patience through a great many trying questions, and several days
of session.

Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
(Whereupon at 6:15 p.m. the subcommittee staff conference re-

cessed.)



APPENDIX I

STAFF MEMORANDUM

A review of the proceedings concerning Mr. Williams' financial activity while
outside the country disclosed that certain facts, supported by documentation,
should be brought to light in the published record of hearings. Of concern, Ini-
tially, will be the testimony of Mr. Williams as It relates to specific questions
and answers regarding his financial activity. Additional documented facts which
had not been mentioned during the proceedings, will be introduced.

FINANCIAL ACTIVITY TESTIMONY

A major part of the financial testimony concerns Williams' activities while
he was in Cuba, particularly the years 165 and 1966. During this time, Williams
maintained a financial diary of receipts and disbursements under the caption
"Operational Accounts." (See Appendix II for our analysis.) During the testi-
mony, Williams could not recall or would not affirm that the incidents involv-
ing the amounts recorded in the diary actually took place. It is not clear
whether Williams had physical control over the money that was received and
disbursed, or whether someone else had physical control of the funds and advised
Williams periodically of the various transactions. The fact, however, that some
of the-financial transactions as recorded in the financial diary in his own hand-
writing are also entered in his personal diary would, in my opinion, support the
conclusion that the financial activity did take place as recorded. For the record,
all the accounts are In United States dollars.

SET FORTH BELOW IS THE DOCUMENTED EVIDENCE REGARDING THE FINANCIAL MATTER
BROUGHT FORTH IN THE HEARINGS

On page 243 of the testimony concerning Milton Henry and the sum of $2,000
allegedly disbursed to him, Williams stated he did not remember the incident
and probably the amount was $200. Information extracted from both the financial
diary and personal diary of Williams revealed that on April 13, 1966. $3,000 was
transferred into the Operational Account. The following day, $2,400 was with-
drawn and a part of this amount, $2,000 was identified with the name Milton.,
On April 26, 1966, Williams' diary indicated that he received a telegram from
Asa Lee Johnson informing him that she, along with Aunt Cora and Bowens,
received-the money sent by Milton. (See Appendix III.)

On page 245, concerning the disbursements of funds to organizations while
in Cuba; Williams financial diary disclosed the following:

RAM-two disbursements, one for $1,000 in May 1965 for travel for RAM
and one for $1,500 in January 1906.

There is no evidence of additional disbursements by Williams while in Cuba
to other organizations except, "The Crusader."

In the latter part of 1966, while in China, Williams' diaries indicate the fol-
lowing disbursements, among others, made from the Operational Account:
North Carolina NCO ------------------------------------- $150
Atlanta SNCO -------------------------------------------- 100

Disbursements were also made to RAM and others. These items are explained
in another part of this memorandum.

On pages 245. 247. And 24R. mention Is made of Williams' account number
3274 with the Montreal Bank, Toronto, Canada. Information obtained by the
Subcommittee indicates the following transactions:

(251)
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Tranwaction Date Amoun

Initial deposit by chck .......................... Au. h1965 $107,
Du.. 1,274.5

D.. .Sot8,16 ........................ ..
D................................... . Ju 2, 196 .......................... ll49.75

T o s .......................................................................... 1 33.10
Interest .................................................................................... 65.84

Balanne ........................................ Oct 1969 ................................ 13,690.94

On pages 242, 246, 246 and 1247 of the testimony, the question arose concerning
an account in the Bank of Montreal, Vancouver, British Columbia, and an in-
dividual, Frank B. Jones. Williams contends that the money In the Vancouver
account is not his, but merely a set-up to Infer that Williams has money In the
bank. However, entries In Williams' financial diary indicate that the following
transactions involving the sums set forth below took place on the dates noted:

Transaction Date Amount

Disbur id to Canadian reserve .................... May 21,165 ............................ $0
Isbuml to Canadian bank ...................... May 30, 1965 .......................... .500

Disbursed to Frank Jones, Canada ............... Feb. 3 1966 ......................... 5, 000
Disbursed to Canada .......................... May 36,1966 ........................ 2000

'Pages 246 and 249 mention a deposit slip for the amount of 2,000 shillings in
the Tanzania Bank of Commerce. This deposit was made by Williams and is
equivalent to $280.00. (Appendix IV)

Page 247 mentions the purchase of fifty shares of stock in NOW magazine
by Williams. Included as Appendix V is a copy of the stock certificate and a
letter to Williams regarding his investment.

On page 248, in reference to the China Peace Committee, the record should
be corrected to show that Williams' financial diary has an entry to the effect
that, on September 1. 190B, the Peace Committee delivered $3,000.00 from
Cuba. It is not clear whether this was the balance of the Operational Account
at the time that Williams left Cuba in July 1966, or an additional receipt

In reference to Mr. Ernest Thomas on pages 248 and 249, Williams' Opera-
tional Account shows that on September 6, 1966, $1,700 was sent to RAM and
others via Ernest Thomas. This fact is substantiated in Williams' personal diary
with an entry on September 6, 1966, to the effect that money was sent to RAM,
A. G., (. B., Mrs. Hanser and Milton.

Lastly, on pages 241 and 250, reference is made to a $6,000 bank draft pay-
able to Lombard Banking, Ltd., London, England, to the account of Miss Mabel
Robinson in June 1969. A copy of this check, obtained under subpoena, is included
as Appendix VI. Of interest is the fact that Williams' name does not appear on
this check. However, based on the evidence set forth below, there is reason to
believe that the funds for this check were drawn on Williams' account.

1. Mrs. Mabel Williams' maiden name was Robinson.
2. Williams' personal diary contains an entry on June 10, 1969, to the effect

that a letter was received by Williams concerning information on the Lombard
Bank in London.

8. A copy of the check shows that the money was drawn on the Masdo House
Branch of the National Bank of Commerce. This is the branch at which Williams
maintained his account. Also, this check was written during the time Williams
Was in Tanzania, and just prior to the departure of his family.

FINANCIAL ACTIVITY-NO TESTIMCPNY

Information concerning Williams' financial activity not mentioned in the
Hearing consists of copies of 18 checks drawn by Williams against his Tanzania
bank account in 1968. These checks totaled $1,475.00. Appendix VII contains a
listing of the items including payee and amount.
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APPIDNDIX II

ANALYSIS or ROBERT F. WnLLAMs
OPERATIONAL ACCOUNT-DECEMBE, 1964 TO JANUARY 1907Reoeipte

Receipts totaled $80,000 with the following detaft:

December 28, 1964--------------------------------------------- $5,000
January 22, 195. 5,000
July 20, 19-- 5,000
Augus, 8, 195 5,000
April 18, 196 ------------------------------------------- 3, 000
May 30, 166 ...... -------------------------------------------- 4, 00
September 1, 1966 ---------------------------------------- 3, 000

I P/C delivered from Cuba.
DISBURSEMENTS

Date Item Amount

Jan. 24,1965 Crusaer (Canada), mone sent to Anne olson letter of Jan. 27,195 ................. $200
-Crusaer (United Statesmoney etto Max Stanford ................................ 500

Feb. 20,196$ Crusader(Urited Stat).............. ................................... ,..0
May 21:1965 Travel: RAM . ..... ......................................... 1,000

Canadian Reserve ........... . ................................... . 0
Communications, Mae Mallory ........... ....................................... 200

May 30, C raer.................... ......................... -
May301* Ta sforto Can*aia ank.................

Sept 20, 196 Mx..... ...................................... Soo
Series fee, records, ec. , mi......... ........................... 1,250

Jan. 13,1966 RAM ................ * ................................................... 1, 500
Carriage ...................................................................... so

Jan. 17, 1966 A.C. for transportation to be sent from Europe ..................................... 1500
Feb. 3,1966 Frank Jon Canads ............................................................ S,000

r. 14,1966 Withdrawal (Milton) .......................................................... 2,400
May 30,1966 Distribution States ........................................................... 2 000

Do ...... Additional $000 to Cnaod (Vick) ................................................ 2,000
Sept 6,1966 To RAM and other sent by Ernet Thomas ......................................... 1,700
Oe. 20,1966 NCSNCC ....................................................................... 150

Cora B .................................................................... so
$ SNCC Atlanta (Delta) ............................................................ 100

an. 3,1967 To Canton for records .......................................................... 250

Total disbursmenb ............................................... 28,200

Note.-The above Information was extracted from a financial diary included among papers of Robert F. Williams,
obtained under subpoena.

APPENDIX III

DIARY-IR. F. WILUIAMs

EXCERPTS CONCERNING FINANCES

March 20, 1966--Call Canada about bank account.
March 22, 1066-The 20th is supposed to be pay day. Declines to pick up money.
April 7, 1966--Chinese let us have $300 to pay debts and to live on.
April 13, 1966-43,000.00 (no information)
April 14,1966--Goes over things with Milton and sends $2,000.00.
April 26, 1966--Receive telegram from Asa Lee Johnson informing us that she

received money sent by Milton, also Bowens and Aunt Cora.
May 8, 1066--Paul Brooks stranded in, Mex3ico. Requests that Richard Henry

send him money to check out of hotel. Money sent and arrives too late for
Brooks to catch plane out of Mexico.

June 18, 1966--Clampig down on spending and trying to make money last. No
income since stopping money from party.

September 6, 1966--Sends money to RAM, A.G.C.B., Mrs. Hanser and Milton
September 10, 1966-P/0 came by earlier and brought money for winter clothes.
October 4,1966--P/0 comes to inform me that money has been sent to NOW.
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December 15, 1966-Sends money $150.00 to N.C. SNCC, $50.00 to Aunt Cora, and
$50.'00 to Atlanta SNCO for work in Delta Black Belt.

December 23,1966-Receives $100.00 from Henry Wallace of Kentucky
R. Williams a/c No. 3274-King and Duffirm Sts. Branch, 1211 King Street

W., TorontO, Ontario
April il, 1967-Talks to Anna Louise Strong about money for SNOC
May 18,1967-Americans send money for SNCC

Memo-week ending May 20, 1967-Americans in China contribute $600.00
for SNCC

March 6,1 968-P/0 sends allowance
May 3,1968--Mails money letters
May 15, 1968-in money situation.
May 18, 1968-talks to Ambassador about financial situation there.
May. 22, 1968-Checks by Bank with African I knew in New York.
May 24, 1968-Goes to Bank. Red Tape. Takes all day. Must call nationalist for

indentification. Letter to Canadian Bank. Mails letters to Canadian Bank.
May 25,1968-Go to bank again to finish account.
May 260,1968-Go out to Bank again after call. May (?) (Mae) is really afraid

of money. Go to Nationalist newspaper office. Mail money orders.
May 27, 1968-Very hectic week with bank business.
June 2, 1968--Go with Mr, Sanga to Bank to cash check. Pays 330 shs. Rent is

killing me.
June 7,1968-A letter from Grove Press interested in book
J:ne 10,1968-Worried that money may not arrive In time.
June 19, 1968--Mixup note from bank: Money here.
June 20, 1968-Pays rent. 50305 shs.
June 21, 1968--Monroe Sharp borrows 85 sbs.
July 4, 1968--Go to, bank for M.O. to Chinese Embassy.
July 5, 1968--Money worries
July 12, 1968--Money dwindling
July 14, 1968--Pays $46,00 rent and withdrawns 1000 shs.
July 17, 1968-Boe is here. She failed to bring money anticipated.
July 27, 1968-No word from Denmark Barkk yet, nor John
August 31, 1968--Money low, waits for bank to open for Ronald to cash a

traveler's check. Borrow 800 shs
September 9, 1968--Boe chases check
December 11, 1968-P/c brings envelopes and paper for Crusader mailing
December 31, 1968-5,000 copies of Crusader comes from printer
March 8, 1969-Go to Diplomatic store #19 to tailor to get measured for 2

Chinese suits
March 31, 1969-Writes check for 1000/shs, pays 435/shs hotel bill. (In Tanzania)
June 7, 1969--Go to bank and withdraw 2000/shs
June 10, 1960--Letter comes with Info on Lombard Bank in London
June 11, 1969--Loans Sanga 2600/shs. Withdrew 2800/shs from bank. Buys old

VW for 2400/shs.
June 23, 1969-Gives Max $50.00
June 26, 1969--Go to Deluxe Inn to see Sanga. He hasn't got money.
July 4, 1969-Convert $100.00
July 8, 1969-cashes check of Sanga's for 2600 shs.
July 29, 1969--Bank account for Bal from Detroit
August 2, 1969--Very concerned about 2600 shs loan to Sanga. Check bounces.
August, 7, 1969--Bank has my account all screwed up. Dollars are in shs., and

I must buy them at higher rate.
August 8, 1969--Bal and I go to Bank. Confusion in bank. Bank account all

mixed up. Having to buy dollars, my own dollars
NoTL.-Information recorded here was extracted from diaries included among

the possessions of Robert F. Williams that were subpoenaed.
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APPENDIX Iy

., rIZANIA BANK OF COMMERCE L!tITED
INCORPORATED IN TANZANIA)

To The CREDIT of ACCOUNT _

N o........

AfA

.............................. . ...... ; ..........................
............ ................... ... ....... .......... .., 7 , L .. ..................... ................. ................... I........... .

...~~~~... ...... .. ..... ......................... ... ....... . . ........................ ... ... . . . .. .. . . ............................,...

Fcikowirng Che.es on Bonks !Qcally Shs. Cts.

No I... 
................................ ....

No.!

N o' ......-

... ...I. .. . .. .. ... ..... ..........; ..... ............ ............. .. ..

.......

,N o ........... ... .... ........ ...... ....... ....... ......... ...... ..... ... ':... .......... .. . ... .

.... ...... ... ....... ........ .................. ........ ... .. ..... ..... ... ... .. ..

N o . ................... .. .. .......
.N C ........ .... ................. .... .. ..... .

No.

...... ...... ................. .... ...... . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . .......... .. . ......... .... . ..... ... ........ ...

No, :

Inwords (Shillings) .... 1.... 1 ...... A i... -.. ...

Signature "

of Depositor ca ry and l rsrv s)

(Under reserve, of acceptance by beneficiary and all usual reserves)
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APPENDIX V
DETaorr, MicH., May 10,1966.

DEAR Roi: Thanks a million for your investment in the magazine and your
vote of support. Both me&n a great deal at this point in the game, because we
have learned considerable about this business since we began publishing on
newsprint in August 1964 and prospects for becoming a truly great, widely read
magazine are excellent.

The following will give you an idea of what we are doing, and have in mind,
on the corporate and management fronts.

1. Oorporaoton.-First of all, NOW! Is published by Now Incorporated, which
was incorporated in Michigan in April 1965. At that time we had an authorized
common stock of '5,000 shares with a $10 per share par value. Those of us In the
original, unincorporated, organization received approximately 8,600 of these
shares in return for our past investment and labor. We also reserved some 400
shares for purchase by the Incorporators at $5.00 per share. At present, I am
the largest single stockholder with about 20% of the outstanding common; the
rest is held by close friends of mine and my brothers.

Last month, because we need money to finance expansion, we voted at a cor-
porate meeting to increase the common authorization to 10,000 shares, thus
giving us 5,000 additional shares of common. We also voted to allow the directors
to subscribe to a. portion of this at the discounted price of $1.50 per share; frankly,
this provision was not only to induce the directors to increase their investment
at this time, but also to attempt to keep control of the corporation within
reach of those who founded it. Your investment helped us tremendously, and
your stock has been issued at the par value price. Wp are going to hold a stock-
holders meeting early in June to name a new Board of Directors. Of the two
expected vactneies (it is a seven-member board), Milton will get one. If you
decide to make the very significant investment that Milton suggested, the other
seat would, of course, be available to you (and could be filled by one of your
brothers or sister, if you desired).'Z. Management.-Press-run last issue was 5,000 copies, with about 8,500 in
Detroit and the rest in Philadelphia, Cleveland, New York, Los Angeles, and
Washington, D.C. Signs are that we have sold all of these. In fact, the response
in all these cities is enthusiastic and, if we could afford it, we could put 50,000
copies in 20 cities--with the firm expectation of an 80% sale-tomorrow. As It is,
we have upped oufpress-run for the current issue to 8,000. (8,000 cost us $1,600
plus cost of picture and stories.)
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Milton, incidentally, said you and he talked about pushing NOW! to over
800,000. This can be done, but we'd need to move, In stages. The first Step would
be to get into the 20-odd major cities, with 50,000 and test-out our distribution
lines, There is no short-cut way to do this, A cycl. .akes three issues--that is,
it iS that long before you get your money back on the first issue-and so it isnecessary to have money for three issues set -aside. By promotion and careful
management of the distribution apparatus, circulation in each city could be
increased very rapidly, until the cumulative circulation hits 100,000. At this
point we should have the base to convert from a monthly to a fortnightly maga-
zine--which will immensely strengthen our income position and make it pos-
sible to support bureaus (all-important to a news magazine) in key cities Adroit
management thereafter, and timely investment, should bring us shortly'to the
300,000 mark. Key budget figures for a 50,000-run are these:

Expense: ! rint 50,000------------------------------------- $4,100
Income:

Sold ----------------------------------------------- 40,000
Return, 18 cents per magazine ---------------------------- 50,200

Gross profit ----------------------------------------- 1,100

The income from advertising is an unknown quantity and difficult to predict
because of the nature of our editorial material. However, advertising revenue
need not be iVconsequential (we are devoting appropriate time toward maximiz-
Ing Ku advertising revenue consistent with our editorial policy) and this in-
come plus circulation revenue will enable us to keep the doors open without
rtau4ng inthe red.

We get our editorial material by buying it. Thus, until we hit about 100,000,
we will continue to run the operation by using part-time editors and buying
material, from writers and photographers all over the country and (in the
future) the world. When we hit 50,000, we hope to.put Laurence on as our first,
full-time paid editor. He will stay on the move.

Rob, I hope this brief run-down gives you a little more of the information you'd
like to have.

Good luck and very best wishes,
RICHARD B. HzNRY.

P.S.-Please overlook my bad typing.
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APPENDIX VI
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APPEINDIX VII

BANK DRAFTS DRAWN AGAINST ROBERT F. WILLIAMS' ACCOUNT AT THE NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
TANZANIA

Payee and address Date Amount

Emma Barbour, 300 Branch SL, Monroe, N.C ................................ MaY 23 19981 $100

Core Bass, 105 Jerome St, Monroe, N.C ............................................... do....... 100
Naseer Ahmad Shabazz, 1343 Hayes SL, San Francisco, Calif. (chairman, National July 1, 1968 25

ADNIP Party).
Viola Parker, Post Office Box 461, Weldon, N.C. (Weldon, N.C., SNOC) ........... 2 1968 50.. . ............. t'un4 81968, 25

8lack Panther Party, Post Office Box 8641, Emeryville Branch, Oakland, Calif....... July 11968 100
Lorralne W, Garllngton, 18918 Doeuld, Detroit, Mich ............................... June 8, 198 500
Shiril Grant, 397k Ptoml No. 2, Los Anelos, Calif ..................................... do ....... 50

rkwood Hall, 532 Union St Undo", N.J ......................................... July 1, 1968, 25
Fannie Lou Hamer, 626 East Lafayette, Rufeville Miss June 28,1 98 25
4. A. Johnson 503 North.Boyle, Monroe, N.C.; 942 French St, Philadelphia, P....... ...do 100

&ay Mungo RFD 3 Box 160, TrAttl#boro, Vt. (Uberation News Service) ............ do ....... 25
Anne O ni, 21 Ellis GardensTorontoCanada.......... ....... ...... July .1968
Addle Wll ems, 1700 Concord Ave., Monroe, N....................... June 1968
Sul xk W.o .7  Berkee, Caf ....... ..................... ...d o .2htsrtlnorstre, Defense Committee.. ....... :............... . July .1,1968 50
Robt L. Brock, 3208 South Central Ave, Los Anel,.... Judei 2,1968 100

Total disbursements .... ...................................... 1,475

I Copy of bank memo not available.
I Copy of check not available
Note-The above Information was exttac from diaries Included among papers of Robert F. Williams, obtained under

subpoena.
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Wwg,1WIONAL BANK OF COMHE;
0 *V O"l 0 AW

No. Ai34465/e6. 6  
Ari ES SALAM~e? jimc4

IjT~ MOROAN GUARAHTY TRU$W' 4 R
23, WALL STREET N4.Y. I5,sds A mw Ax

4Pay #g'lst this ch~qu. to th o* ~ ' R.EA DARtO1R... mo.ams msnmma o"amtmf

ItbWtD STATES 00 OAR.f HUKNORED Q 04LY.bu.u.

N A L SANK OF CO1MRCE
MA kJS~E DRANCH.
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THE NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
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TAWS LTD, ".AIb

- I

A 0T %Y" Od A L.

C, l.ew.:0,'/

AMOUNT' A-,XDL- r L

- " " "~DEBIT ADVICE "
/ )

ROBERT WILLIAMS
P.O2BOX 84

DAR ES SWA__

At your request we have issued the
above-mentioned DEMAND DRAFT for. Rate . _.2 5

Commission' 7.20
Pastages .. ......s_. 1.50

m......Shs. .0

we have received Ch/Cheque ,.-

THE NATIONAL BANK OF F.MMRCE ...
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7rENATIL7 MN1ERCE
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MORG'IAN GaimRA4yy rRST QCWANY Ofe* Nh V.4K ?y ixt~.g, WALL, STfEErD.Y 15gEW YrhgiTI.:

Psy &vaims ths chequ t the oniar p1 MAS. COM BAS*-in ....... sm.

th WUNITEO STATE-S DOLLARS HM.00L.....
v.~ S.% I1Q/.

~AL BANK Of COMMERCEHOUSE BRAlH.



THE NATIONAL BANK
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f 4a

.J

DEBI AC~I' /
J

It.'
I POQBOX 84IC/o6 rz IMU(1YAR 34 SALA.AM.

At your request we have Issued 'the
&bovmm atloned DEMAND DWAT for Raft.-- sh.72,255,

Commison -Shs. 7.20

vowt&Ana* shs. 1.50

We have IdteAd your account

We hm aved C~h 1~h2 5 5mJ

TBE NATIONAL BANK OF GDNMMCJ 4~r
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THE NATIONAL BANK' OF COMME CUE

vNo. A 134525/AA~s/I79 -.. .WEIS SALAAM. S' l f.jj

tTO: MORGANi GI.kRANTY TRI.iST C( 4
23, W4LL MTEET1..,

~ .,. UI~C~U0O NASLEh A. AkZ

do sum iN4TED STATES D-L.LAAS TWENTYr FIVF

TH NA1#ALAN I COMRCE
HMASq S!FO BCOMM

~. ~'79/
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: DEBIT ADVICE

I BOX,
DA.Es SALAAM,

At your request we heve Issued the
above-mentioned DEMAND DRAFT for Rates s, 12?9A

Commission Sis. 3.00

Postage 5ShL .5

TENA110NAL BANK OF' COMMERCE'
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THE NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE I4
UNIYW REPUUC OF TANZANIA
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-rNo. A. 1344
8w

I I Tot
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THE NATIONAL ful 00. CMMER"

U mucro dOAd.6A&&A I ATU 11i

ago,,*~ : : Ct
MORGAN~ 0VAWTY TKISi' Q(WAY. OF EW Y4dij.
23, WALL SThEETANY;150 Nq!.Y*RKj~ S At

9 pay agstu this c""~a to the oder

It" im, mdUI STATh$wff

'pR~ VIOLA PARkER..................

.A IOM ~L ANK OF COMMERCE

Z c ASDOt£BACH

~f9O
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£ 6fOUNT _0 ;r r. Do. lL:rr

DEBT ADVICE'

DAR ES -SALAAM%

At yor requat we havo Isued the
above-mentioned DIMAND DRAFT for

THE NATIONAL BANK OF

Rat. S 79. 40

Comrnlon _____h.3.00

Posages ______.s 3.5

stamp h *3
FWe have debl sd your accountF

COMMERCE'
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- - TH-NATIONAL

w o. A 352Aii7

BANKXJ'-F COMMERCE
iSkLUV~C Of ?AMN

.. AR &~ §ALAAN. I SA'LY

io: OR OUAP.AMI TRUSToc EFI34I;*
23 e, WALLI. STREETO.LI.I 3 5* V

P~vmm-wows&%mmto dI" oro S LAOK PANTHERS.-
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RUME FRA= wl :IAm
BMX
PR .ES SLAM.
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Postaes ______Sh. 1.5C

stamp -h
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shsE .Nn. ; O O• ,, We N" receivd Colushot

STHE',NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

/ 1~
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THE NATIONAL BANK .OF COMMERCE
UNIIW UILC OP IA " Z A

kmatAWS (T) LTD. &24a1-

G A ." z'It ._ --. , s' :. , . " : _ . ." r' _-:.

AMOUNT' !, " 1) :,' PC , I- -I M.L..,-P C

DEBIT ADVICE /

At your request we have Issued the
above-mentioned DEMAND DRAFT for Rate Shs.. 8 7.?O

Commisin___ _

Postages s.

Stamp "h1

We have received Cah/Cheqlue

THE NATIONAL BANK

45I ' 00/= "
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THE,,NATIO

1Nb.' A 34468011/Io7

. 3, WALL TETNYs

I Pay against

lte* sum- cL

this cheque to the order 'a

-. 4' V
-' 0

S

NAL BANK OF COMMERCEE 3
SNI 01104 of'NIAI

40 .,

CA

SHI RLI GRANr.u................................
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THE NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
w6WIU amms OF tisa

TAM MS L106 34WSf

DAR ES SALAAm

At your requw we have Issue the
above-(Snaioed DEMAD DRAFT for Rmoe sh,358.75

Comnsion____ _-0_

PoatagesSh. 14_5)

We tisv debite yawm ao~unt

Wo cmivW Cdq'"h

TME NATIONAL BANK OF
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*DEBIT ADVICE

DAR~ SS SALAAM.
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above-mentforod DEMAND DRAFT for Rat. Re_ 129A40
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qW' NATIONAL BANK
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-THE NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
U"I'o IamC OF T" AP

AR ,":d.....M; . .,
A ...l

28::. J',I , .19,±_.4

tl x. T3~ Jle J.A.A~

AMfVIFJT -, I- i~r (**

.P

IROEEM WILLIAM(* P.0.BOX '84,
* DAR ES SAThAM

At your request we have Issued the.

above-mentioned DEMAND DRAFT for Rate -Shi. 179A0

commission-Sh. 3.00

Postes _ _Sh. 1.5-0

Stamp Si. .3

We have debfted your account'-

We have received Cash/Cheque .1

THE NATIONAL BANK OF
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,,--" 

DAR 
F S 

SALAAM.
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IjTo )OFGAI UARAITY TRWS Of oY Fi~5f~ ,
S23, WLL STREET N.Y. Y4JK5 .st.4,
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4

ITiONAL 0'ANK COMMERCE
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THE NATIONAL -BANK. OF COMMERCE
WI1W ~ ~ ~ ~ m WU- SF.I4M&
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AMUNT J) I :1i)

it:.
DEBIT

FA

C;/PDELM( I=~.

_M*WXILIAS
BDA SSAM.
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above-mewntioned DEMAND DRAFT for

Commission- - -- hs ____-0-

staga __ _ __ _ Shs. .-30

have debited yow account
have received Cah/Cheque

THE NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
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DEBIT ADVICE"
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Postage, .... 1.50
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THE NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
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APPENDIX VIII

MONTHLU NEJVSLETTER

ROBERT F. WILLIAMS, Publisher -IN EXILE-
ViL 5 - No. 2 FEBRUARY 1964

REVOLUTION WITHOUT VIOLENCE?
WE ARE an oppressed and dehumanized people, who
have been long suffering and much too patient and tolerant
of our status in America. We have begged and prayed for
justice to no avail. Are we to forever remain aloof to the

logic of history? History is a mirror of the human facts of
life. History bears out the fact that oppressors never volun.
tary relinquish their tyrannical grip on the oppressed. The
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oppressed, themselves, must break the strangle hold of their
oppressors.

There are no "give away programs" and "get free quick tricks" for true freedom.
Brutal oppression and race hatred are forms of social maladies. These syndrones are
reflections of a sick society. The co;!ective personality of a society, riddled with
ingrained and perennial prejudices and hatreds, signifies psychiatric ills as well as
economic ones. A malignant cancerous sore on a society, like the cronic race hat.
red that Infects the United States of America, cannot be cured by mild medications.
For psychiatric ills, in cases where the patient has completely divorced himself
fromd the logic of reality, when he Is beyond the realm of response to normal
stimuli, the shock treatment is the best treatment. In most cases it is considered
a highly successful remedy.

A cancerous sore requires a serious physical operation. In the U.S. race
problem, anything loss is simply to play the element of time, and lime alone is
tantamount to a sort of spiritual faith healing that presages a rendezvous with
disaster.

The present hooe of Afroamericans to cure the malignantz ills of savage racial
oppression, by so-called peaceful methods, approximates mild medication where
surgery is needed. Turn-the-other-cheekism is tantamount to treating psychotics
with homicidal tendencies by playing a childish game of "tag" or touch foot ball
when a dose of electrical shock is needed.

I do not mean to convey the impression that I am against non-violent tactics
when feasable. I advocate "peaceful demonstrations" when conditions permit. The
possibility of this type of struggle succeeding diminishes daily. What Negro
leaders call "peaceful" is more realistically being viewed as a guarantee of
immunity from just retribution for sadistical brutes. "Nonviolence" is fast becoming
a sophisticated term for self-imposed paralysis of the natural human nerve system
and its automatic reflexes of self preservation.

Many "nonviolent" proponents are advancing the theory that violence is
"immoral." They speak of all forms of violence in the same terms. They fail to
distinguish between the righteous violence of the noble patriots of Concord,
Lexington, Valley Forge, Gettysburgh, Harper's Ferry, Richmond and the great
revolutionaries throughout the history of the world, and that of the savages who
murdered William Moore, Medgar Evers, and the innocent children of Birmingham.
The word "nonviolence" is being used too loosely and mechanically in a decep-
tive way.

Negro leaders are too prone to commit the masses of our people to battle in
untenable positions by swearing to forego self preservation, simply for the sake
of praise and donations from white liberals. In many of thf ie situations it is more
than obvious that these liberals' humanitarianism extends to the white race only.
These liberals can tolerate the heads blown off little black girls. They can look
with impassion at the black being maimed and slaughtered. They are willing to
hold a rally of protest and hypocritically denounce heinous crimes against our
people, but this is the limit to which they are prepared to go. The more they
protest the more vicious the violence seems to become. Is it not strange that they
become more emotional about the possibility of black Americans defending
themselves than when savage whites practice maybe against them? These so-
called liberals are quick to exclaim that they are equally opposed to violence, no
matter what side or reason it may stem from. Let us be more concerned with their
action thsn words. Many of these so-called liberals either own or hold stock in
sweatshops. Some hold supervisory or positions of influence in their communities.
Some carry insurance with racist companies. Many rate high in the field of
education, medicine and commerce. The list of their exploits is endless. In short,
many ore in position to take punitive action or cause punitive action to be brought
against brutal racists. These so-called liberals can find a thousand excuses to
justify their not taking action against barbaric racists. But oh let a poor down.
trodden, brutalized black speak of self-defenseI They speak of punitive action.
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They are more than willing ot withdraw their support. They are more than willing
to make a public statement denouncing so-called "violent Negroes," Oh, their
conscience and principle- will just not allow them to coopera:. with anything
so immoral as a black, bringing into play the natural reflex action of self defense.

These charlatans, who claim to be friends and counselors In our struggle for
liberation, are in actuality the fifth column allies of the most bru:al and savage
advocates of whites supremacy. Their real loyalty, either consciously or subcons-
ciouuly, is to the racist' premise that no black man should ever be able to find
justification for defending himself against the violence of the white man. These
self-righteuos moralists deceive obsequious Negroes Into believing that they have
been divinely commissioned to Introduce the' superior conduct of ltent masochism
to a violently wicked Jongle. While the whites, in their homes, schools and
churches, teach their children to honor violent warriors and uncompromising
rebels, they brainwash the black to accept the tenets of pacifism. All life is
geared to the acceptance of white domination of all universally significant affairs.
The excruliating oppression of Afroamericans Is considered secondary and of
little consequence. What a dual standard.

Total Integration means assimilation. Is the American society based upon the
premise of nonviolence? Nol It is an insensate and violent society, It is a society
whose symbol' is the marauding eagle. There is no place in the eagle's nest for
a peace dove. The timid peace d6ve is the symbol that the liberals would have
us adopt. Pacifism is alien to the American mode of life. Pacifism, adopted by
a people already set aside from the mainstream of Amer.can life because of a
blood and color 'differential, adds another distinct feature to broaden the discrim-
inatory chisin. If not in color, at least in social conduct, we must reflect similarities
in order to become assimilated into North American society and its culture. The
cult Of nonviolence is a religion that brings glory and gratification to latent
machoohists..

Self-defense is not a love of violence. It is a love for justice. Oppressive
and malicious aggression show manifeslations of love for violence and sadism.
Are the so-called nonviolent forces so overwrought with the sensual pleasure
they derive from the violence of so-called nonviolence that their emotions obscure
the clear cut difference between self-defense (self preservation) and oppressive
aggression? Their actions suggest they are. When an Afroamerican proclaims the
right of self-defense, nonviolent elements, without qualification, uncategorivally
squeal like probed pigs that the "self-defense" advocate is a "violent black
racist." He is publicly denounced and dishonorably drummed out of the while
folk's dominated "good nigra society." No amount of polemics can prevail upon
them that the self-defense advocate means anything other than a declaration of
his love for violenCe and that all "white folks" Indiscriminately should be
murdered in cold blood.

This is not a normal reaction to a logical reflex action. This is an emotional
reaction governed by vested interest in a policy of meek submission of the
oppressed and brutally exploited masses. The liberal white architects of black
nonviolence cannot possibly be so asinine as to believe all of this propaganda
and tripe about the power of nonviolence and love. Surely they must know that
nonviolence and love can only bring about fringe benefits thal the oppressors do
not consider worth fighting for, or that they consider to be expendable items,
designed to allay the angry emotions engendered in the hearts of the suffer-
ing masses.

Present engagements on the civil rights battle front show stUfening resistance
on the part of the oppressor. This is because the demands of our people are now
shifting to essential things like the right to be equally employed, educated and
legally protected. These are the benefits that will raise the level of our people.

These things are basic to our right to enjoy desgregated restaurants, hotels
and places of amusement. These are the things that will give our people an
equal chance to overcome an Inferior status and Inferiority complexes developed
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under centuries of slavery, brutal exploitation and dehumanization. We are entering
a stage of real crisis - a stage of flight or fight.

Yes, we should all advocate peaceful end nonviolent demonstrations in order
to mobilize the masses of our people and to expose the true nature of U.S.
racism to the world, but let us not be so naive as to believe that we can
conduct at revolution without violence. Let us not be so asinine as to believe
that' we can appeal to the conscience of a brutal oppressor to the extent 'that
he will voluntarily release our people from almost 400 years of shackles and the
dark dungeon of -slavery and misery.

Let us not develop a hatred of whites, simply because they are while, but
with all the passion of our hearts halo oppression and the savage conduct of
those racist savages who dehumanize us. Let us hate oppression to such an
extent that we become fanatical in our determination to live In human dignity
end freedom. Does not history prove that so.called fanatics constitute the greatest
force in shaping world society It is better for oppressed people to be fanatics
for freedom and justice rather' then tO cow timidly and submit to the evils of
dehumanization fnd slavery.

, We must defend ourselves. We must fight back. We must reject the unwritten
commilttment that so.called Negro leaders have made guaranteeing our brutal
oppressors immunity fros retribution for their henlous acts of violence against our
defenseless people. Not only must we defend ourselves violently, but we must
do it collectively. We must condition ourselves for defense, both physically and
psychologically +l. We must become adept In the methods of massive defense.

There arq those mercenary Uncle Toms and masochists among us, whose
missions are to demoralize our people and encourage them to reject the first law
ofhature. They are quick to inform us that we cannot win any conflict that may
degenerate into a state ol massive violence. Why do they not tell the racist
oppressors that they cannot win? Why do they not tell them that they constitute
a minority in the world The fact is that the' racists are the ones who will lose
such a conflict. America is too sensitive to withstand such a shook. The oppressors
have more to lose than the dehumanized and oppressed in such a conflict. Our
people have nothing to lose but their chains.

We prefer peaceful negotiations, but our oppressors have proved to us that
they are not susceptibl,) to such mild pressures for reform and that. they will
utilise massive violence to attempt to contain our struggle. When massive violence
comes, the USA will become a bedlam of confusion and chaos. The factory
workers will be afraid to venture out on the streets to report to their jobs. The
telephone workers and radio workers will be afraid to report. All transportation
will grind to a complete standstill. Stores will be destroyed and looted. Property
will be damaged and expensive buildings will be reduced to ashes. Essential
pipe lines will be severed and blown up and all manner of sabotage will occur.
Violence and terror will spread like a firestorm. A clash will occur Inside the
armed forces. At U.S. military bases around the world local revolutionaries will
side with Afro 0. I.'s. Because of the vast area covered by the holocaust, U.S.
forces will be spread too thin for effective action. U.S. workers, who are caught
on their jobs, will try to return home to protect their families. Trucks and trains
will nol move the necessary supplies to the big urban centers. The economy will
fall Into a state of chaos.

This racist imperialist oppressor will not be brought to his knees, simply
because of the fighting ability and military power of Black Freedom Fighters and
their allies inside the U.S., but because of the creation of economic, chaotic
conditions, total disorganization, frustration of his essential and ultra vital organs
of production, and adverse conditions created by the world wide liberation
struggle. Such a formidable enemy will fall prey to the no" concept of revolution
because o! his ultra modern and automated society and .to lack of psychological
conditioning of his forces. Our people have already been conditioned by almost
400 years of violence, terror and hunger.

The new concept of revolution defies military science and tactics. The new
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concept is lightning campaigns conducted in highly sensitive urban communities
with the paralysis reaching the small communities and spreading to the farm areas.
The old method of guerrilla warfare, as carried out from the hills and countryside,
would be'ineffective In a powerful country like the USA. Any such force would
be wiped out In an hour. The new concept Is to huddle as close to the enemy
as possible i as to neutralize his modern and fierce weapons. Thi new concept
creates conditions that involve -the total community, whether they want to be
involved or not. It sustains a state of confusion and destruction of property. It
dislocates the organs of harmony and order and reduces central power to the
level of a helpless, sprawling, octopis. During the hours of day sporadic rioting
takes place and massive sniping. Night brings all out warfare, organized fighting
and unlimited terror against the oppressor and his forces. Such a campaign will
bring about art end to oppression and social injustice in the USA in less than 90
days and create the basis for the implementation of the U.S. Constitution with
justice and equality for all people. - "

Of course, there would be great losses on the part of our people. How can
we expeof liberation without losses? Our people are already being admonished
by the nonviolent forces to die for Freedom: We are being told to sacrifice our
lives in. situations of diminishing returns. If we must die, let us die in the only
way that the oppressor will feel the weight of our death. Let us die in the tried
and* proven way of liberation. If we are going to talk about revolution, let us
know whas 'revolutln means.

'The dilemma facing our oppressed people in the USA today is the fact that
the forces of white supremacy are already preparing a campaign of massive
extermination against us.' The cold fact of the matter is that we are going to
experience violence whether we defend ourselves or not. The greatest security
of defense is to be able to annihilate and demoralize the aggressive and oppres-
sive forces of the racist enemy. All over the USA, the John Birchers, the Minutemen,
the States Righters, the Nazis and Ku Klux Klanners are arming and training for
total warfare against our people. There is no doubt as to what side the racist
police, F.B.I., National Guard and the Federal Government will be on. The U.S.
Justice bepattment has already shown its true colors by tracking down law abiding
Freedom Fighters and indicting them for seeking the enforcement of the U.S.
Constitution. The Afroamerican hasn't got a chance in the USA unless he organizes
to defend himself.

It is no longer a truism that our people cannot win such a struggle. The
world has changed and the favor of the situation has shifted to the side of the
Afroamerican. Those who cry that we cannot win are either agents of the oppressor,
latent masochists or ignorant of the new facts of life. We do not need paternal
white "bi daddies" for our friends now. What we need are some fighting
John Browns.

Our friends are growing throughout the world, while those of our oppressors
are diminishing. It Is important that we immediately create stronger ties with our
brothers of Latin America, Asia and Africa. It is important that our people stop
cooperating with our oppressor and exert more effort to expose his beastly ways
to the peoples of the world. Yes, we can win because our struggle is just and
our friends are many. The hand writing is already on the wall. Victory is now
within our reach. LET US PREPARE TO SEIZE ITI

JUSTICE FOR MAE MALLORY

Mrs. Willie Mae Mallory has lost a 2 year fight against extradition back Io
racist Monroe, N.C. Mrs. Mallory was indic:ed along with local Afroamerican
Freedom Fighters, Richard Crowder and Harold Reape, a white New York student
Freedom Rider, John Lowery, and Robert F. Williams, who is now exiled in Cuba.
The case grew out of a race riot that flared during a nonviolent demonstration for
human rights. The frame.up Indictment was engineered by the Ku Klux Klan,
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Minutemen and racist police in a concerted effort to rush an integration and
freedom movement.

The case is scheduled to be tried in the February term of the Union County
(N.C.) Superior Court at Monroe. The Monroe Defendants have less chance for a
fair trial in Monroe then has a snowball in a blest furnace.. If a Negro should be
accused of murdering Christ by Union County whites the verdict would be "guilty."
The racist savages of Monroe are devoid of any human capacity that allows them
to conduct an impartial trial where Afroamericans and civil rights fighters are
concerned. These victims of rabid white supremacy need your moral and financial
support. Every Just.minded person who possibly can is urged to attend the Monroe
Kangaroo sessions to witness U.S. racist democracy in action. Seeing is believing.
I can assure that you will be astounded to see what racist maniacs and great
exponents of "the American Way of Life" call democratic justice for people who
advocate the implementation of the U.S. Constitution.

SEND A FREEDOM CONTRIBUTiON TODAY 'TO:
MONROE DEFENSE COMMITTEE C.A.M.D.
416 BOYTE STREET 168 W -23rd Street
MONROE, N. C. New York, N.Y.

GUILT BY VIRTUE OF BEING BORN BLACK

Court frame-up Is a method of legal lynching, We who know the mentality
of U.S. racists, from experience, are not surprised to see this system utilized by
white racist savages in disposing of Afroamericans who refuse to conform to
traditional patterns of segregation. We are not in the least bit fared to see the
racist U.S. Justice Department and F.B.I. laboring in the camp of their fellow.
travelers and condemning black Americans on trumped-up evidence that wouldn't
even ra:e a hearing against whites. The crowning experience of my long battle
for racial equality and social justice is the cohesiveness of white nationalism even
over and above distinct political differences. It is sobering to learn that racist
reactionary degenerates, who ostentatiously claim membership in the U.S.C.P., have
joined the F.B.I. and Ku Klux Klan chorus of "guilt by race" in songs of hate,
steeped In a reckless disregard for facts and evidence. These racist pseudo Marxists
are so far in the vanguard of white supremacy that they have beaten the racist
courts in handing down a "guilty" verdict against the Monroe Defendants.

CHINA: NEW HOPE OF OPPRESSED HUMANITY
Those white supremacist reactionaries who sit in their crumbling castles and

dream their drunken dreams of world domination, while plotting and waiting for
the fall and decline of THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, are likened unto the
aging maiden who vainly sits before a mirror hoping for some magic phenomenon
of rejuvenation. China is surging ahead. Contrary to what reactionaries would
like us to believe, China is far from being isolated and It is now playing a major
role in the international liberation struggle. During our two months stay in China,
we witnessed with our own eyes the accomplishment of what the cynics and
detractors of China once called the impossible.

The great drought caused serious problems in China. However, this condition
has been overcome. The Chinese people are reaping a bumper harvest this year
and the market places are flooded with food. The Department stores are loaded
with well constructed and beautiful consumer goods. Not only in urban com.
munities, but throughout the land, even in the rural areas the stores are as well
stocked as in many capitalist American communities. The stores are bustling with
shoppers freely purchasing beautiful products that only the rich could afford to
own in the old days.

Businessmen from 101 countries of the world are trading with China. Friends
of China from all over the world can be seen freely touring the country. Chinese
heavy industry Is developing beyond description. In order for one to truly ascertain
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the magnitude of progress betting made In Chinese industry, it is necessary for one
to see for himself.

Only the fools of the world are so stupid as to believe that they can isolate
and ignore a quarter of the population of the entire earth. China Is fast becoming
a greet world power. It is a power for good. A power to aid in the liberation of
all of the oppressed peoples of the world. The Chinese people are not vain and
boastful. They Insist that though they have made gains, they still have a long
way to go, A visit to China will convince any rational person that the great
Chinese people have the determination and talent to accomplish any objective
they set for themselves In the shortest possible time.

The Chinese people support all peoples who struggle for justice and liberation.
They whole-heartedly support Afroamericans who struggle against Jim Crow and
racial oppression In the so-called free world of the racist USA. In the factories,
in the store windows, on billboards, in recreation centers and conspicuous places
throughout the land, huge posters proclaim the Chinese people's support for
oppressed Afroamericans. Even the small children of China express great admir-
alon And' sympathy for their oppressed black brothers of the barbaric and racist
USA. They are very saddened when they hear of the terrifying plight of our
people in America. We are extremely fortunate to have such honest, sincere,
and militant people as our allies. We must do more to create a greater bond
between our peoples. More of our 'Freedom Fighters should visit our Chinese
brothers and sisters. To see China is to see the hope of all of the oppressed and
dehumanized peoples of the world. To see China is to see a great giant fast
growing into maturity end leadership. China is one of the most dynamic countries
in the world today and Ina short time Is destined to become leader of the truly
free world. (MORE ABOUT CHINA NEXT ISSUE)

THE' R9AT DECEPTION
Carl"Rowan has been appointed as chief of U.S. Information Services. This is

good for Carl Rowan. It is a step forward for him, but we must ask the political
hypocrites when will 20 million black Americans be granted equal protection under
law, the right to obtain and hold decent jobs, the right to live in other than
black ghettoes, the right to be equally educated and the right to use public toilets?
The appointment of Carl Rowan, a Negro, to such a position is symbolic of the
difficulty racist America is having explaining the Afroamerican's status in the
so.called defender country of Christian democracy. Carl Rowan Is going to look
mighty foolish frying to explain the Birminghams that are yet to come to a
horrified world. It is the most inhumane joke of the century to have a member
of the victimized race trying to whitewash the brutal dehumanization of his people.
The civilized peoples of the world are not so asinine as to be impressed by the
virtues of a democracy that even denies its mouthpiece the use of a public toilet
in his native state of Tennessee.

NOTICEs Any portion of THE CRUSADER may be reproduced and used by any
individual or group so desiring without specific permission.

ROBERT F. WILLIAMS, P. O. Box 618S, Havana, Cuba.

LISTEN each week tos RADIO FREE DIXIE, the voice of the American Revolution,
broadcasting from HAVANA, CUBA, free territory of the Americas. 690 on the
dial (Long Wave) FRIDAYS 11.12 midnight, SUNDAYS and TUESDAYS 12-1 A.M.
1E.S.T.) FOR BEST RECEPTIONs Transistor radios, Automobile radios and regular
home radios with outside aerials.

EXCERPTS FROM THE STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN MAO TSE-
TUNG IN SUPPORT OF THE AFROAMERICANS IN THEIR
STRUGGLE AGAINST RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

".... I call upon the workers, peasants, revolutionary intellectuals, enlightened
elements of the bourgeosie and other enlightened personages of all colours in the
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world, white, black, yellow, brown, etc.. to unitek'Y6 ppose the racial discrimination
practised by U.S. imperialism and to support the American Negroes in their struggle
against racial discrimination. In the final analysis, a national srtuggle is a question
of class struggle. In the United States, it is only the reactionary ruling circles
among the whites who arc oppressing the Negro people. They can in no way
represent the workers, farmers, revolutionary intellectuals and other enlightened
persons who comprise the overwhelming majorityof the white people. At present,
it is the handful of imperialists, headed by the United States, and their supporters,
the reactionaries In different countries, who are carrying out oppression, aggression
and intimidation against the overwhelming majority of the nations and peoples of
the world. We are in the majority and they are In the minority. At most, they
make up less than 10 per cent of the 3,000 million population of the world. I am
firmly convinced that, with the support of more than 90 per cent of the people of
the world, the American Negroes will be victorious in their just struggle. The evil
system of colonialism and imperialism grew up along with the enslavement of
Negroes and the trade in Negroes, it will surely come to its end with the thorough
emancipation o( the black people."

-Chairman Mao Tse.tung.

CUBA ADVANCES

Yankee aint what he used to be. -Xinety miles from Cuban socialism, he has
failed to bring about its downfall even though the whole world knows that he is
trying with all his might bi hook and crook to do just that. His would-be boycott
hai backfired. It is readily conceded that hi has caused Cuba some unnecesery
difficulties, but when an enemy is aware of the fact that his terrorist tactics can
only bring about undue hardships on innocent populations, without any possibility
of success or victory, then the enemy can be classified as nothing more than an
evil and demented sadist. Things have vastly Improved in Cuba. The stores were
well stocked with highquality toys and Christmas goods. The kids are riding
so many shiny new bikes around Havana now it is becoming difficult to walk or
drive. Despite the damage of the hurricane, roasted pork (the traditional Christmas
dish of Cuba) was more than plentiful. It is a more than obvious fact that the
Cuban revolution is advancing. Only old senile Uncle Sam, who wears his white
Panama hat to the North Pole, his Alaska furs to Africa and his B.V.D.S. skivvyy
drawners) to South Vietnam, is stupid enough to ignore the progress of the Cuban
Revolution. The best proof of the stability of the Cuban Revolution is the fact
that astute British capitalists and other wise Europeans can see the wisdom in
making long form monetary agreements. One thing to be said about clever
capitalists is that they know a good thing when they see one. Yes, in threatt'of
anguish, old Sam squalls and dance while socialist Cuba advances.

HAVANA, CUBA - Friends of Cuba from many parts of the world participated
in the 5th Anniversary of the triumph of the Cuban Revolution. Among the many
distinguished guests where, Hewlett Johnson, retired ex-dean of Can!eburyj a
Buddhist Monk from Southeast Asia# Oualson-Sackey, ambassador to the UN from
Ghana$ Madeira Keita, Minister of Justice of Mail and Mr. & Mrs. Vernal Olson
of Toronto, Canada. Mr. Olson is 'the National Chairman of the Fair Play for Cuba
Committee of Canada. The Olsons are also distributors of THE CRUSADER.
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'USA: THE POTENTUL OF A MIcOmTY RzvoLuT.toN

PAUT III

In 1964 when I first advanced the Idea of the potential of a minority revolution
In the USA, among other things, I was called a "species of maniac out of touch
with reality". Again in 1965 when I extended my discourse on the potential of
a minority revolution there was very little change in attitude and response from
certain "sane" quarters. Now in 1987 again I endeavor to provoke serious con-
sideration of this highly emotional and controversial question. This time I write
with certain knowledge and facts derived from Watts, Chicago, Newark, Detroit,
Milwaukee and more than a hundred other places. In this brief treatise it is not
my objective to teach and advocate the violent overthrow of the U.S. Govern.
meut. This is not meant to be a blueprint for revolution, but Is meant to inject
sobering thought into the minds of those jingoists who so arrogantly extol the
myth of American invincibility. I want to explore America's weakness and to
advance the study of the potential of a minority revolution.

Once again, I raise the question could a minority revolution succeed In racist
America? It most certainly could ! Theoretically, how could a minority segment
win if It collectively decided to embark on such a serious course? Total revolu-
tionary unity would be required among the youth and a strong revolutionary
nationalist spirit would have to prevail throughout the land. The spirit of self-
sacrifice, selfless dedication to the triumph of a cause greater than any single
Individual, a feeling of confidence in ultimate victory, unshakable courage, and
i4entification with the struggling oppressed peoples of the world would be some
of the salient attributes for the success of a minority revolution. In keeping with
the principles of people's war, wherein the great masses of exploited peoples of
the world represent the rural masses surrounding the cities (the exploiting
Industrial countries) the Afro-American revolutionaries represent a mighty
urban underground within the city. Our people must further develop and master
people's warfare,

A high quality leadership would have to be developed. It must be wholly com-
mitted and devoted, selfless, devoid of ego, mentally alert, Imaginative, fearless
servants of the people acting as an instrument responding to the desires, neces-
sities and aspirations of the revolutionary masses. All positions of leadership
should be provisional on the basis of tried and proven performance in action.
Selection on 'the basis of prestige Is a form of accommodation that Is inimical
to effective struggle.

In racist, tyrannical and Imperialist America the question of violence vs. pas-
sive resistance no longer confronts brutally oppressed black people. Savage and
sadistical cops, racist terrorists and active bigots have already resolved the
question of choices before us. They have decided for us in favor of violence.
Now that violence is the only road left to brutally oppressed blacks, we have only
to ponder the question of to what extent and methods we could respond in order
to survive, In order to win. When one is forced to fight, he should fight desperate-
ly to win. If one is forced to resort to revolutionary violence to counteract
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tyranny, lie should spare no effort to overturn the system and destroy the struc-
ture that serves as a medium for oppression and tyranny. Such an effort requires
political theory, political guidance, and a dynamic nationalist spirit, fired and
sustained by an endless torrent of propaganda. It is essential that armed resist-
ance to tyranny be vigorously supported by that indispensable weapon common
called psychological warfare.

We must analyze and probe in depth the situations and conditions underlying
the plight of our oppressed people in racist America today. Kidnapped Africans
were introduced into America's slave society as implements of agriculture and
production. Captive black people, in the minds of the molders of American socie-
ty, were never meant to enjoy the benefits of American society but were to be
utilized as machines to produce for its enrichment and glory. Capitalist Amer-
ica's transition from a primitive to an Industrial state was greatly aided by its
brutal exploitation and enslavement of savagely victimized black people. Socio-
logically speaking, the black man has never been respected as anything more
than a machine of production and a vast reservoir for exploitation. Herein lies
the great tragedy of our present miserable plight and the system's insoluble
dilemma.

The capitalist system was predicted on the abuse and dehumanization of black
people. It was partially designed and fashioned to glorify white supremacy and
to liberate the European from feudalism at the expense of colored people. The
pitiful cases of the American Indian and Mexico offer ample evidence that Ameri-
canism is an evilly constituted authority fashioned to generate brute power and
to institutionalize the white man's right to exploit, rape, rob and plunder in the
name of white civilization. Yes, poor whites are exploited too, but the supreme
white authority has been careful, even from the beginning, to afford them escape
hatches built into the system. Even their slavery, what little of It that existed,
was not of a permanent nature. They elected to call it indentured. Even today
a white skin still carries a certain significant premium. It is still a badge of
status in the system of racial caste.

American racism is inherent in its economic and social system. This inherent
social evil cannot be drastically rejected without completely altering the political,
economic and social structure of the nation. White supremacy cannot afford to
yield its master position without a complete transformation of its way of life.
This means that it must discardd its: psychic make-up. It must discard its white
supremacy arrogance and egotistical Americanism. The status quo is life to it.
Its survival means, in its warped concept, that the black imian must remain in
the caste ascribed to him. It is not the nature of the oppressor to voluntarily
relinquish his stranglehold on the oppressed. lie may resort to deceit. He may
feign, he may relax his pressure in order to gain a more firm control of the situa-
tion, but always his design is the same. Ile may shift his tactics. lie may engage
in a diversionary maneuver, but his objective is the same. It is always to per-
petuate and to consolidate his power and privilege to oppress.

Each year uprisings and rioting, as a result of police brutality and oppression,
become more and more extensive and ferocious. The gap between black and
white Is becoming ever more wide. Massive unemployment and hunger are sym-
bols of the American way of life for the great masses of our people. In relation
to justice for the black man, the U.S. legal system is a white supremacy instru-
ment of kangaroolsmn that santifies and dignifies the mayhem and cannibalism
of white savagery practiced against America's captive black humanity. No sober
thinking Black American can fail to see that fascist groups, with both overt and
covert support on the part of the U.S. Government are gearing for a vicious
campaign against our people. In the sense of the black man's original role as a
machine of production, because of automation, he is becoming obsolete and the
need for his labor and production is diminishing as rapidly as that of the ole
mule in this modern age of mechanized farming.

It Is a great myth to believe that the surplus black man is needed by the big
boss to threaten the Jobs of the poor whites. There is also developing a surplus of
white workers with which to threaten whites. As far as necessity is concerned.
blacks are not even considered in the picture any more. The power structure is
moving might and main to develop a black bourgeoisie Uncle Toni buffer group
to inhabit the schizoid no man's land between America's black and white worlds.
This new class of nigra zombies Is supposed to represent America's show case of
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democracy and maulti-raclal atlituence. The power structure is stupid enough to
believe that a crash program, aimed at integrating and elevating a small clique
of good responsible nigras, will serve as a pacifier and sedative that will lull the
ghetto masses to sleep until the program Is over and the race problem Is solved
through intimidation, token integration and extermination. The white power
forces in racist America are asinine enough to think that the black masses are
so fantastically chbildish that they will be content to enjoy food, shelter, dignity
and security vicariously; and that as long as they have examples of vulgarian
Toms, who have made the suburban set, that tills phenomenon within itself will
allay tile restive black masses' feeling of frustration, neglect and denial. White
America feels no urgent need to relieve the oppressive and stifling colonial con-
ditions of the black masses. The white man's relations with the black man in
America are governed by an imperialist mentality. ie sees no iteed to respond
humanely to the black man's cry of anguish. IIs response is tile club and lile
bullet. The masses are brutally subjected to the clu while a3 niicroscopie, obedient
and dog-loyal elite is transformed from peons to compra'lors. This old Imperialist
line of building a buffer class of petty bourgeoisie ammiong the natives of the
colony is a bankrupt policy. It is already obsolete and represents that stupid
kind of folly hatched In reactionary minds haunted by the exigency of social
change.

Dire poverty, dehumanization, brutal oppression, ruthless exploitation, ter-
tor and tyranny constitute the motive force that drives the victimized masses to a
state of last resort. Man's final ultimate response to the tyrannical intran-
sigence of an insensate power structure is revolution. Revolution is a final spark
of hope that flares in the ashes of despair and the devastated faith In the institi-
tion of parliamentary buffoonery and demagoguery. Revolt is a natural human
response to brutality sustained tyranny. The adamant colonial attitude of the
racist, Imperialist American power structure leaves the Afro-American but one
of two choices; he must either meekly submit to tyranny and risk ultimate ex-
termination or invoke the natural law of survival and resort to revolutionary
resistance. It is not beyond the realm of possibility that he will turn to revolu-
tion and be determined to obtain victory at any price.

Theoretically, if the black man in America should elect to pursue the final
course, what would he have to do In order to overturn tyranny? America's
strength and weakness should be carefully analyzed. Strategically speaking
America is a mightly giant with an exposed Achilles heel. The key to America's
strength is its almost unlimited industrial capacity. Its staggering production
is Its life blood. From a military point of view it is also its greatest weakness.
The American society is the most automated society in the world. It has become
addicted to machinery. It has become enslaved by It. Without it it would soon
wither and die like a green melon whose vine Is severed from its roots.

Without consideration of the social and political ramifications of the evil
systems of Hitler's Germany and Tojo's Japan, and strictly from a military point
of view, we should study the causes of racist America's advailtage during the
Second World War. Aside from the effectiveness of dauntless allies, one very
salient ioint is that fact the U.S. and allied air power was able to pulverize enemy
production, communications and to greatly disrupt the normal scheme of life.
While the enemy was made to suffer this disadvantage, .'imerican industrial
power was allowed to intensely mobilize its abundant human and natural re-
sources; rapidly. expand and to fiercely feed the War effort unhampered. The
American scheme of life was never violently disrupted and, relatively speaking,
the civilian population was merely inconvenienced as a result of the war. In
the past American production has been fortunate enough, because of technical
limiltations and geography, to escape the devastation of war. The fear of such dev-

.astation is the very reason the power structure is so hysterical about the pro-
liferation of H-bombs and intercontinental rockets. Massive devastation of
America's industrial centers would reduce it to a primitive nation.

The Afro-American is in range of the American giant's Achilles heel. Ameri-
can production, communications and the normal function of the affluent society
are exposed to the Afro-American's natural revolutionary reaction to tyranny
and oppression. A united, well organized, armed and trained Black America
is a potential forceto be reckoned with in its own right. The American case is a
unique case. Any Afro-American revolt would consequently constitute a unique
form of urban guerrilla warfare. The match and gasoline would be his most



effective weapon. Four hundred years of violent deprivation call be I ransformed
into an indomitable fighting spirit that may burst forth on the American scene
with an intensity more fierce than a hundred hydrogen bombs. The black
man will have nothing to lose but his chains, while America has its very exis-
tence at stake. For it is better to live Just 30 seconds in the glory of human
dignity and freedom than to live a thousand years crawling in terror beneath
tlie brutal foot that savagely maintains the tyrant's yoke of tyranny.

As the power structure applies ever more brutal repressive measures In re-
sponse to the black man's just petition for social Justice, a precision type urban
guerilla warfare is the prerequisite for the black man's survival and liberation in
racist America. Such a campaign must be well organized and coordinated. There
must be a -vast network of communications and central planning. No matter how
primitive, black freedom fighters must establish their own coded and clandestined
communications system. There must be central planning and a national supreme
comnanld. Afro-American revolutionary forces must create a top-notch security
agency. This agency must be responsible for the establishment of an efficient and
extensive intelligence network. It must infiltrate the armed forces, the National
Guard, the police, the F11. the CIA, public utility services and all political groups,
xiglit, -Venter and left. The power structure's facilities must be utilized to ad-
vance the cause of Afro-American liberation.

Such a revolutionary organization would require many facets. Armed de-
fense, guards would fimve to be formed throughout the land. These groups would
be organized within the confines of the law. They would function only as de-
fense units to safeguard life, limb and property in the ghetto communities. A
tightly organized and highly mobile underground guerilla force would have to le
clandestinely organized. This well disciplined force would play a more aggressive
role. It would be well \'ersed in handling explosives and deadly accurate when
deployed as snipe-s. Its mission would be retaliation, to visit attrition upon the
eneiny and to pin down and bring about a dispersal of his concentrated forces.
T.tis guerilla force must operate in small bands and know every Inch of that part
of the city where it is to operate. It must control its fire and use its ammunition
sparingly. It 11tust be highly mobile and constantly shift its position when sui)-
Ing to avold detection, death or capture. It must have it perfect understanding of
its missionn at all times. When operating in full view of great throngs of people, irs
members should cover or mask their faces to prevent revealing identity. It should
handle its weapouis with gloves. especially the captured ones, so as not to leave
incriminating linger-prints oin weapons that miay later ftill into the hands of re-
pressive authority. These groups, while snmiping and performing other missions
of sabotage, should be extremely careful in avoiding death and injury to the
friendly.black polmlation. Friendly property sbouhl be diligently protected and
saftguarded. The guerilla forces must be so organized. coordinated and equipped
is to prevent the power struciare from rushing reiforeciuemnts to encircle and
crush olher defense groups engaged in battle with repressive forces by ambush-
ing, sniping, bombing and sabotaging roads. These people's warfare tactics must
be executed in a fashion that will reek frustration and exhaustion ol the oppres-
sive enemy forces.

' welfare corps woull Iive to be formed. l'trsmis iWith medical knowledge
should be recruited aud mobilized to care for the wounded during uprisings when
l.ny white hospitals and medhval centers refuse or half-heartedly treat wounded

black caultles. It should distribute food, aid victims of fire and look after the
general welfare of the people. Sucha corps should serve to build morale, encour-
age. and educate tile people to sport the resistance fighters of the uprising and
to maintain tight security about what takes plice In the ghetto and is to what
roles tire played by certain Individuals. It should raise funds in preparation for
legal defense for those who fall into the vicious clutches of the kangaroo white
supremacy law in the early stages, before the legal system Is completely paralyzed.

The most aggreslve and Irrepressible arm of the overall organization would be
time tire teams. They would work In complete secrecy anti would be totally di-
vorced Ai the organizational sense fromi the mati bodies of defense and other
forces. They would enjoy complete autonomy. The group's only tangible loyalty to
their would lie in times of distress. The five t-ains mission would Ie sahiotage.
Thoulnds of these groups woulh be orgaki zed throughout racist Americta. These
teams. would consist of from three to four persons. T1'hey would only know the
members of their immediate a. They would mol idenitify witim e civil rights
inovetnent amid would appear to ibe apathetic' and even uncle ronjis. They would
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often tines masquerade as super patriots and be more than willing, in a deceptive
way, to cooperate with the police. There would be no official meetings and dis-
cussions, only emergency calls and sudden mission,.

The mission of these thousands of active fire teams would be setting strategic
fires. They could render America's cities and countryside impotent. They could
travel from city to city placing lighted candles covered by large paper bags,
allowing enough air at the bottom to allow the flame to burn until it burned to
dry leaves and grass, thus devastating the forests. The length of the candle would
be determined by the amount of time needed to clear the scene. At night tile bag
would conceal the light of the flame. While unsparingly setting the torch to
everything that belongs to the enemy in the cities, and while concentrating on
urban guerilla warfare, the rural countryside would not be neglected. Aside from
the devasting damage that could be visited upon the countryside, such a mission
could serve a twofold purpose. It would also divert enemy forces from the urban
centers. State forces would be forced to spread their ranks and would not be
able to sustain massive troop concentrations in a single community. The heat
and smoke generated from the miles of fires would render some of the highways
impassable to repressive troop re-enforcements. The rural countryside covers
vast areas and would require exhaustive manpower, equipment and security
forces. America cannot afford to allow its rich timber resources and crops to
go up in smoke. The fire teams roving, in autonulbles would find unguarded
rural objectives even more accessible. A few teams could start miles and miles
of fires from one city to the other. The psychological impact would be tremendous.
By day the billowing smoke would be seen for miles. By night the entire sky
would reflect the holocaust and emit a feeling of impending doom.

What types of weapons should be in the arsenals of the Black Revolution?
Guerilla forces should rely heavily on simple and even homemade weapons. Much
stress should be placed on obtaining highly portable weapons that are easily
concealed. Soldiers on leave, AWOL or recently discharged should be induced to
ply a iery active part in the Black Revolution. Full use should be made of this
personnel's military training and experience. They can give invaluable instruc-
tions in the use of heavy machine-guns. hand-grenades, anti-tank guns, bazookas
find demolitions. Militant minded brothers in th service will be able to aid In se-
curing weapons of all descriptions. Revolutionaries inust keep a sharp look out
for hustling troops whose greatest preoccupation in life is to play the chicks and
the night life: for a few bucks they can become a great source for supplying much
needed military gear.

There is a great need for the black revolutionary to become proficient in am-
bushing and seizing arms and equipment from the enemy oppressor. This in-
eludes even the capture and use of tanks and armoured cars. Special effort
should be made to locate and seize Minutemen and rightist racist groups' arms
caches. When U.S. Government surplus military and sporting goods stores are
peoplized (looted), first aid packets, gas masks and helmets should not be over-
looked. When stocked, the heavier type of model airplane equipped for remote
control can play a big role in urban guerilla warfare. These model planes can be
used to deliver hand-grenades to targets. Firing pins or mechanisms can be so
constructed that the impact of a direct head-on collision will set off an explosion.
Dynamite and other explosives and deadly chemicals can be utilized from these
heavy model planes. These model aircraft can also be used to reach fenced In and
tnacce&ible targets like oil storage tanks, industrial chemical tanks, high ten-
sion power installation, armoured cars, and troop carriers. They can also be
used against inaccessible buildings and other targets that may require special
attention.

The black revolutionary must become creative, must use his imagination, tal-
ent and training In the sacred cause of liberation. He must become consciously
constructive in devising ways find means of harassing, bankrupting, exhausting.
demoralizing, Injuring, and destroying the enemy. fie must not expend himself.
his forces and supplies foolishly. While soberly respecting and analyzing the
strength of thE enemy, lie must never fear him. He must seek the advantage of
battle and be as certain as the reahmn of possibility will allow that skillfully
planned and executed actions will heap great injury upon the enemy. Revolu-
tionary forces must save themselves while de.troying the enemy. Revolutionaries
must make a strong bid for dramatic victories that will Inspire the people. en-
courage them to want to participate in a w-at of dignity, retIbution and lihera-
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tion. At the same time the urban guerilla must strike terror into the hearts of
the enemy forces. lie must be well disciplined, of high morale, devoid of ego and
be able to work and think collectively. Ile must at all times project a double
image. To the masses of the community he must project an image of a race con-
scious politically mature brother whose unshakable mission is to defend the
human dignity of our downtrodden masses. Ills image should be that of a libera-
tor rather than one of a thug rioter engaged in an orgy of pointless plunder. He
should be seen as a Black patriot and savior who is convinced that it is more
honorable to fight and die in battle against oppression and tyranny directed
against the black people of the ghettoes than to die in white men's wars of im-
perialism and the repression of freedom loving colored peoples abroad. Ile should
equate his revolutionary actions, not to "looting" and "rioting", but to the spirit
of the Boston Tea Party, the battles of Concord, Lexington and Valley Forge. Ile
must feel and understand the nobility of his historical role; a role that affords
hinix the opportunity of forging his own destiny and of bringing new direction
to the world.

The fact that the power structure has called for an integrated National Guard
that will be specially trained and equipped for counteracting urban guerilla war-
fare will provide black revolutionaries with a never-before-opportunity to In-
filtrate the first line of the power structure's repressive arm and acquire the
latest professional skills in military science and tactics and the handling of
weapons. This Is a golden opportunity that should be seized upon to the fullest
extent. When security is tight and every individual concerned has been checked
and double checked as a security risk, newly acquired tactical knowledge must
be discussed and disseminated among small secret groups. Marksmanship and the
handling and manipulation of weapons can be taught through the use of air rifles
and pellet guns. Dummy rifles can also be used to improve marksmanship, by
cutting slots in cardboard boxes that will hold a rifle snugly in position. The box
can be mounted on a chair or table facing a small target tacked to a wall. The

1 trainee sights the rifle in on the bullseye of the target and leaves it in the posi-
tion he thinks to be accurate. The experienced shooter or instructor looks down
the gfn sights of the weapon just as it was placed by the trainee and can ascer-
tain to a certain degree the marksmanship of the trainee. This exercise is repeated
until accurate sighting comes naturally to the pupil. This exercise must be
supplemented by a series of exercises in the practice of trigger squeezing. The
trainee can be taught the proper method of trigger control by slowly squeezing
triggers on empty rifles until he perfects a method of sniping that requires an
ability to squeeze the trigger with the minimum of jerk. The shooter should not
anticipate when the rifle is going to fire. The shot should come as a surprise to
him. A Jerk or impatient Imll of the trigger throws the rifle off target and makes
for poor marksmanship.

Molotov cocktails are very effective weapons in urban guerilla warfare, how-
ever, a jumbo size is even more effective. The jumbo size or the Black Power
Bomb can be most effectively used against tanks and armoured troop carriers
where streets are narrow and buildings are 3 or 4 stories high. The jumbo size of
the gasoline bomb can be made by using an empty syrup bottle of one gallon
capacity. These gallon sized glass jugs are usually available around confection-
aries, drug stores, restaurants and warehouses. Each is equipped with a screw-oi
cap and is fitted with a finger grip or a built-in ring by which to handle the bottle
or jug with a single finger. This type of jug can be filled with almost tbree-fourths
gasoline, about one-fourth extra heavy motor oil with lubrication grease added.
The screw-on cap should be tightened after which a tampax, well soaked in gaso-
line, should be securely taped or wired to the jug. The soaked tampax or well
soaked rag is lit when the individual is ready to heave the Black Power Bomb.

-Tihe glass jug or container breaks on impact thus igniting the gasoline, oil and
grease resulting in a napalm-like effect. This is highly effective when heaved from
a roof top into personnel (troop) carriers. It can also be thrown as a satchel
charge against tanks and other armoured vehicles. Satchel charges can deal
deadly blows to armoured vehicles. U.S. regulation type and instructions can be
obtained from U.S. service men.

During the time of all out conflict selective fires must be set over a wide area.
This spreads the enemy forces thin and makes the situation more difficult for
him to control. During the height of lhe fire offensive, car patrols should roam
widely separated sectors of the city with heavy duty adjustable wrenches. All
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fire hydrants in safe, isolated or deserted places should have their caps removed
add valves completely opened. This will hamper and sometimes completely negate
the power structure's fire fighting capacity. Fire is the black man in racist Amer-
ica's most effective weapon. It can be just as devastating as a hydrogen bomb.
America is the black man's battleground and he cannot afford to hesitate to use
whatever means necessary to remove the bitter and tragic consequences of almost
400 years of unmitigated white supremacy tyranny.

After initial incidents that trigger conflict with brutal police forces, Afro-
Americans must more and more avoid massive congregation for confrontation.
Fighters must quickly disperse and keep out of range of chemical sprays used to
immobilize and identify freedom fighters. Some sprays can render the Individual
unconscious. Some types may result in permanent injury and may be used by the
power structure unsparingly in a surreptitious campaign of genocide against the
restive black masses. Snipers must always be conscious of the fact that even
during night hours the sniper-scope, consisting of Infra-red telescopes, can be
used by enemy forces to zero in on their positions. The only defense against this
is to fire and shift positions and to keep shifting positions and firing only at
wrth-while targets. The urban guerilla fighter must rely on the elements of
mobility, speed, surprise, terror, a friendly environment, knowledge of the com-
munity, concealment and cover when possible. He must consciously concentrate
on the enemy's weakness, attack him at his weakest point and avoid becoming a
target of his massive power.

Possibly, if the brothers should want to devise an effective defense against
the thug cops' chemical w-arfare. club attacks and vicious close range shooting.
it buay be necessary to send special representatives to Africa for specialized
training in the manufacture and use of the poisonous dart. This simple, silent
but 'deadly technique was highly successful when used by the Congolese revolu-
tionaries against Tshombe's butchers. This could become a highly effective secret
weapon In the Arsenal of the Black Revolution in racist America. It could be
most potent tt night during confrontations with killer cops. These vicious mad
dog butchers would never realize what hit them. This type of warfare must be
waged under top secret conditions.

The "honky" cops and the racist power structure are deadly serious in their
war against black people. Afro-Americans can expect no humane consideration
froin such insensate savages. They are cold-blooded killers and they have no
qualms What-so-ever about massacring our helpless and defenseless people. We
must respond in kind. During all confrontations with racist thug cops and their
loyal black running dogs, black freedom fighters must realize that it is a do-or-
(ie situation and must fiercely act in the most violent and desperately daring
fashion as a matter of survival. The thug cops are devoid of all mercy. Wh'lien
they have the upper hand they will not hesitate to viciously butcher black
people. Revolutionaries must remember that there is no second chance or appeal
from death. In situations of such savage confrontations what is to be done must
lie carried out instantly before the beast squeezes the trigger. It is better to die
in action and te take at least one of the enemy along, than to die as butchered
swino0 by an unscathed sadistical beast who lives to kill again and again.INo method of terror or destruction against the oppressor should be overlooked
in urban guerilla warfare. Freedom fighters should always try to invent an'l
develop new methods of sabotage that can be carried out against targets of
opportunity in particular areas. Students of electronics, chemistry and science
should be organized and mobilized in a way that they can contribute greatly
to the arsenal of the urban guerilla fighter. Fighters should also be able to
obtain an almost unlimited supply of plastic bombs. When hardware stores and
tool centers in department stores are raided compact-sets of acetylene torches
should rate high on the list of most desired weapons of struggle. These small
portable sets can be ignited, set- for slow cutting with the intense flame fixed
to remain directed against-gas mains, oil pipe lines, gas and oil storage tanks
to effect explosions. If this is done at night the flame should be covered leaving
a small space at the bottom of the cover for air while the flame is concealed to
prevent detection. This set-up must be completed swiftly and the fighters must
get as far away from the scene as fast as possible In order to avoid being caught
in the explosion.

,Revolution Is not a festival and it must be approached with the utmost seri-
ousness. Freedom is not a welfare commodity to be doled out as charity. It must
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be seized and taken with the ferocity of a wounded tiger. Nobody is going to
give the black man freedom. Nobody is going to give him justice. lie must take
it. America's brutal oppression of the black man justifies any means that he may
find it necessary to resort to remove the consequences of the savage legacy
of slavery and dehumanization. Relentless oppression breeds hatred, violence
and war. America more than deserves all that is coining to her. Those who insist
on following an evil road of tyranny and Injustice must ultimately expect to
mneet a harsh Judgment of retribution.

Americanism or American capitalism is synonoymous with brutal exploitation
and is motivated by a ruthless drive for super profits, wealth and power. Amer-
can society is a caste in which the black man is psychologically molded as a sub-
human. He is expected to faithfully play the part of a sub-human and to show
gratitude to his white deformer and mental mutilator for even extending the
meager generosity of allowing him to breathe the oppressive air of the master's
slave kingdom. The black man is expected to passively submit to all debasing aind
aggressive liberties that the racist white man sees fit to take against his life, limb
and fortune. The black raan is not expected to entertain any principle or causeof
his own that is worth making war for, that is worth dying for. The long suffering
and brutally oppressed black man is expected to meekly and dutifully make war
and die in response to the white man's orders. This slave mentality must be cast
away forever., If he is to know justice and prosper, the black man must take up
the sword in his own hand and in his own cause. With the sword of war he must
hew liberty and justice out of the social mountain of oppression and tyranny. He
can wash away the evil filth of America and cleanse Its soul with the sacred
blood of martyrs whose highest calling is revolution.

More and more the most thinking element of white America is beginning to
concede the fact that the Afro-American is capable of a potential that could very
well lead to the destruction of racist, imperialist America. However, the question
is invariably asked: "How can such a small minority expect to control and recon-
qtruct a vast nation wherein the oppressors constitute such a great majority?"
The fact of the matter is that the tyrannical conspirator has already offered a
solution to this problem through negative example. The plundering white head-
hunter first appeared in the Indian's America as a very small minority. Once lie
broke the resistance of the courageous Indian, lie solved the imbalance in red-
white population by massive immigration. He encouraged everything with a
white face to settle on the land that he had just robbed from the Indian. This
same method of solving the racial imbalance was successful in Australia and
New Zealand, and Zionists conquerors appear to have the same thing in mind in
the Middle East today. For the first time in history, why can't America be opened
to unlimited colored Immigration? Why can it not logically pass from colored back
to colored? It is a foregone conclusion, that even if whites were welcomed with
open arms in smlch a just society, the overwhelming majority would resent living
in an environment justly guided by colored power.

A1 degrees, of white supremacists and their Uncle Tomboes and some honest,
but retarded'thinkers, are more than zealous in pointing out. that a Black Revolu-
tion in racist America can never succeed because of the numerical superiority of
white raclsts and the concentration of state power In the hands of the majority.
These dismal hawkers of defeatism unwittingly concede the fact, through this
argument, that America is a hopelessly racist country and that all whites can be
counted on to fight to the death for the evil cause of slavery and tyranny. What
scieptIfic laws reserve the victory of battle for the majority? If revolutions should
only be undertaken under conditions wherein the insurgents hold the advantage
of numbers and the edge of power, what is the need for revolution? Such condi-
tions would be conducive to parliamentary change. Revolution is the medium
through which the underdog can overturn the top dog villian.

Capitalism operates on the profit system. Profit is the motive force that nur-
tures its growth. Profit is the reason for Its existence. Without profit it would even-
tually wither and die. The life blood of U.S. Capitalism is its productive capacity
and its extensive commerce. If these two faictors were to become paralyzed and
rendered sterile the orderly function of the governmental establishment would
degenerate into a state of chaos, and the superstructure of the system would col-
lapse. The American economy and Its delicate and automated society cannot
withstand any sustained and violent dislocation. Massive, violent disruption wolild
set off a chaii reaction that would fragment the entire nation and usher in an all-
cosuining state of anarchy. Out of the ashes of anarchy and chaos a new order
could be reconstituted.
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The more automated a society is the more vulnerable it is to forces of calamity.
The American society's better half is the machine. The modern machine has
become a soulless extension of the American anatomy. It is the indispensable
crutch on which a lame American society limps toward human sterility. The
machine has transformed the American society to that of a collective semi-
invalid, greatly dependant on it for mobility. What would highly mechanized
America be without electrical power? What would it be without modern trans-
portation? What would it be without its industrial capacity? Yes, what would it
be without the modern and luxurious facilities that it has grown so accustomed
to?

The insensate power structure realizes its vulnerability. It realizes the po-
tential consequences of a Black Revolution. The very thought of such a possi-
bility throws it into panic and hysteria. No oppressive system wittingly and
willingly goes to its doom passively. It fights desperately and brutally for its
existence. It does not hesitate to unleash frantic pogroms and campaigns of
genocide. It has no compunction about resorting to extreme measures of fascist
repression. America is no exception. The alternatives ahead for Black America
are bloody and violent revolution or meek submission to tyranny and Nazi-like
extermination. Revolution is a serious and costly endeavor. In America it
would claim untold numbers of human lives. Property damage would be im-
measurable, but in the final antlysis submission to tyranny would be an even
more expensive-proposition for the black population. The power structure has
an alternative to the approaching holocaust. Its only hope is an intense crash
program of total Justice and equality and possibly a geographical separation. It
is not the nature of tyrants to honor the petitions of their victims. The tyrant's
response to such Just demands is always unmitigated force. Tyrants always en-
tertain the illusion that brute force is a panacea for social ills. They inevitably
make the fatal mistake of thinking that violence is an invincible pillar of state
hegemony.

The shrill voices of white supremacy fools are rising from the turmoil of social
dislocation and hysterically calling for extermination of that segment of America
now called the Black peril. They want America's consequences of long standing
racial injustice solved by wiping the victim from the face of the earth. They
are overwrought with the white man's self-appraisal of invincibility. They have
no conception of the world today. They don't know what time It is. The vicious
power structure can murder, maim, imprison and plunder but it cannot destroy
Black America without destroying white America. The two are joined together
in a forced and incompatible wedlock, they have been unable to learn to love
each other and the head of the household is unwilling to make a property settle-
ment. The head of the household wants to have irs cake and eat it too. This is
scientifically impossible.

Newark and Detroit were merely skirmishes of protest. Complete alienation
Is imminent. The black man is in for some rough days ahead. He will expert-
ence some Jolting setbacks, but he will learn the hard way. Through negative
examples he will learn the art of warfare. le Will become steeled in his deter-
mination to overcome, and the conditions of battle will transform him into a
fierce fighter. Great loss of life will not serve as a deterrent, but as a propellant.
More and ntore the masses Will come to realize that their greatest chance of
survival lies in collective and fearless struggle. Anger will descend on the collec-
tive masses like a great torrent that flows from a crumbled dam. Such a force
will be Invincible. It will be powerfully driven by the fact that it has nothing
to l6seAfid a whole new wold to gain, The great masses of Black Americans
have nothing to lose, the power structure has everything that a ruling class
can ever lose.

The cynics, the UJncle Toms, the capitulationists, the timid, and those socialists
whW disguise Iheir white supremacy precepts behind a facade of pseudo-Marxism
are more than blint in reibtinding Black Americans that a minority revolution
of blaek people cannot succeed lif racist America. From i faiilty dialectical point
of Vidw they have all Of the stereotyped answers as to why such a noble under-
taking Is bound to fail. The prejudiced point of view is in the same vane 49 pro-
claliing4 that the Black African cannot run Africa without the white man. It
is like saying tat a youth Is not mature enough to manage a respon'ble osi-
tion. This negative view is the manifestation of either subconscious white
supremicy or cofiteMpt for the black man's ability to match the white mali in
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wit or revolutionary capacity. It can be said to be tantamount to a white man
approaching an all black work crew, being directed to a black supervisor, but
instead turns to a white by-stander and asks if he is in charge of these black
boys. He Just cannot understand how a Job can be carried out without the
inevitable white brain and authority. We are invariably told that we cannot
succeed without the master race.

Seven million Cubans can take a stand against the powerful USA and the
whole world cheers and inspires them to resist. Fourteen million people in
South Vietnam stand up to U.S. aggression and become the "Little David"
against Goliath among the nations of the world. Two million Jews unleash
aggression against one hundred million Arabs and the whole reactionary world
cheers the success of their imperialist inspired aggression. More than twenty-two
million Black Americans, who are massed in racist America's most sensitive
regions, speak of massive resistance to genocide and tyranny and we are greeted
with only the demoralizing words that "you can't win because you don't have
a majority. You must have the good white folks on your side." And when we
ask where are the good white folks and what is the formula for winning them
to our side, there are no positive answers. In short, what we are being told
is that we must have the white folks, and in-as-much as there is no possibility
of their Joining us, our cause is lost. In other words, we should do nothing
other than to passively protest and make love to our oppressors and wait for
them to fall in love with us on some vague and mythological date in the future.

Why should the black man in racist America love the white man? Why should
the b akk man in racist America trust the white man? is not, the white man
the one w hocreated the hate barriers? Is he not the one who has betrayed
and abused the black man? We know that there are white exceptions in racist
America, but It we are going to be realistic we must concern ourselves with
the rule rather than with the exception. Those who so readily proclaim to us
thatwe canAiot win such a confiict are sometimes actually expressing a secret
wlsh, This is what they really hope., The same individuals who wish to convince
us that we need the great white folks are also some of the very first ones to
express a fear that the white masses will side with the power structure. The
fact of the matter. is that racism is a grand part of the American way of life.
The great majority of the American working class constitutes a great manpower
pool for world fascism and imperialism. Tey' cannot be expected to change
until the conditions that molded them are shattered. So long as the great
majority of thegn remain the cream of the world's working class they cannot
be expected tO manifest any strong altruistic drive in the formulation of mean-
lngful solidarity tieS ith their less fortunate and 6ppeissed fellow workers
throughout the world. The overwhelming majority of the American working
class, at this Pistorical moment, must be seen as the conservatives and, to a
great extent, as the counter-revtlutionaries that they are.

In a minority Black Revolution in racist-and imperialist America, the best
'our people can hope for, as far as the white working class is concerned, is the
strategic neutralization of a great portion of these unrelJable racist masses.
The black man c~nhot leave such an acJomplishme't to chance, either. This is

why ainy all-out minority revolution mustcreate a t of 'crisis wherein almost
9' all of the white male Oopulhtion would ,be forced to iemain in their homes to

protect their property ndfaihilles. Ak 'grea tfacto&r in favor "of the Afro-American
is the' fact that-the middle class is verflarge. It is not accustomed to depriva-
tion and terror. Because of its affuence, it has waxed soft. It has no stomach
for massive fire, blood and violence. 'The motive force behind its life drive is
its endless pUrsuit' of prestige, conspicuous consumption and sensual pleasures.

A' few'years -of violent, sporadic.and highly destructive, uprisings will set the
stage fi, the grand finale. After the stage is properly set,, through protracted
struggle, big bad racist and Imperialist, America could be brought to her knees in
90 days of highly organized fierce fighting, sabotage and a massive firestomn.

a wonld be'a unique type of urban guerilla warfare that is only appltcia'b to
a highly ixdatrialized and urbanized country like racist America. gucli a cam-
Ohtign diould onlYk be mounted by a desperate and frantic people struggling for
survival. This type of warfare must be based on the expediIncy ofOthe last resort.
This is the final hope of the bzutly oppressed wherein Intolerable misery has
clos d the hopeful gaO between life and death. 'I
The-'di'y- of such a'.confrontation draws near. Time is running out..The power

strutfie prepares to' respond to just and'prayerful petitioning with more brute

45-159-11-p 3 -1O
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force, armour and steel. It has not learned its lesson in Vietnam. It has no under-
standing of the relativity of resistant violence to applied violence. Relative to
revolutions and rebellions It is like a child who does not yet understand where
babies come from; for it does not yet seem to know where rebellion comes from.
Rebellion is born of oppression. Tyrants are the progenitors of revolution. Condi-
tions of tyranny constitute the womb of revolution. Revolution is a Caesarean
operation to facilitate the deliverance of the child of peace. It is the surgery
needed to master the complications developed by a malfunctioning parliamen.
tary delivery system.

Yes, a minority revolution could succeed in racist and imperialist America.
Its chances of success today are better than at any previous time in history.
America is an imperialist power with its tentacles spread around the world. Its
greed makes It want to dominate the world. It has arrogantly proclaimed its
hypocritical self savior of the entire world. The fact of the matter is that it can
not even save itself. The American black man holds the balance of power in the
world today. He holds the fate of America in his hands. The only thing left to the
power Structure is an alternative that its actions show that It has already re-
Jected. Is there cause for aBlack Revolution in racist and tyrannical America?
Even by the evil white man's standard there is. And for the Sake of those "re-
sponsible" wise men Who are so prone to invoke the extremist indictment against
those Who belieVe in Trevolution and violence as the only forceful response to
tyranny, I finally take refuge in t quote from that extremist document called
THE DECLARATIO' QF INDEPENDENCE:

Wheevei' any Form of Government becomes destructive to these ends,
it it the Right of the Piople to alte, or to abolish it, andto Institute new Govern-
ment, laying its foundation on Such principles and organiting i0 powers in such!
form, as to them hMll seem most likely ,to effect their Safety and Happiness.
l prudence, indeed will dictate tat 0ovetnments long established should not bechanged for light aid ttansient causes; and accordingly all 'elperiencehath

shoWn, that niind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than
tonight themselves by abolishing the 'forms to which they are accustomed. But
when a tOng train of abues and usurpations, pursuing Invariably the same'ob-
Jpt,, evinces a, design to reduc them under absolute Despotism, it is their right,
it is their duty, to thbo, off sUiWGovernenit, aut to Dro'vide'neW Guards for
their future ecrt...

"HIsto jiqlly, aill reactionar, force on the verge 'of extinction invariably con-
duct a last desperate stvtgge -ginsf the revolutionary forces, and some revolu-
tionaries a~ apt to 'b6 ' eiuded for a time by this phefnomeno4 of outward
strength. bit inner. weakness, fallingg to grasp thb essential fact that the enemy
is nearing extinction while they themselves. are approaching victory."-MAo
Tsr.-TuNO.. _______. .

C'Omhtn soon: +' ...

Af ERI( SBSTlE DBLAQ.] hMAN'BATTLEJGROUND. A book by the editoro ) i.4ealing with, t experieIe , propag nda, inotlvattons
and Philosophy now.t a fr M lg, ' noivfo6eit civil rights struggle itoa na-
tLonaliberation movement)a~e'd on rkban guerlik Warfar.

P"vrT T If A~

The banil 4f. nH H R'OUSAPER Newsletter froift th6 U.S.' malls is yet an-
othqr warning'of fi oinitous nightdnar of fascism' hovering over America. The
fJ-t that'Lynd- .- AbhnsoW personally' ordered' a probe of the "content andilabfily" pnO' veek prinr to, the summary and arbitrary ban offers undis-
puta61e 'dvldenx0fth6 dicthtorial nature of'the 'Johnson regime. It constitutes
a 'graihitexainple"of Johtison's callouS disregard for civil liberties and consti-
tutIo&fn1 guarantees. Thefact that the Johnson regime Is openly'and shamelesslysoic~ting theraid of po't~l-authorities in Hong Kong in the enforcement of its
fascist ban algo" proves that th Johnson 'gang expects the whole wide world to
tepond-like ever-loyhl running dogs to ItS every whim and command;-

Sine s inception: nine years ago, as an organ, of the Union County, North
qarolina Bra'ntch 6fthe Nati6hnal Association for the Advancement of Colored
1Nople, THE CRUSADEMR hs pursued an uncompromising- policy of advocating
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armed self-defense for brutally oppressed and terrorized black Americans. It
has never wavered In its stand against imperialism, fascism, racism and the
enemies of freedom, peace and Justice. THE CRUSADER has alw~tys been a
staunch advocate of the enforcement of the U.S. Constitution and equality
for all Americans irrespective of race, creed or political persuasion, and from
the very beginning maintained that the Afro-American struggle is part and parcel
of the liberation struggles of the peoples of Africa, Asia and Latin America.

The summary punitive action taken against THE CRUSADER is an alarm-
ing Indication of the rapid erosion of civil liberties in racist America. As a
matter of constitutional preservation, it warrants the protest and active oppose.
tion of all Americans who believe In the right to dissent and freedom of press
and speech.

Send a protest against the banning of THE CRUSADER to: Lawrence F.
O'Brien, Postmaster General, U.S. Post Office Department, Washington, D.C.

Help devise ways and means to frustate postal authorities' ban on THE CRU-
SADER. Order copies today to pass along and to send to the brothers all messed
up in the U.S. Armed Forces. THE CRUSADER is hurting the man, you dig?
KEEP ON PUSHIN'.

ROBERT F. WILLIAMS, 1 TAI CHI CHANG, PEKING, CHINA

S-PRINTED IN CHINA AS A PERSONAL JOURNAL-*
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